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Il ne peut y avoir de langage plus universel et plus simple, plus exempt
d’erreurs et d’obscurite´s, c’est-a`-dire plus digne d’exprimer les rapports
invariables des eˆtres naturels. Conside´re´e de ce point de vue, l’analyse
mathe´matique est aussi e´tendue que la nature elle-meˆme... Son attribut
principal est la clarte´. Elle n’a point de signes pour exprimer les no-
tions confuses. Elle rapproche les phe´nome`nes les plus divers et de´couvre
les analogies secre`tes qui les unissent... Elle nous les rend pre´sents et
mesurables, et semble eˆtre une faculte´ de la raison humaine, destine´e a`
supple´er a` la brie`vete´ de la vie et a` l’imperfection des sens.
Jean-Baptiste Joseph Fourier
The Analytical Theory of Heat

Abstract
The evolution of metabolism regulation is an intertwined process, where different
strategies are constantly being developed towards a cognitive ability to perceive and
respond to an environment. Organisms depend on an orchestration of a complex set
of chemical reactions: maintaining homeostasis with a changing environment, while
simultaneously sending material and energetic resources to where they are needed.
The success of an organism requires efficient metabolic regulation, highlighting the
connection between evolution, population dynamics and the underlying biochemistry.
In this work, I represent organisms as coupled information-processing networks,
that is, gene-regulatory networks receiving signals from the environment and acting
on chemical reactions, eventually affecting material flows. I discuss the mechanisms
through which metabolism control is improved during evolution and how the nonlin-
earities of competition influence this solution-searching process.
The propagation of the populations through the resulting landscapes generally
point to the role of the rhythm of cell division as an essential phenotypic feature
driving evolution. Subsequently, as it naturally follows, different representations of
organisms as oscillators are constructed to indicate more precisely how the interplay
between competition, maturation timing and cell-division synchronisation affects the
expected evolutionary outcomes, not always leading to the “survival of the fastest”.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last century, a deep paradigm shift started taking place in science, where
interdisciplinary computational approaches started progressively becoming a trend for
tackling the complex problems with which we are presented [1]. Also, systems that lie
on boundaries between disciplines frequently exhibit rich phenomenologies and mani-
fest as very fertile fields of inquiry, occasionally generating entirely new research do-
mains. Especially for complex systems, whose organisation span several interconnected
levels, every partition into disciplines is purely didactic and artificial – and sometimes
eventually misleading. As a concept, emergence represents one possible theoretical
framework for connecting disciplines [2]; computers have gained a status of platforms
on which models for complex systems can be simulated and analysed [3].
One of the consequences of this scientific-informational revolution is an intense
mathematisation of biology [4], [5] that manifests in very different forms. From molec-
ular dynamics and protein folding [6], going through metabolism [7], gene regulatory
networks [8], intercellular communication [9], tissue organisation and ontogeny [10],
all the way up to population biology [11], sociobiology [12], ecology [13] and evolution
[14], [15], [16]. These domains have all seen contributions not only from statistics
for experimental purposes; but also from dynamical systems, graph theory, statisti-
cal physics and information theory – just to cite a few – for foundational, theoretical
reasons.
Living systems span an indefinably huge diversity. Nevertheless, the core of our
metabolism is extremely similar to almost every known life form [17], [18]. Structural
elements have also been preserved over billions of years and many abstract aspects of
cellular organisation are to a great extent shared. From a virus to a highly sophisti-
cated human being, every single organism on this planet contains long molecules that
somehow tell long stories of reproductive successes, memories of the primitive Earth
and how some of our ancestors dealt with various environments. For reproduction to
take place, living systems – as thermodynamically open systems – need an influx of
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matter and energy. Facing the chemical complexity of the environment itself, clever
solutions had to be found for organisms to recognise differences in the environment and
maintain that uptake always favourable. Distinguishing poison from food, brightness
from darkness or danger from safety is a matter of survival.
Cognition [19], [20], therefore, has had a fundamental role since the early be-
ginnings. All successful organisms whose lineages percolate through space-time have
the capacity to perceive and extract material resources from the environment to build
themselves and transmit this autopoietic [21] ability to their offspring, at the expenses
of deeply transforming the environment they live in [22], [23], [24].
Borrowing ideas from artificial intelligence, cybernetics and semiotics, one can
state that organisms are autonomous agents endowed with a causally closed [25], [26]
dynamic architecture that processes information symbolically [27], [28] in order to self-
regulate and maximise their success in a given environment. In the following chapters
I will try to expand these ideas and, hopefully, dissolve a bit more the boundaries
between disciplines.
Information From the long tradition of classical thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics we have learnt a great deal about the interplay between order and disorder
or how energy and entropy compete to produce the macroscopic, collective changes
in organisation known as phase transitions. The regularities of ordered, low-energy
crystals correspond to symmetries broken by the cooling down of a more energetic,
disordered liquid. Spontaneity is simply a matter of how probable different configura-
tions are and how their distributions are related to macroscopic observables.
Also, a system composed of a huge number of subsystems can be represented by a
much smaller number of variables. This means that one does not need to write down
a system of roughly 1023 differential equations in order to understand the behaviour
of a gas or a chemical reaction. This is very powerful. Consider a chemical reaction
taking place inside of a beaker, whose reactants’ concentrations are being measured as
time elapses. In fact, in a microscopic scale this system could be seen as a stochastic
process, where thermal energy acts as noise in individual molecules’ behaviour. How-
ever, a macroscopic collective behaviour emerges that decouples from the microscopic
details. A description of the system in terms of concentrations of these chemicals
(the emergent macroscopic variables) is deterministic and considerably simpler. Al-
though some information is in practice unknown – namely, the positions and velocities
of individual molecules and their quantum states – chemical kinetics depicts how the
macroscopic states unfold.
An out-of-equilibrium formulation of thermodynamics is still under construction
and much less is known about which patterns of organisation may arise from the
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many possible conditions to which a simple system can be subjected [29]. Be´nard cells
and the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction are classic examples. Many other examples
are known where a nonlinear, out-of-equilibrium self-organisation is established in the
presence of potential gradients, also known as thermodynamic forces. Living cells
make use of these thermodynamic forces, producing their own gradients to enable all
sorts of processes [30].
Almost a century after Boltzmann and Gibbs, the works of Shannon [31] and
Jaynes [32], [33] substantially changed our interpretation of entropy. From a purely
physical quantity, entropy became a nontrivial, anthropomorphic association between
information and order. It is today widely recognised that information plays a central
role in living systems [34], [35]. Still, Shannon points out that there is something miss-
ing in his definition of information. Although quantitatively well-defined, Shannon’s
information does not account for semantics, it is devoid of meaning. It was, somehow,
an unfortunate word choice: no one gets informed when receiving a message unless a
code has been previously established, designating how the message should be read.
Semiotics A good deal of research is now devoted to understand the semiosis of
biological systems. Further developing ideas of earlier semioticians like Uexku¨ll [36],
Saussure [37], Peirce [38] and Sebeok [39], the fields of code biology and biosemiotics
are specifically concerned with the definition of biological codes, how they operate
and evolve and the consequences for the philosophy of biology [40], [38], [27]. A code
has been defined as an arbitrary mapping that establishes a correspondence between
two possibly different sets of objects (e.g. molecules) [41], [42], [43], [44]. The canonic
example is the genetic code, where specific mRNA codons (nucleotide triplets) are
mapped into specific amino acids. The connection, being arbitrary, must be chemi-
cally implemented by an adaptor molecule that binds to both simultaneously – as the
tRNAs do in the previous example. Any posterior mutation in one of these adaptors
would provoke a catastrophe, with a considerable part of the genome being incorrectly
translated. Several other organic codes have been identified, and the invention of new
codes have been associated to the major transitions observed in evolution [45], [43].
Codes are obviously not enough, they represent only part of the whole architecture
of the living. However, codes work as conventions to assign meaning to molecules [46],
[47]. A code is, in any case, a necessary condition for semiosis. Also, different codes
coexist inside every cell in a complex network of signal handling, and they must be co-
ordinated. A living cell, then, can extract meaningful information from its environment
through the use of adaptor molecules that sit on the membrane: a signalling code [48].
In a process known as signal transduction, transmembrane receptors convert chemical
signals between the environment outside and the cytoplasm. Extracellular molecules
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are associated to specific second messengers inside the cell, and information about the
external world is transmitted with no necessary use of transport. A signalling cascade
follows, and the information reaches different parts of the cell and affects its further
organisation. Just like engineered systems or intelligent agents, transducers are part of
the sensing systems of the cells. The set of all secondary messengers determines a lower
bound to how many degrees of freedom a cell has available to sense its environment.
Living Self-Organisation In fact, cells are miniature far-from-equilibrium indus-
tries that constantly reproduce and self-regulate. They are composed of compartments,
transducers, cables, molecular motors, pumps, enzymes, transporters, batteries and
other molecular machines, usually made of proteins (or other macromolecules), some-
times assembled in modular, multimolecular complexes [49]. First, machine elements
are encoded in sequences of the DNA. The material resources come from the environ-
ment and should be chemically transformed in specific pathways. The machinery’s
building blocks are put together by the translation machinery. After synthesis, they
need to fold into the correct conformation.
Folding is an essential part of the process, since it is the tertiary structure (or the
three-dimensional folded configuration) of each long molecule that will determine its
distribution of charges – and therefore the possible interactions with other chemical
species. Wrong folding will most probably undermine a machine’s function, and special
proteins called chaperones are sometimes needed for assisting protein folding. Finally,
for multimolecular complexes specific pathways and their respective enzymes guarantee
the correct assembly process1. Once folded and assembled, a machine will operate on
a specific process, contributing in some way to the metabolism of the cell.
The coordination of these machines, however, is not a trivial task. Once operat-
ing2, each of them will perform some kind of process: transport, catalysis, transduc-
tion, copying, pumping, translation, scaffolding and the like. Meanwhile, some ma-
chines need to coordinate their actions with others. In the electron transport chain,
for example, the electrochemical potential built up between the membranes by proton
pumps is used by the ATP synthase. All organisms are composed of such functionally
interdependent modules that have been tested and selected [50], [51], [52], [53].
With all machines in place, a constant flow of material resources is established,
including possible feedback control loops such as allosteric regulation. The concentra-
1Many complexes, e.g. the ribosomes, form their quaternary structures through self-assembly, a
spontaneous process that does not need extra machines. This is probably one of the reasons why life
is possible. If the machine-producing machines (ribosomes) also needed machines to assemble in the
first place, it would be a problem.
2These machines, however, do not operate when out of their context. Many of them, in order to
function, need the presence of other machines, substrates, energy carriers (such as ATP), the correct
temperature, pH, electrochemical potential, etc.
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tions of the metabolites reach a steady state that is well captured by elementary flux
modes (or eigenvectors in flux balance analysis [54]). However, specific signals may
trigger changes in gene expression which can lead to switching between flux modes.
The time-scales involved in these transitions are typically much bigger than the time-
scales to reach equilibrium in the chemical reactions.
It is indispensable for a cell to coordinate the production of its machines, that
is, to have a mechanism to optimally correlate the gene expression patterns (and
corresponding flux modes) with the available nutrients in the environment. The nu-
clei of the cells, therefore, contain at the same time the instructions for building the
machines and the program indicating the context where these machines should be op-
erating. From this perspective, the nucleus works as a memory storage, information
processing, resource management and flow control device [55]. The topology of the
gene regulatory network defines how this logistics is implemented dynamically under
very noisy environmental conditions [56].
It is possible to assign to these molecular flows three distinct attributes: (ma-
terial) determine the allocation of the molecules or parts of them; (energetic) enable
chemical reactions thermodynamically by the synthesis of energy-carrying molecules;
(informational) depict how signals are being processed. Therefore, keeping track of
molecular species in a cell over space and time allows one, in principle, to represent
the organisation of the cell from these three perspectives and understand how they
are connected. All three attributes are implicitly present in a formalism conceived
by Petri [57], originally developed to model chemical processes and later extensively
used in industrial automation. Recently, it has been reconsidered as a good candidate
model for the organisation of the cell and metabolism [58], [59], [60].
Enactive Ecology As a natural consequence of the constant chemical uptake many
substances also leave the cells, ultimately modifying the chemical composition of their
environment (e.g. the oxygen in the atmosphere). Be it through excretion (flushing
chemical waste) or secretion (sending signals for intercellular communication or reg-
ulatory purposes), these molecules exit the chemical scope of the cell until they are
processed elsewhere. At this level, cells function as chemical-conversion agents that,
unless completely autonomous, should coordinate with others. In a population or tis-
sue, the collective coordination requires a shared pool of signalling molecules. In a
relatively simple setting, bacteria coordinate gene expression depending on the den-
sity of the population [61], [62] whereas cells in multicellular organisms exhibit more
elaborate responses to hormones that usually vary from one tissue to another. The
arbitrariness of the signalling code – which allows context dependence of semiosis –
is a necessary condition for intertissue coordination, since different tissues respond
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differently to the same signals.
Of course, matter and energy not only flow between cells or individuals of the
same species, but also between different ones. In a bigger picture, different ecological
relations are established depending on how chemicals, sunlight and space are shared.
The composition of the environment is extremely complex, and include both ecological
and geological features (space, chemical composition, temperature, biogeochemical cy-
cles). Environments affect living organisms in many ways3 and populations constantly
shape environment back.
Directly or indirectly, the presence of a species may facilitate or hamper the estab-
lishment or survival of other species: a complex web of interacting species is constantly
forming (ecological succession and stability). Competition, predation and mutualism
are among many different symbiontic relationships between species that strongly af-
fect population dynamics and play an important role in selection and evolution [29].
Interesting examples of symbiotic coevolution abound. Lichens – which are main fac-
tors for soil formation and were, therefore, essential for land colonisation – consist
of an association of algae and/or cyanobacteria with fungal filaments. Mitochondria
and chloroplasts are ancient prokaryotes that through endosymbiosis became simple
organelles. In any case, the interspecific coordination requires a coevolved set of sig-
nals to adjust and control replication and other processes relevant for the ensemble.
Colonisation, niche construction or finding alternative pathways to use other energy
resources are possible survival strategies that have already been used in the course of
evolutionary history. Survival must depend on coordination of all levels of organisation
– and the capacity to manipulate information symbolically.
Furthermore, ecological interactions not only interfere with population dynamics,
but also establish material flows between species along which genes may be exchanged,
producing some of the most intriguing living examples [64]. If one acknowledges genes
as dynamical information-processing entities, horizontal gene transfers have a profound
impact on the evolutionary history of species. After a foreign gene is transferred to
an organism, it is subject to evolve in the new biochemical context of the recipient
lineage, simultaneously affecting that lineage’s biochemistry and evolution. Therefore,
evolutionary thinking is also progressively experiencing a shift from Darwin’s tree-like
paradigm towards a spatio-temporal net of life [65].
Evolution All the observed coordination discussed so far must be backed by self-
organising tendencies that govern the collective behaviour of interacting molecules for
3In the long term, evolutionary trial and error provide populations with robust, hardwired solutions
to deal with their specific environment. On the other hand, epigenetics enables the nucleus to adapt
faster to environmental changes through slight chemical modifications that do not affect the DNA
itself [63].
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the complex biochemistry of the living to persist. The origin of life and its subsequent
evolution are both spontaneous processes. There must be an out-of-equilibrium ther-
modynamic basis justifying the replication and survival as spontaneous processes [66].
But most importantly the emergence of life and major transitions correspond to ar-
chitectural reconfigurations in which extra modules or levels of information processing
might appear and interact with the existing ones [67], [68], [69], [70].
The nested information-processing organisation of life is a result of a long evolu-
tionary history. All individuals inherit, test and eventually transmit dynamic, modular
architectures in a long chain of functional and reproductive successes. This race for
success forces coordination to be as robust as needed, given constraints and context.
Coordination at any level of organisation relies on the conventional use of codes. Upon
the establishment of a novel code, previously disconnected units might get wrapped,
becoming functionally interdependent and evolution may move up levels in the organ-
isational complexity [45], [71].
At any level of organisation, incoordination means bad resource management or
inadaptation: a species that does not coordinate well with its environment is more
likely to go extinct; mutations that disrupt intertissue coordination are deleterious.
Reproductive success, therefore, stems from an organism’s cognitive ability to extract
information from the environment and use it for coordination purposes, organising its
use of resources. Fitness should be a consequence of the operational character of the
organisms rather than static definition imposed a priori.
With this computational-cognitive view of the organisms in mind, the starting
point of this work was to combine the geometric understanding of evolution, inherited
from Wright [72], with a dynamic description of the organisms composing the popula-
tion – recombining ideas from Kauffman [73] and Petri [57]. In doing so, the artificial
assignment of arbitrary fitness values can be avoided and reproductive success becomes
an implicit environment-dependent feature.
Wright’s original idea was to view evolution as a dynamic process taking place on
a discrete sequence space, whose points represent different combinations of alleles and
whose topology explicits the accessibility to different sequences through mutations.
According to his ideas, certain combinations would be more adaptive and populations
would follow the gradients towards the more adapted peaks. Wright already pointed
out that the size of this space – today known as a fitness or adaptive landscape –
is astronomical; having a good intuition about such high-dimensional spaces is not
trivial. His description of different organisms is, however, still static.
The theory of landscapes continues to evolve [74]. Kimura’s neutrality [75] was
later reconciled with the adaptationist view of evolution through the concept of neutral
networks, where a topological balance between neutrality and innovation is needed
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for the robustness of evolution, suggesting that landscape ruggedness may not be an
obstacle for hill climbing [76], [77], [78].
Given that genes interact in a network to produce a temporal pattern of expres-
sion, each genotype of the landscape should contain its own dynamic information-
processing signature. This also means that different genotypes can be associated with
different mechanisms for introducing novelties: evolution is a self-referential process
[29]. Clever mechanisms for innovation – especially from existing genes or modules,
to avoid starting the search always from scratch – have been found and are constantly
being improved. In other words, exaptation [79] or gene duplication [80], [81] con-
siderably accelerate the searching process; evolutionary mechanisms are, themselves,
evolving.
Kauffman devised a simple model for gene interacting networks in which nodes
with associated boolean state variables represent genes that, in turn, are dynamically
connected through boolean functions as update mechanism. This abstraction, whose
predicted dynamic patterns of gene expression have been experimentally verified, ini-
tiated a considerable wave of scientific work, expanding the perspective of the use
of mathematics in biology [82], [8], [83]. One can, therefore, construct a landscape
whose nodes are dynamic boolean networks instead of a static collection of alleles [84],
[85], [86]. Such a landscape illustrates manifestly the solution-searching character of
evolution.
Being concerned about the out-of-equilibrium searching mechanism of the popu-
lations on the landscape, I focus on two different aspects of the evolutionary process.
The first is the efficacious-computation potential that drives populations uphill. The
second, the nonlinear effects of population dynamics on their drift on the landscape
– more precisely, the synchronisation and delay of cell division rhythms – that might
interfere with hill climbing. To explore that, a collection of different computational
and mathematical tools was used, to emphasize different aspects of the considered
problems.
In chapter 2, I define a minimal systemic model for the organisation of a cell:
a boolean network representing the gene interactions receives information from the
environment and acts on its metabolism, a Petri net. A brief discussion of the resulting
landscape is presented, whose fitness is implicit and environment-dependent.
The results of stochastic evolutionary dynamics on this landscape together with
three different population-dynamical mechanisms are compared in chapter 3. One
counterintuitive effect is shown, where cell division synchronisation obstructs the access
of the population to the peak. Still in the same chapter, a continuous approach is
presented, where an estimate of the fitness values for each condition of the environment
is used to construct linear operators.
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In order to explicit the synchronisation as a source for the climbing barrier, an
alternative description of the landscape is proposed in which frequencies of cell division
are attributed to the nodes instead of fitness. This frequency landscape clarifies the
understanding of the underlying process: a recurrence relation is derived that depicts
the observed transition between the presence or absence of the barrier. This is the
content of chapter 4.
The following two chapters contain a refinement of the description of individuals
as oscillators, relaxing their division times up to a maximum delayed value depending
on the availability of resources (space). The introduction of the delays changes consid-
erably the dynamical properties of the age-structured populations, and some degree
of division synchronisation might spontaneously emerge. A combination of computa-
tional and mathematical approaches is used to both discrete and continuous versions
of the derived model in chapter 5.
In chapter 6, the delay models are translated into an agent-based model, depicting
the effect of ageing in the occupation of space and the morphology of the population’s
occupation of space. In parallel, a master equation approximation is used to extract
qualitative properties of the spatial age distributions observed.
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Chapter 2
A Systemic Model
Gene regulatory networks contain most of the information about the computa-
tional protocols of cell behaviour in a given environment. They have evolved to con-
trol the flows of material and energetic resources in metabolic networks, being both
networks dynamically and structurally entangled inside organisms [60]. In the liter-
ature, however, it is common to evolve boolean networks representing genes with no
input-output relation to an external environment or very simplified ones [86], [87], [88].
In this chapter and the following, I combine these ideas in a formalism that
represents the evolution of the interplay between genes, metabolism and the envi-
ronment, taking into account the nonlinearities of population-dynamical interactions.
The main idea consists of observing how the organisms in a population evolve their
gene-regulatory structure according to the environment’s availability of nutrients in
order to adapt to it. To achieve that, organisms are represented with their metabolic
and gene-regulatory networks coupled, similar to the hybrid Petri-boolean networks
used in [60].
This coupling is designed in the intuitive way: genes that code for enzymes pro-
mote specific reactions on the presence of the educts ( catalysis); signals are sent from
the metabolic to the boolean network to allow organisms to sense the presence of
signalling molecules (signal transduction). These artificial organisms will be, then,
subject to evolve by the introduction of mutations and facing competition for survival
with other types.
Genotype, for the present modelling purposes, will be identified with the topol-
ogy of the gene regulatory network; phenotype – gene expression patterns and, con-
sequently, cell division timing – will becomes a flexible, environment-dependent con-
struction. The definitions will lead to a landscape in which an individual’s performance
depends on the environment’s dynamics. This chapter will introduce the preliminary
definitions for the investigation of this model and the results are mostly concentrated
in chapter 3.
11
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2.1 The Boolean Network
One motivation of this work was to investigate the computational ability of a
gene-regulatory network when exposed to an environment and how specific compu-
tational solutions are found during evolution [89]. This section treats the problem
from the perspective of the nucleus, the main controller of cellular function, assigning
a representation for its core processes. Genes involved in this high-level dynamical
control of the cell are translated into transcription factors which, in turn, bind to reg-
ulatory DNA binding sites of other genes with a considerable specificity, altering the
expression of that target gene – a process known as transcriptional regulation.
Two biological codes are more saliently involved in transcriptional regulation.
The first and most obvious is the one used in translation, whose adaptors are tRNAs
mapping codons into amino acids. This code has probably been fixed a long time
ago to guarantee fidelity of the translation process, suggested by differences in this
map in different domains of life [90], [91]. The second code is fundamental for actual
information processing and coordination purposes, which involves DNA binding sites
as adaptors, associating transcription factors with genes. The arbitrariness of this
gene-regulatory code is largely used for rewiring gene interactions and searching for
different solutions in evolutionary time-scales. Being organised in a large network of
gene interactions, they produce very complex dynamical patterns of gene expression.
Gene-expression patterns correspond to an ordering or coordination of the pro-
duction of molecular machines which, in their turn, determine to a great extent the
flow of matter and organisation of the cell. This includes transport to appropriate
compartments, regulation of metabolic pathways and homeostasis. The processes car-
ried out by these machines are in general not spontaneous or very slow in their absence,
justifying the whole evolutionary effort to orchestrate everything correctly. Therefore,
the genetic material in the nucleus is largely responsible for this high level and com-
plex control of the cell as a whole, and a high degree of information processing and
computing can be attributed to it.
Since Kauffman’s pioneer work on boolean networks [92], other important results
reveal a simple but reliable logical architecture responsible for the cellular organisation
and signal processing [8], [93]. The state spaces of such discrete dynamical systems
condense all the information about temporal sequences of gene-activation patterns
in a discrete state space, which is much more accessible to one’s intuition for high-
dimensional systems when compared to systems of differential equations.
Recognising the suitability of such models to reproduce biological signal handling,
I use boolean networks to represent the nuclei composed of the sets G (genes) and S
(sensors) of nodes to which dynamical state variables are associated, σi ∈ {0, 1}. Every
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gene or sensor node may potentially repress or activate other genes through a birth-
defined interaction topology, given by the weight matrix aij ∈ {−1, 0, 1} – the effect
that gene or sensor node i has on gene j. This matrix is not symmetric. Also, self-
interaction, that is, aii 6= 0 is allowed. The states of sensor nodes1 σi for i ∈ S, on the
other hand, can only be activated by external environmental signals, described in the
next section. In other words, aij = 0 if j is a sensor node.
1
23
4
5 6
(a) Boolean network.
A =

0 0 −1 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

(b) The corresponding matrix.
Figure 2.1: Gene interacting network example. The nodes in green represent sensor
nodes, and nodes in magenta stand for gene nodes. Note that sensor nodes have null
corresponding columns. Solid colours indicate activity.
The updating mechanism of the boolean network is synchronous and based on
threshold functions. Every gene will be updated at the same time and the state of gene
i at the next timestep depends on the sum of its inputs multiplied by the corresponding
weights according to equation (2.1). In case the sum exceeds the threshold θi for that
gene it will be switched on.
σt+1i = Θ
( ∑
j ∈G∪S
ajiσ
t
j − θi
)
, for i ∈ G (2.1)
where
Θ(x) =
{
1 if x > 0
0 otherwise
is the Heaviside function.
This choice is not necessary. Asynchronous dynamics could have been used instead
– or other kinds of functions for the updating mechanism. However, threshold functions
alone form a functionally complete set that, when combined, can produce any possible
1The sensor nodes are necessary for the organisms to extract information both from the environ-
ment and the internal metabolic states, achieved in biological systems through signalling cascades.
This access allows organisms to respond and adapt to complex environmental patterns, since the
nucleus has relevant information at its disposal.
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computation – a necessary feature for the organisms’ cognition. The boolean topology
will represent, from now on, the genotype of the organism.
2.2 The Metabolic Network
In this section, we exit the scope of the nucleus to contemplate the metabolism,
the network of chemical reactions and processes that take place in the cells. Nearly
all these processes are mediated by one or more enzymes. Enzymes act as traffic
controllers, opening virtual gates for molecules or parts of them to go somewhere else
and/or combine with other chemical species. One can view these general processes as
signal mediated switches, similar to electronic transistors. In the presence of the correct
enzyme, the reaction takes place and matter flows through the channel. Otherwise,
the channel is closed. Figure 2.2 shows one example scheme.
1
A
B
C
R
D E
Figure 2.2: Representation of a metabolic process. A, B and C are educts or reactants.
Correspondingly, D and E are the products. Here, the gene 1 controls the activity of
reaction R through the expression of an enzyme.
The metabolic network used in this work is a Petri net: a complete bipartite
directed network composed of reaction (or process) nodes and chemical species nodes.
The chemicals flow like tokens in a Petri net and non-integer values flowing in and out
of a node are also allowed. The Petri net is a 3-tuple (M,R,w). M corresponds to a set
of molecular or chemical species. If transport processes were also modelled, M should
be an associated pair of molecule and location, i.e. a molecule outside the cell and the
same molecule inside should be represented as two different nodes. R represents a set
of reactions or general processes. Finally, w is a mapping w : (M×R)∪(R×M)→ R+,
that takes every edge and associates to a non-negative stoichiometric weight.
The state of the Petri net at each point in time is given by the quantities of
every chemical species, that is, a vector µt of size |M | whose initial value µ0 should
be specified. Another vector to be used is a transition rate vector rt of size |R| that
determines the kinetics of the reactions at each point in time, whose standard values
on the states of the genes, as shown in the next section in equation (2.3). This can
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be made as realistic as possible if enough characterisation of the chemical process is
available, but for our purposes it will be quite simplified. In general, rates depend on
the concentration of the educts and products.
The reactions will only take place at time t if all the reactants are present in
enough quantities (µti >
∑
l r
∗
l · wil, ∀i ∈ Il,∀l) and the corresponding gene is being
expressed (the reaction rate is given by r∗l when reaction l is on and 0 otherwise). Then,
molecules flow through the metabolic network according to the following procedure.
µt+1i = µ
t
i −
∑
l
rtl · wil +
∑
l
rtl · wli (2.2)
Of course, for big metabolic networks one needs a more detailed protocol to avoid
negative concentrations and guarantee µk > 0, ∀k. The order of executing the reac-
tions can be implemented in many different ways, stochastically or deterministically,
and affects the final result if molecules are close to being depleted. Stochastic effects
will be considerable when molecules are present in small quantities and competition
between enzymes needs to be considered [60]. Since only the minimal case of ex-
actly one reaction will be considered throughout this thesis, no further specification is
required.
2.3 The organisms
The good functioning of an organism depends on its ability to sense the environ-
ment and respond to it, preferably optimising the biomass production of some crucial
molecules for its reproduction. A typical example is the lac operon, extensively studied
and modelled [94], [95]. Bacteria that possess this regulatory mechanism are able to
redirect the flows through different pathways to maximise extraction of energy from
food molecules, switching between lactose and glucose metabolism whenever necessary.
To do that, the cell has to sense the concentration of lactose and glucose and correctly
respond, producing the right enzymes that will carry out the appropriate reactions.
The behaviour expected from the organisms involve sensing the environment and
acting accordingly on its metabolism, coupling the two networks previously defined.
Therefore, the artificial organisms used in the present model will have their networks
coupled in the following way: the boolean network, representing the nucleus, partially
accesses the state of the environment and/or metabolism and controls the production of
the metabolic-regulatory machinery, in general very specific to the metabolic processes
on which they operate. These machines may open or close gates and switch the modes
of matter flow, altering cellular organisation and possibly sending some feedback to
the nucleus.
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The coupling of the networks, in both directions, can be summarised as follows:
1. (Sensing) Molecules or chemical species in the Petri net may activate correspond-
ing sensor nodes in the boolean network.
2. (Acting) Genes in the boolean network may switch on chemical reactions in the
Petri net.
Sensing is represented by a mapping ζ : M × S → {0, 1} whereas acting goes
in the opposite direction, depicted by η : G × R → {0, 1}. Again, this can be made
as realistic as needed if one knows the mechanisms of the signalling and translation
machinery, their time-scales and dynamical properties.
The inter-network update scheme is given by the following relations:
σti = Θ
(∑
k∈M
µtk · ζki
)
i ∈ S
rt+1l = r
∗
l ·Θ
(∑
j∈G
σtj · ηjl
)
l ∈ R
(2.3)
However simplified, there are still different kinds of processes taking place inside
such artificial organisms: the chemical reactions in the metabolism, the signalling
cascades and the gene expression. The time-scales related to each of them in real
organisms is reasonably different, being the gene expression the slowest of the three.
The time-step of the model may, then, be considered to represent a typical time-scale
of gene expression. Therefore, both chemical reactions and sensing mechanisms are
expected to reach kinetic equilibrium instantaneously, reason why their dynamical
details are not explicitly modelled.
Figure 2.3 shows a diagram for one instance of an organism, according to the
definitions. This joint topology defines precisely how internal and external signals
are handled and combined to determine the material flows through the metabolism.
Some of the molecules produced by the metabolism will be later considered as target
molecules or, in other words, biomass that should be accumulated for the organism to
divide. In Figure 2.3, the target molecule is depicted in red. This will be explained
next in more detail.
2.4 Phenotype: interplay between genotype and
environment
To embed the artificial organisms in an evolutionary context, their reproduction
will depend on their gene expression patterns, which in turn is a function of the envi-
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A
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
A B
R1
C D E
R2
F G
Figure 2.3: General scheme of the internal structure of an organism, as represented
here. The coupling between both networks is depicted: catalysis (acting, in orange
dotted arrows) and signal transduction (sensing, in green dotted arrows). There is
also a distinction between two types of genes, those that control directly a chemical
reaction, represented in orange, and intermediate ones that have only an indirect effect,
represented in magenta. In the metabolic network, the red node is a target molecule,
that should be accumulated for the organism to reproduce. Not shown in this figure is
the threshold for every gene i, θi, that will also be subject to variation after mutation
starts taking place.
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ronment. The accumulation of a predefined amount of the target molecule, or biomass,
called here division threshold (DT ), will trigger the cell division of the organisms –
whose explicit gene-regulatory mechanism was omitted for simplicity. Upon division,
two daughter cells receive half of the biomass of the mother cell in addition to their
genotypes. On the other hand, whenever an organism consumes all of its biomass, it
dies.
Assume that the environment changes periodically, such that in only 1
4
of the time
both molecules are present (which I call the productive season), in 1
2
of the time only
one of them is present and in the other quarter none of them is present (Figure 2.4).
In this case, the populations have to solve the problem of detecting the simultaneous
presence of both educts A and B – learn a logical AND function.
The environment can always be represented by a chemical time-series. The pe-
riodic pattern of availability of two nutrients shown in Figure 2.4 will be considered
most of the time. Whenever in an environment, an organism’s biomass will increase
if its target molecules are being produced and decrease proportionally to the total
number of genes switched on, as a penalty.
A
B
Figure 2.4: Time diagram of environment availability of molecules A and B. The
cyclical pattern forces the populations to learn how to recognise the presence of both
nutrients at the same time. Every one of the four different seasons has fixed length
L. The only season in which organisms can produce biomass is when both A and B
are present, which will be called the productive season. The other three seasons are
non-productive, since the reaction cannot occur.
Keeping genes active is expensive, from an energetic and material point of view.
Active genes consume metabolites and energy in order to be expressed. To portray this
consumption, the penalty will be implemented in terms of what has been described
so far. Every gene will activate a reaction that only consumes the target molecule C.
The concentration of this molecule will, then, decrease proportionally to the number
of active genes, as intended. This is shown in Figure 2.5.
I will omit these reactions from the following diagrams to avoid visual excesses,
but one should keep in mind that active genes are always consuming biomass. Were
the penalty not implemented, different solutions that produce the same computation
with different average number of active genes would be regarded as identical, which is
not the case in biological systems.
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AB
1 2
A B
R
CR2
R1
Figure 2.5: One boolean implementation of an AND function. In cyan are shown the
biomass-consuming reactions that oppose to the main goal of the cell: accumulate
biomass and divide. However, expressing gene 2 all the time is an energetic disadvan-
tage, and this solution is worst than keeping only one gene always active.
These purely biomass-consuming reactions implicitly represent the energetic cost
of gene expression. One can, then, vary the rates of these reactions and thereby adjust
the strength of selective pressure. The effect of this penalty is rather straightforward,
forcing the number of genes being used to be as small as possible.
2.4.1 The minimal problem
From now on I will focus the attention on the minimal case: only one chemical
reaction with two educts, nutrients A and B, and one products, the target molecule C,
that should be accumulated. The educts A and B, when present, cannot be depleted
– an infinite chemical reservoir. The stoichiometric weight for both the production of
the target molecule by reaction R and its consumption for the expression of genes by
reactions Rg, ∀g ∈ G will be considered to be equal, wRC = wCRg = 1. The equilibrium
rates of these reactions will be, respectively, r∗R = 1 and r
∗
Rg
= W – the latter being
the energetic cost or penalty for expressing genes.
One can calculate the limiting value for the penalty, given this setting. Two
conditions must be satisfied for survival: the biomass cannot be completely consumed
during non-productive seasons and biomass must increase over the cycles for organisms
to be able to divide. Consider the first condition first. The worst-case scenario occurs
when an organism is born at the end of the productive season. It is born with exactly
DT
2
and keeps all of its genes active during the three following seasons, although it is
not producing any biomass, only consuming. For it not do die, the value of W that
should be used for every target-consuming reaction has to respect inequation (2.4).
W <
DT
2
· 1
3L
∑
i
〈σti〉3L
(2.4)
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Here, W is the cost of gene expression per unit time per gene (or reaction rate
for each target-molecule-consuming reaction); DT is the division threshold or amount
of target molecule necessary for cell division; L is the duration of each season so 4L
is the total period of oscillation of the environment. The sum of the average states of
the genes measures the total expenses during the non-productive seasons, equal to the
number of genes in the worst case. The subscript 3L indicates that the time average
is performed only for the three non-productive seasons.
For the second survival condition to be satisfied (that the organisms are able to
divide in the productive season), W also has to lie within a certain range. This is
equivalent to the net production of biomass over a cycle being positive, from which
one can extract inequation (2.5).
W <
〈σt1〉L
〈σt1〉L + 3
∑
i
〈σti〉3L
(2.5)
Here, 〈σt1〉L depicts the average state of gene 1 during the productive season,
indicated by the subscript L. Both inequalities depend on the gene expression pattern,
which is a function of the environment. Therefore, for every phenotype there is a
critical value of the penalty that allows survival Wmax given by the minimum between
the upper bounds of inequations (2.4) and (2.5). Increasing the value of W above these
critical values will provoke the extinction of the corresponding phenotypes. These
critical values are shown in table 2.1.
The choice of the penalty weight, therefore, must be made such that one im-
portant phenotype never goes extinct – namely, what I call the (ON) phenotype. It
designates organisms that incessantly produce the enzyme, independently of the state
of the environment. These phenotypes are the most abundant functioning types in the
minimal landscape studied, and their neutral network actually connect to the majority
of phenotypes, providing access to most innovations. This will be shown shortly. Later
on, different organisms belonging to this phenotypic category will be used as initial
seed organisms from which populations will evolve.
2.4.2 Thresholds and computing
The interplay between gene-expression costs and the thresholds of the genes results
in the expected relation between computing and energy consumption. If the thresholds
of the genes were all set to θi = 0, ∀i, one could find topologies for the boolean network
that actually perform an AND function, such as those shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
These solutions, however, are more costly than responding to only one of the nutrients
(e.g. Figure 2.7), which is the best solution given θi = 0. Still, the enzyme would be
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used only half of the time during which it is being produced, which is not ideal.
AB
1
2
3
A B
R1
C
Figure 2.6: This solution also computes an AND function, but still has higher energetic
consumption than responding to only one of the food molecules, due to the number
of genes involved in the process. Genes 1 and 3 respond, respectively, to B ∧ ¬A and
A∧¬B and serve to repress the activation of gene 2 when only one of the nutrients is
available.
AB
1
A B
R1
C
Figure 2.7: Responding to only one of the nutrients is the optimal strategy for an
individual if the thresholds are set to zero. This is one of the topologies that produces
this phenotype. This solution is, nevertheless, not optimal given that the gene is
expressed on the absence of nutrient B, leading to an unnecessary consumption of
biomass.
This justifies the investigation of varying threshold values, also subject to muta-
tion later. Therewith, finding the right function during evolution becomes possible and
making larger logical conjunctions does not imply extra costs. This is also supported
by the fact that two or more molecules may spontaneously bind to form transcription
factor complexes with no extra energetic cost, thus working as logical conjunctions in
the epistatic level. The boolean network in Figure 2.8 is, therefore, the best solution.
It only expresses the enzyme when both A and B are present and no other genes are
necessary to solve the task.
Keeping in mind that the phenotype corresponds to a combination of the temporal
patterns of gene expression and the metabolic state, it is not difficult to see how it
is affected by the environment in this model. It suffices to write down the logical
expression associated with each genotype, which generates the time-series for the gene
expression and the target molecule as a function of the environment.
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AB
1
θ1 = 1
A B
R1
C
Figure 2.8: This is the only genotype that completely solves the problem. It computes
the AND function of both nutrients and uses the minimal number of genes to do it.
Also, the enzyme is expressed only when it is needed.
In this simple framework, one can gather the whole collection of motifs and the
corresponding logic functions according to the threshold values. Despite their simplic-
ity, some of these circuits already exhibit hysteresis, memory and oscillatory behaviour
when exposed to certain environments, as well as a great logical diversity. They are
all catalogued in Figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11.
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BA
1{
θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : A
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬A
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : B
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1
θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : A ∧ B
θ1 = 0 : A ∨ B
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1
θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : ¬A ∧ B
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∨ B
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬B
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1
θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ ¬B
θ1 = −1 : A ∨ ¬B
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1
θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∧ ¬B
θ1 = −2 : ¬A ∨ ¬B
θ1 6 −3 : ON
Figure 2.9: List of all motifs and corresponding logic functions with no self-interaction.
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BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : σ
0
1
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : B ∧ σt1
θ1 = 0 : B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : ¬A ∧ B ∧ σt1
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ B ∧ σt1 ∨ ¬A ∧ (B ∨ σt1)
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∨ B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : A ∧ σt1
θ1 = 0 : A ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 3 : OFF
θ1 = 2 : A ∧ B ∧ σt1
θ1 = 1 : A ∧ B ∨ σt1 ∧ (A ∨ B)
θ1 = 0 : A ∨ B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −1 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : A ∧ ¬B ∧ σt1
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ B ∧ σt1 ∨ ¬B ∧ (A ∨ σt1)
θ1 = −1 : A ∨ ¬B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : ¬A ∧ σt1
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : ¬B ∧ σt1
θ1 = −1 : ¬B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ σt1
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∧ ¬B ∨ (A⊕ B) ∧ σt1
θ1 = −2 : ¬A ∨ ¬B ∨ σt1
θ1 6 −3 : ON
Figure 2.10: List of all motifs and corresponding logic functions with self-activation.
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BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −1 : B ∨ ¬σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : ¬A ∧ B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −1 : ¬(A⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ ¬A ∧ B
θ1 = −2 : ¬A ∨ B ∨ (A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬σt1)
θ1 6 −3 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −1 : A ∨ ¬σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 2 : OFF
θ1 = 1 : A ∧ B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ B ∨ (A⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −1 : A ∨ B ∨ ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 6 −2 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 1 : OFF
θ1 = 0 : A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −1 : ¬(A⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ A ∧ ¬B
θ1 = −2 : A ∨ ¬B ∨ (¬A ∧ B ∧ ¬σt1)
θ1 6 −3 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −2 : ¬A ∨ ¬σt1
θ1 6 −3 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −2 : ¬B ∨ ¬σt1
θ1 6 −3 : ON
BA
1

θ1 > 0 : OFF
θ1 = −1 : ¬A ∧ ¬B ∧ ¬σt1
θ1 = −2 : (A⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ ¬A ∧ ¬B
θ1 = −3 : A ∧ B ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ ¬A ∨ ¬B
θ1 6 −4 : ON
Figure 2.11: List of all motifs and corresponding logic functions, with self-repression.
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2.4.3 Preliminary Results
To explicit the role of the environment on phenotype in the model, consider one
logic function (genotype) as an example: A∧B ∧σt1∨¬B ∧ (A∨σt1). The order of the
seasons previously defined is A∧B, ¬A∧B, ¬A∧¬B and A∧¬B. In this environment,
the organism will periodically express its gene in seasons A∧B and A∧¬B, which is
halfway towards optimal gene expression.
However, the same genotype would not be adapted at all if the order of the seasons
were reversed. On the contrary, it would be deleterious, switching off the gene during
the season when it is needed. Figure 2.12 shows the biomass as a function of time for
this specific genotype when exposed to the environments with the normal and reversed
orders.
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Figure 2.12: The effect of changing the order of the seasons on the genotype whose
function is A∧B∧σt1∨¬B∧ (A∨σt1). On the left, the order of the seasons used is the
same as in Figure 2.4, whereas on the right the order is reversed, and the organisms
die. The value of µtc indicates the amount of the target molecule in one individual
as a function of time. The red horizontal line indicates the division threshold DT
and the green vertical lines show the moments in time where the nutrients’ availability
changes. When the biomass reaches the threshold DT , the cell divides and the biomass
is distributed between the two daughter cells. Since the biomass was measured in only
one of the daughters after replication, the biomass is reduced by half at division events.
The parameters were set to W = 0.066, DT = 100 and L = 250. On the right, the first
divisions only occur because organisms have their genes switched on at birth. These
populations, however, are not able to survive in this environment.
Two other examples are given in Figure 2.13. Every genotype will produce a char-
acteristic gene expression pattern that controls biomass production and, consequently,
determines the rate of cell division of that organism. For the three genotypes shown
in Figures 2.12 and 2.13, the number of cell divisions is plotted as a function of time
in Figure 2.14. The environment-dependent cell division rate is strongly related to
fitness, which will be thoroughly explored throughout this thesis.
Once the boolean topology or genotype is defined, the phenotype will only man-
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Figure 2.13: Biomass dynamics of two different genotypes, for comparison. On the
left, the fittest genotype A ∧ B. On the right, ¬(A ⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ ¬A ∧ B, which has
a much worse performance. This genotype has an oscillating gene expression during
productive season, which halves biomass production. Also, during two of the three
non-productive seasons there is biomass consumption due to gene expression. The
parameters used are the same as in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.14: Number of cell divisions of an organism as a function of time (or its age).
The blue line shows genotype A∧B, the green line indicates A∧B∧σt1∨¬B∧(A∨σt1)
and the pink line corresponds to ¬(A ⊕ B) ∧ ¬σt1 ∨ ¬A ∧ B. These are the same
genotypes whose time-series were shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13, also with the same
parameter values. The slope should roughly indicate fitness.
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ifest when the environment’s dynamics is given. The phenotype corresponds to the
patterns of gene expression combined with the metabolic state, which is produced
upon the encounter of a genotype and an environment. The thresholds will lie in
the range θ ∈ [−5, 4], since all phenotypical diversity is enclosed within these limits.
Later, it will be shown that by changing the environment some symmetries may break
– different phenotypes unfold from previously identical ones.
It is also worth pointing out that the fitness of an organism was deliberately not
explicitly defined in this model. Organisms simply accumulate biomass and divide
whenever they reach a given division threshold. Two organisms may have identical
activation patterns for an enzyme but different division rates due to dissimilar con-
sumption of resources. These were the desired properties of the derived landscapes:
fitness changing with environment and the possibility for searching genetic circuits
with different computing abilities and energetic consumption.
This hybrid model defines specific topologies for the signal-handling networks of
organisms. Combining such logic functions forming larger structures [96], unicellular
organisms have computing strategies that do not differ much from natural or artificial
neural nets [97] or Turing machines [98], [99]. Now the problem becomes understanding
how a population behaves in such a landscape of an implicitly-defined fitness.
2.5 Landscapes
Since the seminal work of Wright [72], fitness landscapes have become very central
in the fields of population genetics and evolutionary biology, consolidating and further
developing the powerful geometric insight he provided us with [74]. Together with
Fisher [100] and Haldane [101], probably in one of the most fruitful moments of the
history of biology, the Modern Synthesis established a fundamental bridge between
biology and mathematics [102]. Wright started looking at genotype spaces (that are
merely sequence spaces) and their topology and attribute a fitness or reproductive
success to each one of them, a formalism that allows one to dynamically survey the
frequencies of the genotypes in a population.
Many difficulties arise, however, when dealing with such landscapes. These are
high-dimensional spaces, and it is still unclear which topological properties these spaces
might have. For example, the program executed by the biological codes may contain
instructions to produce changes in itself before transmission to the offspring, that is,
the dynamical properties associated with the points of these landscapes may define
different neighbourhood structures [29], [103]. This becomes clear if one thinks of
crossover, gene duplication, horizontal gene transfers and possibly many other un-
known mechanisms that affect the transmission of the genome from one generation
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to the next. Each sequence will determine different long-range connections in the
topology. The more the organisms and their sequences become complex, the more
the reachability from every node is far from being symmetric and well-behaved. Nev-
ertheless, the advances enabled by this clever mathematical object are very powerful
[104].
One fundamental evolutionary mechanism inherited from it involves the so-called
neutral networks – or connected subspaces of the landscape whose nodes map to the
same phenotype. Populations should be able to spread at no cost through these sub-
spaces, whose geometric properties are decisive for the evolutionary dynamics. De-
pending on how one of such subspaces permeates the landscape, innovations would be
more or less accessible to the populations searching within it. New phenotypes can be
easily found if one neutral network connects to many others, potentially giving access
to a great morphological diversity [105].
Defining fitness is not an easy task, though, mainly because genotype-phenotype
maps are far from being trivial [106], [107]. Also because this map usually depends on
the environment, which is an ever-changing, complex, geological and ecological system.
Due to the interactions between environment, genotypes and metabolism, structural
environmental changes may trigger symmetry-breaking events in the neutral networks
that would induce speciation rather than extinction [108]. The genotypic diversity
within neutral networks is huge and closely related to robustness and adaptation. For
a more comprehensive review of mathematical approaches to evolution, see [109], [110]
and [111].
With these ideas in mind, the model being proposed here tackles these difficulties
in a particular way. First, the environment directly affects the performance of the
organisms. Second, the genotype-phenotype map is readily available – phenotype is
identified with gene expression dynamics combined with the metabolic state. Also,
the very definition of the genotype here explicits the computation, which conveys
the dynamical, regulatory and information-processing aspects of the living organisms.
Given an environmental pattern (Figure 2.4) it is possible to derive the time-series
of the concentration of biomass and consequently deduce the division times or rates
associated with each genotype, as shown in subsection 2.4.3.
To define a landscape, one needs first to specify the topology – or neighbourhood
structure – of the genotype space. This is established once the mutation mechanism is
given. We assume, for the sake of simplicity, that every edge in the boolean network
may be independently rewired with the same probability  when the organism divides
and that only one of the daughter cells is subject to mutation while the other carries
an intact copy of the mother’s genome. If the edge between nodes i and j mutates, adij
of the mutating daughter cell will equiprobably assume one of the two other possible
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values, excluding the mother’s value {−1, 0, 1} \ amij . Consider, also, that all sensor and
actor nodes are always present in the boolean network, although possibly disconnected
from the other nodes, so that solutions remain reachable during evolution.
The resulting topology for a single threshold value is a complete graph whose
edges are associated with mutation probabilities. Disconsidering simultaneous mu-
tation events2, the topology looks like a Hamming graph H(G2 + GS, 3). The case
under consideration, where there is only one acting gene and two sensor nodes, the
single-mutation genotype space looks like a Hamming graph H(3, 3) (Figure 2.15).
Allowing the threshold values to mutate by unit steps, the graph becomes the
Cartesian product between the Hamming graph and a path graph (Figure 2.16). Mu-
tating threshold values increase or decrease with equal probabilities 
2
, except at the
extremes (θmin = −5 and θmax = 4), where partial reflecting boundaries for this
stochastic process were used. Equation (3.3) condenses all this information about the
topology.
The second ingredient for defining a classical landscape is a function that assigns
to each genotype a real value that represents the reproductive success or growth rate for
that specific genotype (fitness). This is not used here3. Instead, the dynamical pattern
of gene expression resulting from a given environment will determine the dynamics of
biomass accumulation and the respective division times can be extracted. The division
timing (or the organism’s age at division) will be the major subject of investigation
of this thesis, and its role at the population biological level will be explored in many
different ways in the following chapters.
It is possible to group, in this minimal case, all the 270 different genotypes into
different phenotypic categories for the oscillating environment. The simplest way to
think about their performance is the proportion of time that the gene is being expressed
in the productive 〈σ1〉L and the non-productive seasons 〈σ1〉3L. The amount of biomass
accumulated at each environmental cycle ∆µc if no division took place is also a good
reference for the phenotype’s performance. In table 2.1, these categories are presented
with a label for later reference, arranged in order of increasing performance.
Except for the (AND) phenotype which includes a single genotype, the other cat-
egories group various genotypes that – implementing different boolean logic structures
– obtain identical average production and consumption of biomass over the cycle of
the environment. As an exception, both the phenotypic categories (OFF) and (OSC)
2Multiple mutation events will still possibly occur, but with probabilities that are proportional to
higher powers of . For practical reasons, the edges of the landscape that are most often used are
those from the Hamming subgraph.
3The population growth can be estimated when the carrying capacity is much larger than the pop-
ulation size, when the growth is still roughly exponential. However, the nonlinearities of competition
will introduce frequency-dependent selection and fitness. Nevertheless, the frequency of cell division
will be used as a fitness Ersatz later.
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Figure 2.15: This is the landscape with only one threshold value θ1 = 0, the hamming
graph H(3, 3). This motif is repeated several times in the complete landscape including
all threshold values. The notation used here for the genotypes is organised in a tuple
(aA1, aB1, a11), since the threshold values are the same. Later use of this notation will
include the threshold in the end of the tuple as in (aA1, aB1, a11, θ1).
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Figure 2.16: These are the complete landscapes, whose colours represent phenotypes.
Different layers are ordered from bottom to top with ascending threshold values. The
landscape on the left corresponds to an oscillating environment, whose phenotypes
are depicted in yellow (DEL), grey (OFF), pink (OSC), red (ON), purple (EIGHTH),
orange (QUARTER), green (HALF) and dark blue (AND). The optimal node (AND)
is drawn bigger for easier identification. The landscape on the right portrays a con-
stant environment, with less phenotypic diversity. Note how the phenotypes change
with environment – and, consequently, the corresponding fitness associated to each
genotype. This illustrates the environment dependence of the phenotypes.
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Phenotype 〈σ1〉L 〈σ1〉3L ∆µc Wmax
(DEL) 0 > 0 < 0 –
(OFF) 0 0 0 –
(OSC) 1
2
> 0 6 L(1
2
− W
2
) min(1, DT
6L〈σ1〉3L )
(ON) 1 1 L(1− 4W ) min(1
4
, DT
6L
)
(EIGHTH) 1 5
6
L(1− 7W
2
) min(2
7
, DT
5L
)
(QUARTER) 1 2
3
L(1− 3W ) min(1
3
, DT
4L
)
(HALF) 1 1
3
L(1− 2W ) min(1
2
, DT
2L
)
(AND) 1 0 L(1−W ) 1
Table 2.1: Different phenotypes for the oscillating environment. The values of 〈σ1〉L
and 〈σ1〉3L indicate the average fraction of gene expression during the productive sea-
son and non-productive seasons, respectively. The total accumulation of the target
molecule if no division took place ∆µc is indicated, as well as the maximum value of
the penalty that allows survival for each phenotype Wmax. From top to bottom, the
performance of the phenotypes increases.
contain more than one phenotype each, all of them with very low performance that
will not, in general, thrive. Therefore, a full distinction of such phenotypes is not
relevant and will not be made.
Given the diversity of logic functions, the more complex an environment gets,
the more diverse are the responses, correspondingly. This is a symmetry-breaking
mechanism that mimics the phenotypic bifurcations underlying environment-induced
speciation events. Avoiding an explicit definition of fitness for the organisms in the
construction of the model, it follows that the timings of cell division depend on the
interaction between genotype and environment. The mechanisms for the cell biology
were developed based on known biological mechanisms, although the network sizes
were assumed to be as small as possible to enable a full inspection.
The (AND) phenotype shown in Figure 2.8, although optimal, is surrounded by
several deleterious genotypes on the landscape (Figure 2.16). Note, also, that the
only connected neutral network composed of many functioning4 genotypes corresponds
to the (ON) phenotype, depicted in red in Figure 2.16. All the other phenotypes
are relatively isolated. In real biological systems, neutral networks tend to be huge
[75], implying redundancy to a much greater extent between genotype and phenotype.
These geometric properties of the landscape obviously plays an important role in the
4The (OFF) network is also big and connected, but the organisms of this type never divide.
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evolutionary dynamics and their stability [112], [113], which will be the topic of the
next chapter.
It turns out that the timing of cell division crucially contributes to survival, which
will be the major subject of investigation from now on. With all preliminary definitions
set, the relative amounts of the phenotypes in the population can be surveyed as time
elapses. Both discrete stochastic simulations and a continuous linear approximation
are compared, described in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Population Dynamics
Population biology was one of the first domains of biology to adopt rigorous
mathematical methods. Having seen foundational contributions from Malthus [114]
and Verhulst [115], Lotka [116] and Volterra [117], differential equations became the
second language for population biologists, that focus on the ecological aspects of the
problems studied.
On the other hand, Wright [118] and Fisher [119] generated a wave of publications
in population genetics and evolution, tackling similar problems with statistical or
stochastic genetic approaches. While population biology concentrates on the actual
ecological mechanisms such as competition or predation, population genetics describes
the changes in distribution of genes across populations without necessarily referring
to actual ecological, population-dynamical mechanisms. This is where the concept of
fitness comes into play.
Owing to the omission of the ecological complexity, fitness must express all hidden
biological details, estimating each individual’s expected number of offspring in a given
context. Together, genetic diversity and differential reproductive rates fully describe
the teleonomic function-improving nature of evolution [120]. Fitness can be interpreted
as a sort of potential, whose gradient drives evolution [100], [121]. The Wright-Fisher
process became a ubiquitous approach for landscape models of evolution [122], [123],
[124], [125], [126], [127]. An alternative to this type of process is the Moran process
[128], [124], that does not treat generations separately and takes overlap into account.
For concrete examples, choosing one from the other might depend on biological details
of the modelled species.
It has been previously shown how the present model accounts for the effects of
the environment in the dynamics of gene expression and metabolism in a shorter time-
scale. In evolutionary time-scales, the phenotypes that better function in a certain
environment should be selected and predominate in the population. Function is deci-
sive regarding selection and long-term survival, but also intimately related to context.
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For the model to be chemically self-contained, ecological relations should also be
given as a chemical protocol of interactions, both for resources and communication.
However, this would be too complex of a task. The main focus of this work is to
study the effect of different timings on evolution. For this purpose, I survey different
dynamical descriptions of the populations and compare all of them, which will be
shortly defined. Once defined, the population dynamics together with the environment
will determine which genotypes will survive in the long run.
In this chapter, two different mathematical approaches are compared that simulate
the dynamics of the populations. The first corresponds to an agent-based model,
a stochastic process involving a finite population of organisms limited in size by a
maximum size N , the carrying capacity of the environment. The agents have the
internal structure described by two coupled networks and divide upon accumulation of
biomass, exactly as described in chapter 2. The second approach uses a fitness estimate
for each of the defined genotypes and applies linear operators as an approximation for
the population growth or decline. Since fitness depends on the environment, different
linear operators must be constructed for each season.
3.1 Finite Stochastic
The results presented in this section include everything described so far. Here,
organisms have the internal structure (chapter 2) representing both the computation
being performed in the nucleus of the cell (gene regulatory network) and how the
expression of the enzyme will play a role in the metabolism, controlling the flow of
matter through the chemical reaction.
If one thinks of evolution in terms of landscapes, the genetic structure of the
population can be represented by a distribution of occupation numbers in a genotype
space. The population at time t is a vector pit whose dimension is the total number of
genotypes dim(pit) = 3G(G+S) ·(θmax−θmin+1). Also, the values of these vectors are all
natural numbers, since they count the number of organisms that belong to a genotype
g. Thus, in the present minimal case, pit ∈ N270. Additionally, the total size of the
population may never exceed the carrying capacity N , expressed by the constraint∑
g pi
t
g 6 N . Next, the last remaining definitions are presented, which combine ideas
both from population biology and population genetics, discussed above.
3.1.1 Competition: Death Mechanisms
Three different death mechanisms that represent competition and define the pop-
ulation dynamics will be used throughout this and the next chapters. Were space
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unlimited, all populations would indefinitely grow with different rates, intrinsic con-
sequences of their phenotypes and competition-induced death would not play a role
in selection. Competition matters when population size approaches the system’s car-
rying capacity, a nonlinear effect. The three mechanisms presented next are derived,
respectively, from the Wright-Fisher process, the logistic growth and the Moran pro-
cess. However, given the interest in respecting the different division timing of the cells,
these processes had to be slightly modified.
Consider at time t the numbers of individuals with a given genotype in the pop-
ulation to be represented by the vector pit. All the organisms that have accumulated
enough biomass will try to divide. An intermediary vector of potential newborns is,
then, constructed, p˜itg that counts how many mature individuals of generation t are
trying to produce one possibly mutant daughter of genotype g.
The genotype distribution at the next time-step pit+1 will be a combination of the
old generation pit and the potential newborns p˜it, depending on the death mechanism
described below. The asymmetric cell division mechanism is shown in Figure 3.1.
pit · · · (anij), θn1 (amij ), θm1 · · ·
p˜it · · · (adij), θd1 · · ·
pit+1 · · · (anij), θn1 (amij ), θm1 (adij), θd1 · · ·
P (old)P (old)
P (new)
Figure 3.1: Diagram representing the asymmetric mechanism of cell division. The
new generation pit+1 is constructed from a combination of the old organisms pit and
the potential newborns p˜it. The mother cell (blue) at the old generation t reaches
maturity, producing: a potential daughter (orange) whose boolean-network parameters
are inherited from the mother and subject to mutations; and another daughter (blue)
that has the exact same genotype of the mother. Besides the asymmetry in mutation,
the probability that the two daughter cells survive until generation t + 1 will not
necessarily be the same, and will depend on the death mechanism. In special, the
blue non-mutant daughter cell will have the same probability to survive P (old) as a
non-mature individual (green) that does not attempt division at time t and only the
orange daughter cell is considered a newborn.
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Replacement Method The first method (the replacement method) gives priority
to the newborns, that is, old organisms will necessarily die if there is no space left
for the new ones to occupy. Therefore, to construct pit+1 one has to check whether
merging the vectors of the old organisms and the newborns will exceed the carrying
capacity or not. If not, pit+1 = pit + p˜it. Otherwise, there is a random uniform death
applied to individuals of pit until there is room for the newborns.
The number of individuals from pit that must die in order to create space is∑
g (pi
t
g + p˜i
t
g) − N if this is greater than zero. This procedure is schematically shown
in the algorithm 1 below. If all individuals divide synchronously, there is absolutely
no overlap between the generations, becoming a Wright-Fisher process – on which this
mechanism is based.
Algorithm 1 Replacement Method
1: procedure Replacement(int array pi, int array p˜i, int N)
2: while sum(pi) + sum(p˜i) > N do . In case it is overcrowded
3: g ← RandomWeighted(pi)
4: pi[g]← pi[g]− 1 . One old individual dies with equal probability
5: return pi + p˜i
Logistic Method The second method (the logistic method) is somewhat different:
newborns will only be included in the population in case there is free space. For
this method, it is necessary to include a natural death probability α, otherwise the
population fills in all the space and then stops dividing. This method is related to
the well-known logistic growth [115], in which a nonlinear square term arises from
the requirement that replication be modulated by the fraction of empty space. It is
a mean-field approach to include competition for space without having to describe a
spatial structure explicitly.
To write that down, one has to define a stochastic multiplication operation be-
tween a real number p (0 6 p 6 1 that can be though of as a surviving probability) and
a natural-number vector pi. I will denote this operator by pˆpi, and after application
of the operator the vectors lie in the same space pˆ : Nd → Nd. This multiplication is
a combination of random independent events of survival with probability p. For every
g, after the application of the operator the number of survivors will be distributed
according to a binomial distribution, in equation (3.1).
P ([pˆpi]g = k) =
(
pig
k
)
pk(1− p)pig−k, ∀g (3.1)
This stochastic multiplication has to be applied twice. First for the natural death
probability α where part of the old generation pit dies and becomes (1− αˆ)pit; second
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for the fraction of empty space f = 1 −
∑
g(1−αˆ)pitg
N
, where the newborns p˜it will only
survive if there is space enough fˆ p˜it. Note, from the definition of f , that this term
describes competition-induced death as being proportional to the (stochastic) product
between total population size
∑
g(1− αˆ)pitg and the number of mature individuals p˜it.
This negative square term is what characterises the logistic growth, on which this
method was inspired.
The resulting population at time t+1 is, therefore, pit+1 = (1−αˆ)pit+fˆ p˜it. There is
still a small probability that pit+1 exceeds the carrying capacity, from which additional
newborns have to stochastically die in order to keep the size of the population limited.
The logistic method is condensed in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Logistic Method
1: procedure Logistic(int array pi, int array p˜i,float α, int N)
2: genotypes← length of pi
3: g ← 0
4: while g < genotypes do
5: k = RandomBinomial(pi[g], 1− α) . Draw from binomial distribution
6: pi[g]← k . Old individuals die with probability α
7: g ← g + 1
8: f ← 1− sum(pi)/N . Calculate fraction of empty space
9: g ← 0
10: while g < genotypes do
11: k = RandomBinomial(p˜i[g], f)
12: p˜i[g]← k . Newborns survive if there is space
13: g ← g + 1
14: while sum(pi) + sum(p˜i) > N do . In case it is overcrowded
15: g ← RandomWeighted(p˜i)
16: p˜i[g]← p˜i[g]− 1 . One newborn dies with equal probability
17: return pi + p˜i
Overlap Method The third method (the overlap method) ignores age, and every
organism is equally likely to die whenever space is required. Using this method, there
is much more overlap of generations because of the death symmetry. First of all, the
vectors are added together, pit + p˜it; then, a certain number of individuals randomly
dies if they exceed the carrying capacity.
The amount of organisms that must die, like in the replacement method, is∑
g (pi
t
g + p˜i
t
g) − N if this quantity is greater than zero. But now, they are chosen
from the added vector of both old cells and newborns. This is the correspondent
of the Moran process, respecting the timings of cell division of each genotype. The
overlap method’s pseudocode is written in algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Overlap Method
1: procedure Overlap(int array pi, int array p˜i, int N)
2: genotypes← length of pi
3: g ← 0
4: while g < genotypes do
5: pi[g]← pi[g] + p˜i[g] . Overlap both generations
6: g ← g + 1
7: while sum(pi) > N do . In case it is overcrowded
8: g ← RandomWeighted(pi)
9: pi[g]← pi[g]− 1 . One individual dies with equal probability
10: return pi
Qualitatively, these methods define the competition-induced death mechanisms of
the populations searching the landscape, whereby the organisms are allowed to have
different rhythms of cell division. At each time-step, a certain subset of the population
will be mature and ready for division, generating the vector of potential newborns. In
the view of the phenotypic diversity of the population, these different rhythms will
have a considerable effect on the evolutionary outcomes.
Among the three methods considered, the logistic seems the most conservative one.
Genetic novelty is only introduced in the population when there is space available, and
the solutions that are already working have a tendency to remain in the population.
The replacement method follows the opposite trend: older generations will always die
to make space for the new ones when required. This should amount to an outgoing
search mechanism that rapidly finds novelties in the genetic space. The overlap method
is an intermediate version. New generations are mixed with the old ones, annihilating
age privileges with respect to mortality. The resulting evolutionary dynamics will be
shown next.
3.2 A counterintuitive result
The mechanisms described in the previous section contain intrinsic nonlinearities
that are considerably different from each other. Each one of them will account for a
very characteristic dynamic propagation of the distribution of genotypes through the
landscape. In order to observe their dynamical behaviour, the trajectories of the geno-
type distributions on the landscape would have to be represented in a 270−dimensional
space, which is very inconvenient for visualisation purposes.
For this reason, individual genotypes will be grouped either into phenotypical
categories or threshold values. Therefore, I define here the densities ρp =
1
N
∑
g∈p pig
and ρθ =
1
N
∑
g∈θ pig that will be used in the following plots, where g ∈ p or g ∈ θ
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means all the genotypes that belong to the same phenotypic category p or share the
same threshold value θ, respectively.
The parameters for the simulations shown in this chapter were set to DT = 10 and
L = 12. The maximum weight calculated from inequation (2.4) for these values and the
(ON) phenotype is 5
36
, from which W = 0.1388 will be used in order to push selection
to a more extreme regime. The choice of DT and L does not affect qualitatively the
results, but that of W is essential. If W were set to zero, switching off the gene would
not be necessary and the phenotypic diversity would be considerably reduced due to
the relaxation of the energetic constraint (see table 2.1). For this reason W is chosen
to be very close to Wmax of the (ON) phenotype.
The procedure is relatively straightforward. One genotype is chosen as a seed, that
is, the genotype belonging to all N individuals of the initial population. Responding
to the time-series of the food molecules A and B, the boolean network encoded by the
genotypes will output a gene-expression pattern that will control the chemical reaction
and the accumulation of the target molecule C. Once the target molecule reaches the
division threshold, the cell will attempt division, and both daughter cells will survive
depending on the population-dynamical death mechanism being used.
After many generations and environmental cycles, mutations will provide the nec-
essary diversity such that better functioning boolean networks may be selected and
predominate in the population. The seed genotypes used in this section are shown in
Figure 3.2, chosen to illustrate the typical evolutionary behaviours of these artificial
populations.
BA
1
θ1 = 0
B A
R1
C
BA
1
θ1 = −5
B A
R1
C
Figure 3.2: Two seed genotypes used in this chapter. The one to the left, denoted as
(0, 0, 1, 0), has a self-regulatory activity that maintains its state. It also has a strategic
location on the landscape, situated next to two saddle points in the same threshold level
(see Figure 2.15) that also lie on the shortest path to the optimal solution (1, 1, 0, 1).
The one to the right (−1,−1, 0,−5) is used due to its low threshold value.
Using these two genotypes as seeds for the evolutionary process, some trajectories
are shown in Figure 3.3, indicating the successions of phenotypes with increasing
performance. Being these better-performing solutions within reach of the population,
it is expected that they are found and invade given enough time.
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(a) Logistic,  = 0.0025 and α = 0.01.
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(c) Overlap,  = 0.0025.
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(d) Overlap,  = 0.001.
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(f) Replacement,  = 0.09.
Figure 3.3: Punctuated equilibria evidenced by the amount of all phenotypes in the
population in time. Colours indicate phenotypic fraction of the population, with the
same colour code used in the landscapes in Figure 2.16: grey (OFF), red (ON), purple
(EIGHTH), orange (QUARTER), green (HALF) and blue (AND). These populations
learn to sense the presence of both nutrients at the same time, expressing the enzyme
only when necessary. The seed genotypes used for the left and right columns are
indicated on the left and right of Figure 3.2, respectively. All these simulations were
run with N = 104
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Indeed, the populations shown in Figure 3.3 do find the right solution, climbing
the landscape and ultimately getting localised around the (AND) phenotype. This is
accomplished by a series of innovations associated with functional improvements of
the organisms. In evolutionary terms, there is an alternation of long periods of stasis –
during which the population spreads through neutral networks until a novelty is found
– with very rapid invasion of the novelties, also known as punctuated equilibria [129],
[113]. The dynamics are, thus, governed by the interplay between fast rare events
(abrupt transitions from one neutral network to the other) and much slower relaxation
dynamics within the neutral networks.
Stasis As previously mentioned, the landscape considered so far has only one neutral
network that is big enough for investigating the behaviour of the population during
stasis, namely, the connected subgraph associated with the (ON) phenotype. Using as
seeds the genotypes shown in Figure 3.2, the populations may be subjected to different
conditions (regarding mutation and mortality rates) so that their out-of-equilibrium
trajectories on top of the (ON) neutral network can be compared under the three
different competition mechanisms.
In fact, both replacement and overlap methods induce a genotypic diversification
or spreading across the (ON) neutral network, for the whole range of the mutation rate.
This manifests as the diffusive response of the populations in the first evolutionary
stage of the plots shown in Figure 3.4, before any innovations take place. In such
cases, the population slowly delocalises from the initial seed to occupy the neutral
network more uniformly1. The same diffusive behaviour is observed under the logistic
method, if mutations are not too small, as can be seen in Figure 3.4.
On the other hand, the logistic method induces a very peculiar dynamical be-
haviour for low-mutation regimes. Instead of diffusing across the neutral network,
these populations stay confined around a genotype until, eventually, randomly hop-
ping to a neighbour within the neutral network. Lower mutation rates account for
longer times between jumps. Indeed, the logistic nonlinearity produces narrow po-
tential wells around each genotype whose depths depend on the mutation rate. The
corresponding populations perform a hopping random walk inside the (ON) neutral
network, even though no phenotypic diversity is present. This can be seen in Figure
3.5.
1The ultimate occupation distribution towards which the population moves before jumping, how-
ever, is not uniform. Some nodes of the (ON) neutral network have more deleterious neighbours than
others, and their occupations are proportionally lower. One can see in the plots that the lower the
threshold, the higher the occupation.
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(a) Logistic,  = 0.005 and α = 0.005.
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(d) Replacement,  = 0.09.
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(f) Replacement,  = 0.005, ν = 0.02.
Figure 3.4: The threshold distributions of the populations in time. Colours indicate
different threshold values: red (θ = −5), orange (θ = −4), yellow (θ = −3), green
(θ = −2), cyan (θ = −1), blue (θ = 0), purple (θ = 1) and black (θ = 2). Except for
the simulation shown in (d), which had N = 104 to overcome the entropy barrier, all
the others were run with N = 103. One can see the diffusive behaviour in the first stage
of these evolutionary processes, in which the populations spread across many threshold
values before the first innovation takes place. Both in (c) and (e), the population stays
trapped in a low threshold region of the landscape, with no phenotypic innovation. In
(c), the seed genotypes used were (0, 0, 1, 0); for all others, (−1,−1, 0,−5).
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Figure 3.5: Logistic method, with initial conditions (−1,−1, 0,−5) and parameters
 = 0.0004 and α = 0.008. The threshold distributions and the genotype distributions
are plotted versus time on the left and right subfigures, respectively. The colour code
for the thresholds is the same as in Figure 3.4. The colours used to indicate individual
genotypes are not relevant, being only important to note that the whole population is
always highly localised at one genotype whose associated phenotype is (ON). For low
mutation rates, populations whose competition is given by the logistic mechanism are
driven by this random-hopping dynamics inside the neutral network. The distribution
of genotypes is typically very narrow.
Innovations Admissible mutation rates such that innovations can take place cannot
exceed a maximum critical value known as the error threshold, to be soon discussed.
This brief analysis of the innovation dynamics will only consider mutation rates below
the error threshold and mortality rates (for the logistic method) below the transition
to extinction, obviously.
No matter which out-of-equilibrium dynamics is driving the population during
stasis (spreading or hopping), once the population reaches the neighbourhood of a
node whose phenotype corresponds to a functional improvement there is a probability
that the distribution will jump to that node. The invasion of the phenotypic novelty,
given that its corresponding cell division is faster, is expected to take place becoming
the most common solution in the population.
After this first innovation jump, the distribution will mainly be concentrated
around a single genotype – consequence of the geometric attribute of this landscape,
whose neutral networks of better-performing phenotypes are composed of disconnected
nodes. The mechanism for further innovation is, up to a few exceptions, through
stochastic tunnelling [130], [126], crucial for the evolution on this landscape. To
jump to even-better-performing nodes, often following the whole innovation sequence
(EIGHTH) → (QUARTER) → (HALF) → (AND), the population must sometimes
cross lower-performance valleys without ever establishing there. In real evolutionary
processes, however, the size and span of neutral networks may provide detours such
that tunnelling can be avoided.
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The overlap method represents the best climbing mechanism. After diffusing
through the (ON) neutral network, the populations easily displace towards better-
performing phenotypes, finding a way to the (AND) peak, eventually tunnelling if
necessary (Figures 3.3c, 3.3d and 3.4b).
The logistic method, on the other hand, is very sensitive to mutation rates. For
high-enough mutation regimes, the populations are able to smoothly delocalise, tunnel
and climb (Figure 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.4a). If the mutations decrease, the dynamics dras-
tically changes. Even within the neutral network, the landscape becomes rugged for
low mutation rates – and the corresponding genotype distributions extremely narrow.
Having to simultaneously cross two potential barriers, stochastic tunnelling was never
observed, and may take a prohibitively long time to happen.
After the first innovation(s), the low-mutation logistic population typically gets
stuck around the novel phenotype, if it is a local maximum. Unless a rare monotonic
performance-increasing path is found to the top (AND) by randomly hopping, these
populations might not find their way towards the optimal solution. In the extreme case
of very low mutation rates, finite populations might not even be able in observable
time to leave the place from where they start, the seed genotype, due to the high
potential barriers between nodes.
The most extreme and counterintuitive case, however, is seen under the replace-
ment method. Again, if mutations are big enough, the peak is attained – often in
a single jump (ON) → (AND) – as can be seen in Figures 3.3e, 3.3f and 3.4d. In
contrast, when the mutation rate is decreased, although the population still spreads
through the neutral network (ON), the distribution is attracted to the low-threshold
region of the landscape, from which it is not able to escape (Figures 3.4c and 3.4e).
The reason why this is unexpected in this landscape is that the region where these
populations get trapped is not separated by any fitness barrier from the peak. That is
equivalent to say that there are paths connecting the current location of the population
to the peak whose intermediate steps would monotonically increase the performance of
the organisms. Yet, these populations do not find their way towards the best solution.
Two mechanisms may hinder climbing in these counterintuitive scenarios. The
first is an entropy barrier: as pointed out before, the number of deleterious neighbours
increases for higher threshold values θ1 and the occupation of the low-threshold geno-
types is correspondingly more pronounced, on average. Small populations, therefore,
will tend to be distributed in the low-threshold region, having difficulties to access the
better-performing genotypes at higher threshold values because the neutral network
gets narrower there. For this reason, the population shown in Figure 3.4d had to
be made bigger – to avoid the entropy barrier and to have access to the peak of the
landscape.
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The second and most unexpected reason is an actual frequency-dependent se-
lection that impedes fitter solutions already present in the population to grow and
establish as the most common phenotype. Due to bulk synchronisation of cell division
of the dominant types – consequence of the deterministic metabolism – small amounts
of better-performing phenotypes remain infrequent and low-performance types prevail.
To verify that the division synchronisation is, in fact, involved in this frequency-
dependent selection, one can introduce a stochastic noise in the chemical reaction of
the metabolism. With a probability ν, the reaction in the organisms’ metabolism does
not take place when it should (A and B present and gene active). This ultimately
breaks the phase-synchrony symmetry of the population and the expected climbing is
recovered. This is illustrated in Figures 3.4e and 3.4f.
Error threshold For the populations to be able to climb the landscape and find the
optimal solution, one necessary condition must be fulfilled: the distribution of geno-
types must be stable around the peak under the evolutionary dynamics. As previously
seen, many dynamical properties are highly dependent on the geometric properties of
the landscape. This is also valid for the stability of the distribution around the global
peak.
The phenotypical peak (AND), represented by a single isolated genotype (1, 1, 0, 1),
is surrounded by many deleterious genotypes, being more sensitive to high mutation
rates. In contrast, the (ON) phenotype, despite its inferior performance, can be pro-
duced from numerous genotypes, all of which are connected through single mutations
in the landscape.
This geometric feature results in a delocalisation transition, something called sur-
vival of the flattest [131], [132], [133] and closely related to the error threshold in the
quasispecies theory [134], [14]. In a high-mutation regime, the distribution is no longer
stable around higher-fitness regions because they are narrow, pushing the population
to the (ON) region, which is much broader. The equilibrium phenotype distributions
are plotted in Figure 3.6 as a function of the mutation probability, clearly showing the
mutation rate above which the global peak is no longer stable.
From these plots shown in Figure 3.6, one can note that the logistic and replace-
ment methods account for a less attracting global peak: their error catastrophe happen
at lower threshold values and much more abruptly compared to the overlap method.
Under the overlap dynamics the global peak (AND) is considerably more attractive,
verified by the persistence of the distribution around it close to the delocalisation tran-
sition. Also, the local peaks (HALF) represented in green are much more populated,
confirming the fact that the overlap method is the most effective when it comes to
finding maxima and occupying them.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the error threshold, for N = 1000. Using (1, 1, 0, 1) as seed
genotype to survey its stability, the equilibrium phenotype distribution of a population
is plotted as a function of the mutation probability  under the three different popula-
tion dynamical mechanisms: replacement (left), logistic with α = 0.001 (middle) and
overlap (right). The colour code used for the phenotypes is the same from Figures 2.16
and 3.3. One can see that, for low mutation probabilities, the distribution is stable
around the global peak (AND). Upon increasing mutation, the distribution progres-
sively broadens until the error catastrophe, where the whole distribution is displaced
towards the broader (ON) region.
Still, the stability of the distribution on the global peak is a necessary but in-
sufficient condition to guarantee climbing towards the peak. Under the logistic and
replacement mechanisms, as previously shown, there might be multiple equilibria sep-
arated by high potential or entropy barriers – being, then, the seed genotype decisive
for the population to occupy the optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time.
These barriers, although difficult to quantify in such a high-dimensional system, are
quite intuitive: for low mutations, the genotype distribution is stable around local
peaks but is not able to displace to the other local (or global) maxima.
Synchronisation and Survival The results shown in this section illustrate three
ideas of major importance. First, natural selection is not an external force determining
survival of each phenotype, but rather an endogenous result of ecological interactions
between individuals. Such interactions must be taken into account if one wants to
understand the out-of-equilibrium evolutionary trajectories more precisely. Here, I
have considered only three different population-dynamical mechanisms representing
competition whose nonlinearities considerably influence the evolutionary dynamics,
even in a very reduced landscape.
Second, the observed frequency of each genotype at equilibrium, being back muta-
tions allowed, not only depends on their own performance but also on their neighbours’
– an effect that is enhanced under higher mutation rates. During stasis, reproduction
retracts the population from regions whose neighbours’ performances are worse. This
explains the distribution’s bias towards lower thresholds and the entropy barrier briefly
discussed.
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Lastly, the combined effect of nonlinear ecological interactions and cell-division
synchronisation induced an unusual frequency-dependent selection, hindering popula-
tions to climb the landscape and reach its peak. Synchronisation of cell division at the
population level, therefore, might have important consequences in the evolutionary
history being potentially be used as a strategy for survival against competitors.
Most of the models developed in the following chapters were devised to focus on
the nonlinear interplay between cell-division synchronisation and novelty invasion to
examine evolution and population dynamics from an out-of-equilibrium perspective.
But first I will present an adaptation of the linear theory to the current landscape,
following the classical approach to survey evolution on landscapes.
3.3 Continuous Approximation
Continuous models in population biology can be thought of as a limiting case
where numbers of individuals go to infinity and the state variables become relative
numbers or densities. Sharing similarities with a thermodynamic limit, a process that
is originally stochastic in its nature will behave deterministically as the law of large
numbers operates [135], [136]. Of course, small-size effects exist in populations, such
as genetic drift, but they are obviously not the focus of the investigation when using
such modelling techniques.
One standard approach to study the evolutionary process on landscapes is through
the use of linear operators that include both the landscape topology and the fitness
values associated with the genotypes. The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvec-
tors of such operators can inform, for example, the equilibrium distribution of the
populations. The quasispecies localisation transition for critical mutation rates (error
threshold) is consistently observed [137], [133].
In the present case, the alternation between different environmental conditions
induces a slight modification in the usual approach. Every season has to be associated
with one linear operator, to be constructed based on the previous model. For each
season and each genotype, one can calculate average growth rates that better approx-
imate the discrete dynamics in the long term. The dynamic trajectory, then, can be
integrated numerically.
Consider a vector ρ with the densities of all genotypes. We can construct one
matrix Ds = Es · Fs for each season s that will relate the population density vector
with its derivative, ρ˙ = Dsρ. Each Es is a stochastic matrix that contains all mutation
terms (and therefore the landscape structure), where esij is the mutation probability
from genotype j to i upon division. Analogously, each Fs is a fitness matrix containing
values that specify how fast each type will grow at the corresponding season.
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Note that mutation only happens at division events, which only takes place when
population is growing. This means that the matrices Es will depend on the matrices
Fs, the reason why I define the latter first.
Fitness estimation The matrices Fs contain the fitness terms, all in the main
diagonal. Then, f sii = φ
s
i and f
s
ij = 0 if i 6= j. The fitness values have to be estimated
for all genotypes, for every season. The order of the seasons also have to be taken into
account, since the boolean functions’ outputs might depend on the previous season’s
state. Therefore, for every genotype one has to look at its biomass dynamics. Also,
biomass consumption depends on the weight W used as penalty – and so will the
fitness matrices.
To start, the fitness terms for the productive season (s = 1) have to be estimated
depending on the genotypes’ associated division times. The time an organism of
genotype i takes to divide (which will be called tdiv) corresponds to the first time
its biomass exceeds the division threshold in the productive season – a function of
the average expression of the gene2, 〈σt1〉L. It is easily calculated as the relation
tdiv =
DT
2(1−W )〈σt1〉L . This duplication time has to satisfy e
φsi tdiv = 2 or, equivalently,
φsi =
ln2
tdiv
. Longer division times imply smaller estimated fitness values.
A subpopulation’s decline for the seasons where the nutrients are not available
involves a tuning relative to the consumption of biomass. Organisms die whenever
their biomasses decrease to zero. Were a newborn’s biomass exactly consumed during
the non-productive seasons, it would be a marginal case for survival and inequation
(2.4) would become an equality.
The quantity k =
6·W ·L·〈σt1〉3L
DT
indicates the fraction of a newborn’s biomass that
is consumed during the three non-productive seasons. The ratio 3L
k
, then, represents
the time-scale for the total consumption of the inherited biomass. Using the same
reasoning as before, the fitness value for the other seasons can be approximated by
φsi =
−kln2
3L
, which can be written as φsi =
−2W 〈σt1〉sln2
DT
to explicit the dependence on
each season. The fitness terms are all condensed in equation (3.2).
φsi =

2(1−W )〈σt1〉L ln2
DT
, s = 1
−2W 〈σt1〉s ln2
DT
, otherwise
(3.2)
The negative (or, at most, null) fitness of the non-productive seasons has an effect
of increasing the division times of the organisms. After some algebraic manipulation,
2To avoid excessive indices, I will not explicitly write an i for indicating which genotype is being
used, but it should be implicit that this average 〈σt1〉iL actually depends on the genotype.
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the effective division time is given by teffdiv =
2DT
(1−W )〈σt1〉L−3W 〈σt1〉L , in good agreement with
the discrete model.
Mutations The stochastic mutation matrices Es must contain two features discussed
so far. Because each edge of the boolean network was independently chosen to mutate
(Bernoulli trials), the offspring i might jump a distance d in the single-mutation land-
scape from its mother j with probability proportional to a term like ( 
2
)d(1 − )4−d.
Also, the threshold values can vary by at most a unit at every mutation event and is
bounded at the extreme values θmin = −5 and θmax = 4, where partial reflection was
chosen as boundary condition.
The matrix can, thus, be written in separate cases. Considering d the distance
between i and j in the single-mutation landscape described in section 2.5, esij becomes:
esij =

( 
2
)d
(1− )4−d,
{
θj1 /∈ {θmin, θmax}, |θi1 − θj1|6 1, φsj > 0
θj1 ∈ {θmin, θmax}, |θi1 − θj1|= 1, φsj > 0( 
2
)d
(1− )3−d
(
1− 
2
)
, θj1 ∈ {θmin, θmax}, |θi1 − θj1|= 0, φsj > 0
1, i = j, φsj 6 0
0, otherwise
(3.3)
The dependence on the fitness of the mother φj is simply used to avoid nega-
tive flows when populations decrease. This implies that for the three non-productive
seasons the mutation matrices become the identity matrix, since all the fitness values
associated with these seasons are at most equal to zero.
Trajectories Four matrices have been constructed (D1,D2,D3 and D4) that express
the combined effect of growth and mutation of all genotypes, one for each season. Now,
two different protocols can be followed.
In the first, the derivative is used to change the vector infinitesimally over small
timesteps and produce the system’s trajectory. For every season s, the solution of
the differential equation has, analytically, the form eDst. This is usually done to
observe extinction transitions, since populations either exponentially grow or decay.
The transition to extinction is controlled by the weight W , which acts as a selective
pressure, being included in the fitness terms of the matrices. For increasing values of
W , the critical values at which each phenotype goes extinct3 coincide with the upper
3It is impossible to satisfy both inequations (2.4) and (2.5) in this linear approach. The priority
was to respect the effective division times, which naturally leads to the extinctions taking place
according to inequation (2.5).
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bound of inequation (2.5).
The second is to renormalise the vector (using the L1-norm) every time it is
infinitesimally displaced. This procedure shows the change in proportion of phenotypes
in the population over time and artificially imitates a carrying capacity. When the
normalisation is used, a pattern corresponding to the discrete simulations is observed:
starting from an initial condition, there is a series of waves of invasion of phenotypes
that partially improve the computation, ultimately leading to the optimal genotype
that performs the AND function. This is shown in Figure 3.7.
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(d) Initial conditions: (0,−1,−1,−2)
Figure 3.7: Solutions of the normalised, alternated linear system. The same colour
code for the phenotypes is used as before, one can see a smoother series of innovations,
due to the infinite size. The parameters used were  = 0.0009, DT = 10, L = 12 and
W = 0.1388. The transition to extinction is not shown, but one should be careful to
interpret normalised dynamics, and guarantee that no species is going extinct. The
series of invasions is always increasing in functionality, which means higher rate of
production of biomass and higher cell-division rate.
However, populations in low-mutation scenarios always find the peak. One could
anticipate that, in the absence of nonlinearities and synchronisation, an approach
based on the alternated application of linear operators would probably not capture
the barrier effect discussed previously. In contrast, the error threshold obtained with
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the linear operators (Figure 3.8) closely resembles those from the complete discrete
formalism (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the error threshold, for the linear approach. Using (1, 1, 0, 1)
as seed genotype to survey its stability, the equilibrium phenotype distribution of a
population is plotted as a function of the mutation probability . The colour code
used for the phenotypes is still the same as before. One can see that, for low mutation
probabilities, the distribution is stable around the global peak (AND). Upon increasing
mutation, the distribution progressively broadens up until the error catastrophe, where
the whole distribution is displaced towards the broader (ON) region.
One can also test the effects of changing the time-scales of the seasons. If the
productive season is much longer compared to the others, it is no longer advantageous
to maintain a boolean circuit to detect it. Figure 3.9 shows that the relative lengths
of the seasons determine the surviving phenotype.
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Figure 3.9: The time-scale for losing the ability to optimally respond to the environ-
ment. Keeping the duration of the three non-productive seasons L = 12 constant and
increasing the size of the productive one (both nutrients present) until it is too big
and the population unlearns the computing ability. From left to right, the length of
the productive season depicted is Lp = 140L, Lp = 150L and Lp = 160L respectively.
Figure 3.9 shows the expected transition: when the productive season is too big,
the computing mechanism is lost. The time-scale for deleting the network’s ability to
correctly respond to the environment due to mutations has to be much bigger than
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those of the environment itself for the solutions to be maintained, therefore functioning
as a memory. Put it another way, when the time-scales of the environment exceed the
evolutionary time-scales, it becomes impossible for the population to optimally adapt
to it.
Disconsidering the trick to alternate the linear operators, that generate oscillations
over an environmental cycle, the average dynamics is governed by a linear operator
composed of the four constructed matrices D1, D2, D3 and D4. As a result, each
subtype will grow with an effective fitness that is given by φeff = ln2
teffdiv
. This means that
the types with smaller division times will be the fittest, only being less frequent in the
population if the mutations are too big relative to the environment’s time-scales.
Although more clear and simple, this linear approach does not exhibit the coun-
terintuitive effects reported in section 3.2 and further ideas were necessary to start
understanding the mechanisms behind them. Frequency-dependent selection cannot
take place. I have claimed that the cell-division synchronisation and the nonlinear
competition mechanisms of the original discrete model were responsible for the at-
tractor changes in the evolutionary dynamics. The models presented in the following
chapters pin down the consequences of collective cell division.
Chapter 4
Frequency Landscapes – Oscillators
Asexual organisms exhibit some biological peculiarities that considerably affect
their evolution. First, at any reproduction event the number of offsprings is always
one, due to the mechanism of cell division. Second, the genetic material that originates
the offspring comes from only one individual, and the diversity attained is much lower
compared to the sexual counterparts, endowed with recombination.
For some time, an apparent paradox intrigued theorists, today known as Muller’s
ratchet [138], [139]. Under the assumption of independent effect of the alleles on
an individual’s fitness, deleterious mutations would accumulate and evolution would
seem impossible. One of the possible solutions to the paradox involves considering
epistasis [140], or back and compensating mutations [123] besides the obvious appeal
for recombination, which came much later historically. This illustrates one aspect of
asexual populations: they are mostly composed of clones, apart from mutations.
Asexual populations may, under some conditions [141], exhibit spontaneous syn-
chronisation of cell division. Additionally, seasonal effects or periodically changing
environments might induce some degree of reproductive coordination at the popula-
tion level, even in sexual populations. The main object of investigation of this chapter
is the interplay between this collective reproductive coordination and the nonlinear
competition mechanisms. If cell division synchronisation does affect competition, it
will also be reflected in the history of innovations of biological lineages.
The genotypes of the model investigated in chapters 2 and 3 mainly affect the
frequency of cellular division of each asexual individual. The frequency landscapes
shown in this chapter are an attempt to understand what, if anything, is playing the
role of fitness, since dividing faster does not necessarily lead to bulk spreading of that
genotype across the population. It is, nevertheless, clear that there is a relation to
the frequency of cell division, reason why I present asexually dividing organisms as
oscillators.
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Frequency Landscape To survey how synchronisation of cell division affects evo-
lution in the long term I devise a simplification, a frequency landscape. A frequency
landscape, then, is defined as a graph G(V,E) – whose topology reflects, still, point
mutation accessibility – with a function T : V → N+ associating a period of cell
division (inverse frequency) to every genotype V . The simplified population, then,
consists of perfect oscillators that will, by definition, synchronise. In this chapter,
several analyses are conducted, all related to the idea of frequency landscapes, and a
tentative answer to the landscape-climbing problem is sketched.
4.1 Entropy Barrier
The most intriguing fact about the attractor problem described in the previous
chapter is related to the fact that there is no fitness valley in the landscape to be
crossed that would work as a barrier. This means that mutations could be found such
that organisms would only improve from one generation to the next, in a monotonic
fitness-increasing path. Climbing the fitness mountains is associated with adaptation,
so what is blocking the population to find the right solution? One initial guess was
that the population has to cross a narrow passage, an entropy barrier.
To test this, consider a simplified, artificial landscape, whose topology and periods
of cell division are presented in Figure 4.1. Organisms are simple oscillators that
divide whenever time is a multiple of their natural period (or inverse frequency). All
nodes have a lower frequency of division compared to node 7. Node 8 has frequency
zero, which means it never divides, being non-functional as an organism. The death
mechanisms are still the ones described in subsection 3.1.1. A formal mathematical
definition of this model will come in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.1: Artificial entropy barrier in a frequency landscape. Node 8 is not functional,
and mutations should make it hard for finite populations to cross this region. Node
7 has a higher frequency compared to the others, and should be the best phenotype.
The periods of division for the nodes are Tg = 4, (∀g < 7), T7 = 3 and T8 =∞.
The presence of the node with zero frequency, i.e. organisms that never divide,
does create an entropic barrier. But it is still not enough to prevent some higher-
frequency organisms to be present in the population in small fractions. Figure 4.2
shows the distribution of genotypes in time.
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Figure 4.2: With initial conditions on node 0 of the landscape in Figure 4.1, the death
mechanisms are compared. In the logistic method (top) and the replacement method
(bottom) the population is not able to get localised in the high fitness node for small
values of the parameters  and/or α, whereas in the overlap method (middle) it does
for all values of mutation probability . The values for the parameters used in these
simulations were N = 105,  = 0.002 and α = 0.01 for the logistic method; N = 5 · 104
and  = 0.001 for the overlap and replacement methods. The colours indicate the node
in the artificial landscape: red (node 0), orange (node 1), yellow (node 2), green (node
3), cyan (node 4), blue (node 5), brown (node 6), purple (node 7) and black (node 8).
Note that in the equilibrium distribution, the occupation probability decreases as the
nodes approach the lethal variant 8. On the right column, only the time-series of node
7 are shown, indicating that the high-frequency genotype is present in small amounts
but somehow not able to invade the population for two of the death mechanisms. The
similarity to Figure 3.4 is evident.
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Indeed, this landscape captures two out-of-equilibrium mechanisms that are to-
gether essential for innovations to take place during evolution. First, the novelty (node
7) has to be reached and produced in small amounts. Then, these improved subpopu-
lations should grow relative to the total population and eventually dominate.
This is analogous to the physical mechanisms involved in the kinetics of first-
order phase transitions (e.g. liquid to solid). For a new phase to establish, small nuclei
of the novel organisation have to form first, in a symmetry-breaking process called
nucleation. Second, these nuclei grow by changing the organisation of the parent phase
at the interface, usually driven by surface potentials. Close to phase-coexistence lines
in phase diagrams of pure substances it is possible to identify domains of metastability,
such as what happens in a supercooled liquid, where nuclei of solid crystals form but
do not grow. For a more complete exposition of nucleation theory, refer to [142].
This is the core of the problem – it is not only a matter of reaching the higher-
frequency node, but also the ability of the higher-frequency genotypes to grow and
later establish in the population. If fitness is defined as the relative ability to grow (in
the context of a certain distribution of genotypes), then these high-frequency nodes
should not be considered fitter in some contexts. Or fitness should be a function of the
genotypic distribution of the whole population (also known as frequency-dependent
selection1).
The entropy barrier, though, works as expected and for small populations it can
block the access to higher-fitness regions of the landscape. In the previous chapter,
the population size in Figure 3.4d had to be bigger to avoid confinement in the low-
frequency region. Effectively, the entropy barrier affects the rate of nucleation, and
therefore the mutation rate at which the invasion will take place. The invasion tran-
sition is shown in more detail in the next sections. I will simplify even further the
landscape, and work with only two nodes.
4.2 Two-node Frequency Landscape
Let us focus the attention on what is happening at the interface between two
nodes. The landscape is now reduced to only two genotypes, shown in Figure 4.3. By
mutation, one type can produce an offspring of the other type but their cell-division
frequencies are not equal. To make things simpler, I will set small values for their
natural periods, usually mutually primes. Also, to be sure that this is not a finite-size
effect, infinite-size populations will be considered most of the time.
1One has to be careful here. The term frequency-dependent selection will refer to the frequency of
an allele in the population (a term that comes from population genetics), whereas the word frequency
alone will be reserved to the physical quantity, the inverse of the period of oscillation.
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0 1
Figure 4.3: Minimal landscape to observe the invasion transition of the higher-
frequency type.
A remark should be made at this point. If every individual produces another one
with the same frequency of cell division, the whole population will be in phase2, that
is, every individual will attempt division at time-steps that are integer multiples of
their natural periods. On the other hand, when back mutation starts taking place the
population will eventually contain individuals of the same type with different phases
regarding their cell division cycle.
For comparison, I will show two cases. The first neglects phase information and
phase synchrony will be artificially imposed to every organism sharing the same geno-
type. The second requires keeping track of the time every individual is born, or its
relative phase with respect to the other organisms of its type. Not much difference
arises from this distinction, however.
The Invasion Transition After numeric implementation, the sought-after result is
observed: for low mutation probabilities, the low-frequency node traps the population,
which is not able to move to the higher-frequency neighbour. This is observed for
populations under both replacement and logistic methods but not under the overlap
method (Figure 4.4). This corresponds to saying that the nucleation of the faster type
is taking place, but the nuclei are not able to grow and invade the predominant slower
type in low-mutation regimes.
The exact same transition is observed when phase is taken into account, still for
the replacement and logistic methods, not shown here for being very similar to Figure
4.4. One could argue that the phase synchrony would be responsible for the transition
– or for the ability of the low-frequency, dominant genotype to hinder the invasion
of the faster one. Indeed, it seems to be the case. Nevertheless, climbing under the
overlap method is not at all affected by synchronisation.
Interestingly, in both competition mechanisms that exhibit the transition (replace-
ment and logistic) there is phase selection taking place, and only one of the phases
can possibly survive in the long run, indicating that there is an internal competition
between the subpopulations of same genotype with different phases (Figure 4.5). This
2No confusion should be made with the concept of phase either. In most cases when I refer to it in
this section I mean the relative angle ϕ of an oscillator, that follows a cyclic pattern like cos( 2piT t+ϕ).
Later, when talking about phase diagrams I refer to the differences in macroscopic organisation upon
changes in control parameters, such as in thermodynamics. It will be always clear from the context,
though, which one is meant.
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Figure 4.4: The natural periods of cell division of the two types are T0 = 3 and
T1 = 2. The population was initially placed on node 0. The ability for the high-
frequency type 1 (green) to invade depends on the death mechanism, as well as the
mutation and/or death probabilities. The graphs on the left and on the middle were
run with two different mutation probabilities across a critical value for the replacement
mechanism,  = 0.0137 < c and  = 0.0138 > c respectively. Below the critical
mutation probability, the population gets trapped in the lower-frequency node. The
one on the right corresponds to the overlap mechanism, that does not exhibit this
transition and always finds the highest frequency node. These results were obtained
disregarding phase, being all organisms of one genotype in phase synchrony. The
logistic mechanism, not shown in this picture, also exhibits the transition.
is a good reason why taking the phase into account does not qualitatively affect the
dynamics of these two methods: phase synchrony, even when not artificially imposed,
is spontaneously obtained by selection under both the replacement and the logistic
methods.
In contrast, for the overlap mechanism no phase selection is observed when phases
are taken into account (Figure 4.6), being the relative phases evolutionarily neutral.
Even when phase synchrony is artificially imposed no transition is induced making this
method the most reliable for climbing frequency landscapes (Figure 4.4).
From these results, one can already conclude one dynamical feature of the popu-
lations at the low-mutation-probability regime. Obviously, if the population is initially
put in the high-frequency node it will stay there, independent of which death mecha-
nism is operating, because it accounts for faster cell division. What does depend on
the method is the stability of the population on the low-frequency node.
In case the low frequency node accommodates a stable distribution, two stable
equilibria are present, one of which corresponds to a higher frequency of cell division.
Borrowing the ideas from nucleation theory and dynamical systems, there should be
something similar to an activation energy, a barrier to be crossed for the population
to climb from one node to the other. This is shown in more detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 4.5: When phase is taken into account, the populations synchronise phases
spontaneously, right after frequency selection, breaking the phase symmetry. Both
methods – replacement (left) and logistic (right) – were simulated for infinite popula-
tions with T0 = 4 and T1 = 3. Initially, all organisms had lower frequency and were
in phase (magenta). Progressively, the faster types start occupying more space (red,
green and blue), but only one of the phases will be able to survive, due to competitive
exclusion.
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Figure 4.6: For the overlap method, the only selection that takes place is for higher
frequency. The simulations were performed taking the infinite-size limit for T0 = 4
and T1 = 3. Initially, all organisms had lower frequency and were in phase (magenta).
After the faster types invade (red, green and blue), no phase selection takes place and
all three possible phases coexist, not excluding one another.
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4.2.1 Energy Barrier
To depict the energy barrier previously reported in the replacement and the lo-
gistic methods, one has to track the number of genotypes of both type 0 and type 1 as
a function of time in the population as the mutation probability  varies, for a finite
population of maximum size N . Therefore, I will employ a stochastic version of the
dynamics, in which stochastic division events of each type take place at regular time
intervals, given by the natural periods T0 and T1.
Different transition-probability matrices are easily constructed for each time step
depending on which types attempt or not division. On a cyclic basis, at every Tc time-
steps given by the least common multiple of T0 and T1, the order of application of these
matrices repeat. Therefore, appropriately composing the matrices at the order they
appear at each cycle, one matrix is obtained which rules the probability transitions
between states3 from one cycle to the next, defining a Markov chain.
Many properties can be extracted from simple manipulations of the transition
matrix of a Markov chain. For the present purposes, the central interest will be the
stationary probability distribution, that is, the probability of observing the system at
a certain state as it reaches stationarity. For ergodic chains, the leading eigenvector
represents the stationary probability distribution.
The negative logarithm of stationary probabilities correspond, up to a scale fac-
tor, to a potential energy associated to each state. States with lower energy will be
more likely to be occupied and steep energy gradients more difficult to traverse. Sev-
eral energy minima separated by large energy barriers will generate dynamics that on
shorter time-scales relax inside a local minimum and in longer time-scales jump be-
tween minima, and stationarity will be only valid for very long time averages. Thereby,
the dynamical behaviour and the invasion transition will be made much clearer.
In chapter 3, I have pointed out that the logistic method accounts for an unusual
hopping dynamics inside the neutral network, depicted in Figure 3.5. To confirm that
the frequency landscape still captures this behaviour for finite populations, the Markov
chain constructed from the logistic mechanism can be used to generate the dynamic
trajectories as a function of the mutation probability.
To appropriately reproduce this effect, both types must have the same period of
division – T0 = T1 = 1, for simplicity. Following the dynamic trajectory for a long
enough time, the potentials associated with each state are shown for three different
values of the mutation probability across a critical value (Figure 4.7).
3The logistic method, due to the uniform death probability, requires an extra dimension in the
state-space representation compared to the replacement mechanism. To describe the population on
the two-node landscape, one needs to use two variables for the logistic method – N0 and N1 – as
opposed to only one for the replacement method – for example N0, since N1 = N −N0.
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Figure 4.7: Energy barrier at low mutation probabilities inducing the hopping dy-
namics under the logistic competition between two types with the same frequency of
division: T0 = T1 = 1. Three different values of the mutation probability were used:
 = 0.1 (top),  = 0.015 (middle) and  = 0.001 (bottom). The graphs to the left show
the potential energy of each state (N0, N1), expressed by the negative logarithm of
the probability of being in that state −log10(P (N0, N1)). The colour bars indicate the
value of the potentials for each state. The graphs to the right show the corresponding
time-series of N0 (blue) and N1 (green). The populations had maximum size N = 100
and death probability α = 0.35. A bifurcation is seen in which two potential min-
ima, with the population being mainly composed of one of the types, are created for
 < c ≈ 0.015, and these minima are separated by a potential barrier. This accounts
for the hopping dynamics previously seen in Figure 3.5. The smaller the mutation
probability, the longer it takes for the population to hop to the other minimum and
the higher the potential barrier between the minima.
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However, the Markov chain constructed for the logistic method is not ergodic.
The uniform death probability implies a very small non-zero probability of extinction
which makes the state (N0, N1) = (0, 0) the absorbing state of the chain. Given
that the probability of escaping to the absorbing state is negligible for a reasonable
population size, the stochastic simulations were used instead of the leading eigenvector
to calculate the probabilities and the potentials associated to each state.
To deal with the asymmetric case, I will consider the replacement method for
simplicity, but both methods exhibit similar behaviours. The construction of the
Markov matrix is actually much more costly for the logistic method, whose size is
(N + 1)2 × (N + 1)2. On the other hand, the replacement method has a smaller
(N+1)×(N+1) matrix. Therefore, the vectors of the latter lie on a N+1 dimensional
space, also much easier to visualise. The leading eigenvector of the matrix representing
the replacement method can be easily calculated and depict the stationary probability
distribution due to its ergodicity, shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Potential structure as a function of the mutation probability  for the
replacement method. The natural periods of cell division are T0 = 20 and T1 = 19.
The colour bar indicates the potential or negative logarithm of the probability of
occupying a state −log10(P (N0)), extracted from the leading eigenvector. As the
mutation decreases, there is a symmetry breaking that induces a high potential barrier
that hinders populations from moving from one node to its neighbour.
The replacement method does not induce the hopping dynamics if both types
have the same frequency of cell division, as opposed to the logistic method shown
in Figure 4.7, confirming the results of chapter 3. Conversely, once the frequencies of
division differ a little both methods induce a potential barrier between two asymmetric
minima.
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When T0 6= T1, the populations under smaller mutation rates will be located
in the lowest-potential well when the most abundant type divides faster. Hopping
from the faster node to the slower node will take much longer to be observed as the
converse transition since the relative height of the barrier is different when seen from
the asymmetric minima. Upon decreasing mutation, the barrier becomes so high that
it is virtually impossible to observe any of such transitions, and the populations get
stuck in any of the nodes where they were put in the first place.
Finally, if the ratio between the natural frequencies is too big, only one potential
minimum is present and the populations always move to the faster node, as one could
expect. In the following subsections, I will approach the same problem using infinite-
size populations.
4.2.2 Phase Diagrams
Two of the surveyed competition mechanisms exhibit an invasion transition pre-
sented previously: the replacement and the logistic methods. For low mutation proba-
bilities and infinite-size populations, I have stated that there should be two stable equi-
librium points separated by a potential barrier. When in the low-frequency, metastable
equilibrium, a small fraction of the population is composed of high-frequency geno-
types, constantly being produced by mutation – something I refer to as nucleation,
borrowed from physics [142].
It was also mentioned that the transition is observed on critical values of the
mutation and/or death probabilities, the control parameters. To continue the analogy
with metastable phases and nucleation in phase transition, one can think of nuclei or
droplets of a liquid phase forming in a metastable supersaturated vapour. In classical
nucleation theory, the nuclei have to overcome the so-called nucleation barrier, a critical
size for these molecular clusters where the increment in the surface free-energy for
adding extra molecules to the cluster stops being energetically unfavourable, and the
nuclei grow.
A very similar process is happening in the populations. The metastable low-
frequency population constantly produces a nucleus4 that is not big enough to grow.
Once the critical value for the nucleus is reached, it grows and the high-frequency type
overcomes the slower one. The following protocol can be followed in order to plot the
phase diagrams. For a specific choice of the control parameter(s), the initial conditions
are chosen such that the population is composed of a majority (1 − ρ) of individuals
4It has to be taken into account that this is a mean-field approach, where every organism feels
the presence of all the others. If a spatial structure is introduced, nuclei will have a local interface
effect, and several nuclei can form throughout space. In the context of a mean-field, there is only one
nucleus that forms.
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of low frequency and a minority ρ of the faster type. This minority represents the
size of nucleus, that can be artificially controlled in the initial conditions. Increasing
the size of the nucleus, the nucleation barrier will be exceeded at a critical value ρc,
which is then plotted as a function of the control parameter(s). The curve and surface
plotted in Figure 4.9 are the phase diagrams for the populations obtained under this
procedure.
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Figure 4.9: Phase diagrams for the two methods that exhibit the invasion transition.
The diagram on the left (replacement, T0 = 3 and T1 = 2) has only one control
parameter, the mutation probability . The one on the right (logistic, T0 = 4 and
T1 = 3) also depends on the death probability α. For small values of these control
parameters, the high-frequency population has to exceed a minimum critical size ρc
of the nucleus for the invasion to occur, which is the mechanism responsible for the
inability of the populations of oscillators to climb some frequency peaks. Above the
critical value c ≈ 0.0138 (left) or c = f(αc) (right), the nucleus can always grow, and
the nucleation barrier drops to zero.
The regions below the critical curves correspond to the range in the parameters
where the metastable behaviour is observed. It should be mentioned that if the relative
difference between the frequencies of two nodes is big enough, the metastability is not
observed. For example, for the logistic method, if T0 = 3 and T1 = 2 are used, the
nucleus always grows, reason why the parameters used for Figure 4.9 were less extreme.
The same is valid for the replacement method, with sufficiently different values of T0
and T1.
Up to this point, the whole problem has been presented in rather phenomenolog-
ical terms. The rest of this chapter is devoted to an analytic treatment of the invasion
transition described so far, providing a more solid formulation for it.
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4.2.3 Operators
The infinite-size limit dynamics for these small frequency landscapes can be better
understood by looking at their corresponding operators. Basically, the composition of
the population only changes upon discrete division events, which take place periodi-
cally in time. The relative densities can be put in a vector −→ρ and a mutation matrix
can be used to redirect the subpopulations when needed. This means that both the
mutation matrix and the nonlinear operator should change in time, which would not
happen if the division events were all synchronised.
Assume that the landscape is the one represented in Figure 4.1. Consider the
total mutation probability for every node adding up to  and equally divided among
the reachable neighbours. So, for example, an individual occupying a node with three
neighbours has probability /3 of generating a mutated offspring of each one of these
three types and 1−  of producing a clone upon division.
In this landscape, there are three different phenotypes: from node 0 to 6 (type A),
node 7 (type B) and node 8 (type C). Type A organisms have longer periods compared
to type B. Type C organisms never divide. So, it is possible to construct a time-
dependent mutation matrix DABC(t) such that the mutations only occur at multiple
times of their periods. Equation (4.1) shows how the matrix looks like when both A
and B types divide simultaneously (DAB). To construct the other three matrices, one
should set all red  to zero (only B divides, DB), all green  to zero (only A divides,
DA) or every  to zero (neither A nor B divides, the identity matrix).
DAB =

1− /2 /2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
/2 1−  /2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 /2 1−  /3 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 /2 1−  /3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 /3 1−  /3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 /3 1−  /3 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 /3 1−   0
0 0 0 0 0 0 /3 1−  0
0 0 0 /3 /3 /3 /3 0 1

(4.1)
So, taking as an example the periods of division of A and B to be TA = 3 and
TB = 2, respectively, the matrices will have an effect in this specific order: DAB, DB,
DA, DB (see scheme on Figure 4.10).
Considering all three death mechanisms, the nonlinear operators governing the
dynamics of the population are constructed and shown in equations (4.2) (for the re-
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Figure 4.10: Division events of types A and B. The different rhythms of division impose
a specific sequence for applying the operators.
placement method), (4.3) (for the logistic method) and (4.4) (for the overlap method).
−→ρ t+1 = ((1− ‖DABC(t).−→ρ t‖1).I +DABC(t)).−→ρ t = LRt −→ρ t (4.2)
−→ρ t+1 = (1− α)(I + (1− ‖−→ρ t‖1)DABC(t)).−→ρ t = LLt −→ρ t (4.3)
−→ρ t+1 =
(I +DABC(t)).
−→ρ t
‖(I +DABC(t)).−→ρ t‖1
= LOt
−→ρ t (4.4)
In the equations above, ‖·‖1 represents the L1-norm and I is the identity matrix.
Note that the density vectors remain unchanged at those instants of time when no
phenotype divides, except for the death term in the logistic operator. With these
equations we can proceed to the analysis of the invasion transition (Figure 4.4).
4.2.4 Recurrence Relations
To understand the invasion transition using these nonlinear operators (equations
(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4)), we should compose them in the right order for one whole cycle
and use the combined version. Instead of the whole landscape, the simple two-node
landscape (Figure 4.3) will be considered, with associated phenotypes A and B. In this
case, the matrices simplify and become as in equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7).
DAB =
(
1−  
 1− 
)
(4.5)
DA =
(
1−  0
 0
)
(4.6)
DB =
(
0 
0 1− 
)
(4.7)
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At the end of a cycle, the densities of A and B are transformed by the composition
of the nonlinear operators (for TA = 3 and TB = 2, following the scheme in Figure
4.10): −→ρ c+1 = LBLALBLAB−→ρc , where L is the nonlinear operator for any death
mechanism and the operators should be applied from right to left. For simplicity,
consider the total population to be equal to one, which allows us to use the projection
of the vector −→ρc into one of its axes xc = ρBc without loosing track of the other, given
that ρAc = 1− xc, ∀c (a 1-simplex, in other words). The faster type B was chosen for
consistency with the phase diagram in Figure 4.9.
Therefore, one can extract a function from the composed operator for each death
mechanism5 that corresponds to a nonlinear map xc 7→ xc+1 = f(xc) where f maps
[0, 1] into itself. This map relates the amount of the faster type in the population from
one cycle to the next, and will be iterated to produce the dynamic trajectory. For a
comprehensive analysis of iterated maps, the reader may refer to [143].
The recurrence relation or discrete iterated map can be analysed for identifying
fixed points and checking their stability by simple inspection. Fixed points x∗ are given
by the intersections between the function xc+1 = f(xc) and the diagonal xc+1 = xc,
being stable if the first derivative evaluated at the fixed point satisfies |f ′(x∗)|< 1.
The overlap method produces a hyperbolic function under the composition of the
operators. This translates into a curve with only one attracting fixed point (Figure
4.11), except for the extreme case  = 0, where there are two fixed points: x∗ = 0
(unstable) and x∗ = 1 (stable). The stable fixed point at x∗ = 1− 3
2
+O(2) is always
present and corresponds to the fastest type outnumbering the slowest one, as expected.
The replacement method is, of course, the most interesting one, since it exhibits
the invasion transition. After the composition of the operators, one gets a polynomial
of order eight in xc and . For reasonable values of the mutation probability 0 6  1,
there is always a stable fixed point corresponding to the population composed of a
majority of faster-type individuals, the global optimum of the population. Decreasing
, however, the polynomial crosses once more the diagonal and a pair of fixed points
(one stable and one unstable) is created, in a process known as fold bifurcation or fold
catastrophe [144], [145]. The stable fixed point created corresponds to the metastable
equilibrium observed: the majority of the population is occupied by the low-frequency
type. The value of the unstable fixed point represents the critical nucleus size or the
nucleation barrier, the same from Figure 4.9. This is shown in Figure 4.12.
The composition of the operators for the logistic method also produces a poly-
nomial of the same order of the replacement method. Therefore, the nonlinearities of
5The procedure will not be applied here to the logistic method, given that it depends on two
parameters and its visualisation is less evident. The nonlinearity present in the logistic method,
however, produces recurrence relations that are similar to the replacement method, which will be
used instead as a template for comparison.
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Figure 4.11: Return map for the overlap method with  = 0.05. The hyperbolic
functional form crosses only once the diagonal, and there is only one stable fixed
point: the high-frequency population always invades, and peak climbing is always
possible. The recurrence relation is xc+1 =
(4−8)xc+4
(2−3)xc+2+2 , where xc is the density of the
high-frequency genotype at cycle c.
these two methods are qualitatively closer, which supports the observed similarities in
their behaviour, namely the fold bifurcation corresponding to the invasion transition.
The control parameters, in this case, are both α and , and the return map should
be plotted in a 2-simplex because of the fraction of empty space6, which makes the
analogous plot rather complicated.
One can actually recover the phase diagram (Figure 4.9) by tracking the movement
of the unstable fixed point as  varies. The unstable fixed point corresponds to the
critical size of the nucleus to be exceeded for it to start growing. Here, instead, I show
the three fixed points as  varies, to depict the fold bifurcation (Figure 4.13).
With the very simple assumption that organisms divide like perfect oscillators, we
finally find an evidence that the mechanism that hinders populations to hop to higher
frequency nodes on the landscape results from a combined effect of the synchronisation
of cell division and the specific details of the nonlinear competition. The fact that the
organisms of a certain type are all dividing together makes it much more difficult
for an improvement in frequency to establish in the population, interfering with the
evolutionary process.
It is clear, then, that the simplification of treating asexual organisms as oscillators
is indeed different from a Wright-Fisher landscape where one should interpret fitness
as the expected number of offspring.
6If the empty space is denoted as a variable yc, the relation x
A
c +x
B
c +yc = 1 always holds, making
explicit the extra dimension of the simplex.
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Figure 4.12: Recurrence relation for the replacement method. Decreasing mutation
probability deforms the order 8 polynomial, and the function crosses again the di-
agonal. This creates a pair of fixed points, one stable and one unstable. The top
graph shows the return map for low mutation probability,  = 0.008 < c. The mid-
dle graph is at critical value for mutation probability, c ≈ 0.01375. The bottom
graph represents a higher mutation probability regime,  = 0.03 > c. Since  is
small, one can neglect higher-order terms. The polynomial can be well approximated
by xc+1 ≈ (−1 + 16)x8c + (8 − 124)x7c + (−24 + 366)x6c + (32 − 500)x5c + (−14 +
277)x4c + (−8 + 24)x3c + (8− 74)x2c + 12xc + 2.
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Figure 4.13: All fixed points as a function of the control parameter . The stable fixed
points are depicted in blue and the unstable in dashed red. One can see the pair of
fixed points merge and disappear as  increases, typical of a fold bifurcation. These
two fixed points that come in a pair account for the metastability, for low values of .
The point where they merge, also known as the tipping point, represents the critical
value in mutation probability where the nuclei spontaneously grow and the population
has no alternative but to jump to the fixed point on top, the global optimum, in case
it were previously in the metastable state.
When navigating inside a neutral network, populations of phenotypic clones may
be synchronised, affecting evolution. Considering sexual reproduction and multiple off-
springs per reproduction event makes it easier for a population to climb the landscape.
However, these organisms are too simplified at this point.
The following two chapters extend the idea of oscillators to accommodate a flex-
ibility in the rhythms of cell division, that is, oscillators will be able to delay their
divisions if free space is not available. This extension, which only applies to the logis-
tic method, will also provide a more precise formulation of the demographics of the
considered populations.
Chapter 5
Ageing
It is known that even the simplest forms of life experience ageing, at least to
some extent [146]. That means that an organism’s reproductive behaviour as well as
its susceptibility to death do depend on how long ago it was born. This apparently
simple statement has far-reaching consequences. Discussed here are the ecological and
population-biological ones, which obviously play a role in the evolutionary outcomes
in the long run.
A century ago, Lotka and Sharpe pioneered the almost unexplored field of age-
structured population biology [147]. Integral equations deal very naturally with this
sort of problem, and a specific kind of equations, today known as renewal equations,
became widely used in the field [148], [149], [150], [151]. Even more general, but
also closely related, is the so-called McKendrick equation [152], [153], sometimes also
known as von Foerster’s equation [154], [155], that is the demographic equivalent of
continuity equations in physics. This equation describes how the demographic struc-
ture is constrained to change in time for a given mortality. Its graphical counterparts,
the Lexis diagrams [156], are very useful in demographics to give a geometric intuition
about the delayed effects of birth in the dynamics.
Three authors contributed significantly for the understanding of the mathemat-
ics of demographics. Bernardelli, Lewis and Leslie (all republished in [148]) started
developing the formalism for a linear theory of demographics in the case where vital
(fecundity and survival) rates are age-dependent. Bernardelli reported the existence
of oscillatory solutions: birth waves propagate to the future, and baby-booms exhibit
an echo effect that persists in time, effect that was already reported in human demo-
graphics.
Leslie further developed the matrix formalism, noting that the waves Bernardelli
described are one particular case for the age-dependent dynamics described by what is
today known as a population projection matrix or a Leslie matrix. The delay-induced
demographic waves studied by them are often called Bernardelli waves, terminology
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that I will use.
In parallel, models for population dynamics including intraspecific competition
very often derive from the well-known logistic growth model [115]. This model, how-
ever, assumes no age structure and grants all individuals with a mean-field perception
of population size.
Although lacking a precise biological mechanism, the logistic model contains a
powerful abstraction, stating that intraspecific competition arises proportionally to the
square of the number of individuals. That is equivalent to the recognition of competi-
tion as emerging from the interaction between two individuals, which is irrelevant for
low densities but overrides the exponential growth when the density increases. Many
extensions have been made to take age into account in the logistic model through differ-
ent mechanisms [157], [158], [159], [160], [161] or in other nonlinear density-dependent
survival mechanisms [162], [163], [164], [165], but none of them have the same form of
the one presented here, to my knowledge.
The motivation to develop the models in this chapter comes from the previous
description of dividing unicellular organisms as oscillators, whose division timings were
too strict. The following models relax that timing constraint and spatiality will be
further introduced, in the next chapter, to break the mean-field symmetry and give
organisms only local information.
This chapter is divided into two main sections. The first will approach the problem
from a phenomenological discrete-time perspective, while the second treats time as a
continuous variable. There are no important qualitative difference between the two
approaches, but given the nature of the equations the continuous case will be explored
in more detail analytically.
5.1 Discrete Delay Systems
The first step for the definition of the model is to include some more detail in
the individual’s life cycle – the collective properties of the population were tightly
bound to the synchronisation imposition. Now, every organism has an age-dependent
behaviour. There are three different age ranges, and depending on how old they are
their reproduction and death probability changes.
If organisms are younger than T1, they are still not mature and cannot divide.
After reaching maturity and for the following T2 time units, organisms divide with
a probability given by the fraction of empty space (logistic competition). After the
mature ages, organisms still live for a period of T3, but are too old and no longer able
to divide, and will eventually die, only living up to the maximal age T1 +T2 +T3. This
life cycle is condensed in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The life cycle of an organism. Before reaching age T1, organisms are not
yet mature to divide. Division may happen only when their age lies in the red range
and there is free space available. After T1 + T2 they are too old for reproduction, but
will still be alive. Death takes place at age T1 +T2 +T3 if mortality does not kill them
before that.
In crowded populations, however, competition introduces delays in cell division
(up to T2) and dynamics becomes much richer. An organism is completely determined
by the tuple (T1, T2, T3) – which will be regarded here as its genotype
1 – and its age
h ∈ N. A population of one single genotype can be described as a time-evolving,
discrete age distribution ρt(h), where 0 6 h < T1 + T2 + T3. After an individual
is born, it may only get older and is always subject to a uniform mortality. Upon
division, one daughter cell is young and the other continues ageing. This asymmetry,
already discussed in Figure 3.1, is supported by real unicellular division and ageing
mechanisms [146].
The logistic evolution operator for this distribution, following the ideas built so
far and considering a mortality rate α and carrying capacity K (usually set to 1), is
shown in equation (5.1).
ρt+1(h) =

(1− α) · ρt(h− 1) if h > 0
(1− α) ·
(
T1+T2−1∑
i=T1
ρt(i)
)
·
(
1−
T1+T2+T3−1∑
i=0
ρt(i)
K
)
if h = 0
(5.1)
Of course, the initial conditions to be defined are the full initial distribution
ρ0(h), for all values of h. When letting a population of a single type establish (only
intraspecific competition), two different kinds of attractors are observed besides the
trivial null fixed point, depending on the parameters α, T1, T2 and T3. One is stationary
(fixed point), corresponding to an exponential age distribution; the other exhibits an
oscillatory periodic behaviour (limit cycle), with demographic travelling waves feeding
back and self-regenerating in a loop, or Bernardelli waves (see Figure 5.2).
1Technically, this tuple should be considered as a phenotype, since the cell-division timing is a
result of the interaction of the genotype and the environment. However, since mutations act primarily
on genotype and no specification of the mechanisms for a precise mapping between genotype and
phenotype is made, this nomenclature will be used with no serious consequences.
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Figure 5.2: Asymptotic age distributions for T1 = 30, T2 = 5 and T3 = 20, for α = 0.03
(left) and α = 0.0009 (right) when t→∞. Two different attractor types observed in
this limit: exponential age-distribution, stationary on the left (fixed point), decaying
travelling waves, oscillatory on the right (limit cycle). These peaks move to the right
and exponentially decay as time goes by. The vertical red lines indicate the values of
T1 and T1 + T2.
In general, if T2 is greater than a certain critical value (usually comparable in size
to T1 and T3) or if the death probability α is big enough the dynamical trajectories
converge to a fixed-point solution. For smaller values of T2, Bernardelli waves estab-
lish in the population, where not only the age structure oscillates, but also the total
population size. The transition to extinction is always observed for even smaller values
of T2 or very big values of T1 or α. The exact meaning of these critical values will be
made clear in the next section.
After exploring different regions of the parameter space and the associated dy-
namics of the model, it becomes clear that T1 is the most interesting out of the three
time-scales that define a genotype. From now on, T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and α = 0.0009 will
be fixed and T1 is the only parameter allowed to vary
2.
For each value of T1, after waiting long enough for the transient regime to fade out,
the trajectories converge to their respective attractors. A discrete Fourier transform
of the birth rate’s time-series ρt(0) can, then, be taken to provide us with information
about the frequencies of such Bernardelli waves. The plot of the fundamental frequency
as a function of T1 is shown in Figure 5.3.
Except for small values of T1 – which are far too small for accommodating a whole
number of peaks –, relatively regular discontinuities in the fundamental frequency are
seen with increasing T1 (up to T1 ≈ 300). As it happens, the feedback-generated peaks
are finely tuned between birth, reproductive and death ages. As soon as one of these
narrow peaks reaches the dead end T1 +T2 +T3, another peak has to be located around
reproductive age to give birth to the new peak. This gives rise to peaks with a certain
width – that become larger as T1 increases.
2The value of T2 was chosen to be small such that the oscillatory solutions are present.
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Figure 5.3: Left: real part of the discrete Fourier transform of ρt(0) for T1 = 23,
T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and α = 0.0009. The fundamental frequency is the leftmost peak in
the spectrum, also the one with highest amplitude. Right: the fundamental frequencies
as a function of T1, still with parameters T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and α = 0.0009. The jumps
correspond to discontinuities in the number of peaks between birth and reproductive
age. The dashed red lines indicate how the frequencies would scale with T1 if the
number of peaks between birth and reproductive age were exactly 1, 2 and 3, given by
the functions ω0 =
1
T1+
T2
2
, ω0 =
2
T1+
T2
2
and ω0 =
3
T1+
T2
2
, respectively.
At certain values, the peaks are too large and become unstable. An extra peak is,
then, generated and all the widths re-accommodate, becoming smaller – corresponding
to the discontinuities of Figure 5.3. Different number of peaks for different values of
T1 can be seen as an example in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: With the same parameters of Figure 5.3, with maturation times T1 = 60
(left) and T1 = 90 (right), with increasing number of peaks.
Since one of the goals is to try to understand which of these genotypes perform
better, some populations are put to compete with each other. As it turns out, interspe-
cific competition is very hard to predict. When put together two by two, most of the
time one of them wins, respecting the so-called competitive exclusion principle [166].
In other cases, frequency-dependent effects lead to oscillatory coexistence between the
two populations. Very often the transients are extremely long, a typical characteristic
of delay systems. Some examples are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Populations with different T1 competing for space. All the other parameters
were set to T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and α = 0.0009. Here, ρg represents the total population
size of the genotype g as a function of time, and the demographic structure is not
shown. On the left, the winning species has T1 = 15 (green), and its presence damps
the typical oscillations of the competitor with T1 = 20 (blue). On the middle, both
species resonate, and a coexistence is observed between both types T1 = 5 (blue) and
T1 = 20 (black). It is common to observe long transients before a stationary solution
is approached (right), whose values for the maturation time-scale are T1 = 0 (blue)
and T1 = 46 (magenta).
Furthermore, frequency-dependent selection is able to produce one feature re-
ported in the frequency landscape model, namely the invasion transition associated
with the fold bifurcation in Figure 4.13. This, again, imposes a nucleation barrier that
should be overcome for one species to invade the other, shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: The nucleation barrier is observed for some pairs of genotypes, and initial
conditions determines who wins, for T1 = 20 (blue) versus T1 = 22 (green).
In any case, competition is highly non-monotonic as a function of T1 if all the other
parameters are fixed. This is not the case for the other two genotypic parameters. The
greater T2, the better. Individuals that have more opportunities to produce offspring
will necessarily perform better. Selection is usually neutral upon T3 and species that
differ only by this time-scale will normally coexist. Some exceptions are made when
changing T3 introduces oscillations, in which case the decision is again nontrivial.
One can adapt the ideas from the last chapter to identify the winning type for
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each pair of genotypes A and B. Typically, the A type should be put alone to converge
to its asymptotic solution, after which a very small nucleus of type B is introduced
[167]. The nucleus will either grow or decline exponentially. Then, the situation is
inverted, and B will start as the native species, subjected to the invasion of A. If
both the B and the A nuclei exponentially grow, there is one coexistence oscillating
attractor, denoted as A ↔ B. If none of them grow, both species exert a nucleation
barrier on each other and no edge is placed between them. The asymmetric case (e.g.
the B nucleus grows and the A nucleus declines) divides into two dynamic possibilities.
In the first, the type A is invaded by type B, which will be denoted as A → B. In
the second, B grows under the native presence of A and both species converge to an
oscillatory coexistence attractor with species A outnumbering species B by at least one
order of magnitude, but A is not able to grow when B is already in its single-species
attractor. This case is denoted as A( B and can be thought of as a weaker case of
invasion.
This procedure allows us to construct an ecological succession directed graph
indicating the dynamical outcome of the two-species interactions, condensed in Figure
5.7 for a few of the most relevant genotypes. The edges could also be weighted by
the exponential growth factors – or invasion Lyapunov exponents [168], [167] – for a
more precise description of the dynamics. One very important point: this diagram
depends on the value of α. When α is increased, both the natural frequencies and
the succession structure change – and in some extreme cases some edges can be even
reversed, as exemplified in the caption of Figure 5.7. This emphasizes the importance
of this parameter on the dynamical outcome in the long term. In particular, given
that the lifespan of an individual increases with T1, the effect of the uniform death
probability is more dramatic on individuals with higher values of T1.
Important insights can be obtained from a comparative analysis of the succession
diagram and the Fourier transform of the single-species limit cycles (Figures 5.7 and
5.3). Spontaneous invasions usually occur when the invading species has a fundamental
frequency in its demographic distribution that is slightly higher than the native species.
In this sense, the succession is almost always possible towards decreasing values of
T1 by a few units. Nevertheless, because of the frequency discontinuities already
discussed, some long jumps in T1 (e.g. 22 → 46) are also attainable exactly because
these genotypes have comparable frequencies, while some short ones (e.g. near the
discontinuity between 44 and 45) do not occur because the curve becomes too steep.
In this view, the successions provoke a slight increase in the frequency of the dominant
population. Note that this ecological succession graph (Figure 5.7) has a structure that
resembles a partial order. Therefore, evolution would act as an optimisation process,
finding one of the extrema of this partial order – or increasing the frequency of the
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Figure 5.7: Ecological succession graph. The numbers in the nodes indicate the value
of T1 and the other parameters T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and α = 0.0009 are fixed. A directed
edge is placed from A to B following a simple procedure described above. Notice how
the nodes in the internal part of the spiral connect to the ones outside, e.g. 22→ 46,
47 → 22, which can happen both inwards and outwards. This pattern continues for
increasing values of T1, spiralling a few times and connecting the several layers of the
spiral. It is important to be aware that the edges in this diagram crucially depend
on the death probability. As an example, if the death probability is increased above
α = 0.09, the edge 0 → 23 is reversed to 23 → 0, affecting the global succession
dynamics.
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corresponding Bernardelli waves.
With these ideas in mind, more complicated competition or evolutionary scenar-
ios with multiple species can be evaluated. With the same parameters used so far,
consider a population with T1 = 44 and a mutation upon division that might increase
or decrease T1 by one unit. The outcome, plotted in Figure 5.8, agrees with the
corresponding succession graph3.
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Figure 5.8: Initially, the population is composed of T1 = 44 type individuals. Through
the introduction of a mutation probability  = 0.001, organisms with progressively
lower values of T1 invade the native population, all the way down to T1 = 22. After a
much longer time, a final invasion of the genotype with T1 = 46 is seen, but not visible
in this graph. The series of ecological successions 44→ 43→ 42→ 41→ 40→ 39→
38 → 37 → 36 → 35 → 34 → 33 → 32 → 31 → 30 → 29 → 28 → 27 → 26 → 25 →
24→ 23→ 22→ 46 agrees with the succession graph made in equilibrium.
Dynamically, the system is moving from the vicinity of an attractor to the vicinity
of another, staying very close to the equilibrium – only getting further away from
equilibria during the invasions, which take place very quickly.
There is, however, a nonlinear twist in this frequency-climbing picture. Were
the succession process purely increasing in frequency, the corresponding graph would
contain no directed cycles and it would be possible to associate it with a partial order.
This would mean that each node would be on an optimisation route to one or more
reachable, unbeatable extrema.
Yet, the nonlinear coupling mechanism that induces the growth of the small nuclei
3The exact invasions observed will depend on initial conditions and strongly on the growth rates
associated with each edge. If a node A has n outgoing edges, the genotype that grows faster under
the dominance of A will most likely invade if all of the n types are initially present in comparable
amounts.
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generates some exceptions to this rule. Namely, the forcing frequency of the native
species might amplify a higher harmonic of the invader – a necessary condition for
invasion. Once the native species is eliminated at high frequency, the newly-established
species goes down to its fundamental mode of oscillation, decreasing the frequency
relative to the previously-dominant one. If invasions can occur towards lower-frequency
types, cycles will naturally emerge.
Consider the succession graph that is produced when the death probability is
increased to α = 0.09, partially shown in Figure 5.9. The presence of cycles in this
graph are only possible due to the frequency-decreasing invasions (23→ 0 in this case),
and a rock-paper-scissors-like dynamics arises, i.e. cyclic dominance patterns in time,
also observed in real ecological problems [169], [170]. The corresponding time-series
are depicted in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Ecological succession graph for increased death probability α = 0.09. The
invasion 23→ 0 is accompanied by a net decrease in frequency. However, the frequency
of the invading type 0 is a higher harmonic during invasion, after which it is lowered
to the fundamental frequency. The resulting topology has a rock-paper-scissors-like
dominance structure that introduces ecological succession cycles.
Cyclic succession structures, as well as frequency-dependent selection, undermine
any straightforward attempt to define an absolute fitness in this model. In chapter 2,
I have argued that the chemical environment plays an important role in the definition
of the phenotype, upon which selection acts and that will ultimately determine the
survivors in evolutionary time-scales.
In the present chapter, no biochemical definition of the environment was given.
Nevertheless, given the competition for space, the distribution of genotypes in the
population affects the environment for each species. Fitness, or relative growth rate,
of each type will selectively depend on the presence of other types. Once more, the
context determines survival.
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Figure 5.10: Asymptotic solution indicating cyclic ecological successions. The corre-
sponding graph (Figure 5.10) contains directed cycles, one of which is the observed
0→ 33→ 32→ 31→ 30→ 29→ 28→ 27→ 26→ 25→ 24→ 23→ 0. A mutation
probability  = 0.0001 was used.
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To test the robustness of these results, other scenarios with different mutation
topologies were surveyed as well as the introduction of noise. No qualitative differences
were found up to considerably high levels of disorder. This validates the use of such
ecological succession graphs for prediction of the multi-species problem.
In order to elucidate the intricate dynamics of this model, its continuous analogue
will be addressed next. Phenomenologically, both are very similar. The same self-
induced oscillations are observed and nonlinear effects lead to similar competition
patterns. However, a clearer mathematical intuition behind the dynamical stability of
the solutions and their natural frequencies will be provided.
5.2 Continuous Delay Systems
Oscillations in the demographic structure or population sizes are not particularly
rare in nature, for which a few mechanisms have been proposed such as predator-prey
interactions [116], non-overlapping generations [171] or the maternal effect [172]. One
big class of mechanisms involves any kind of delayed feedbacks [173] – which include
pretty much all of the age-structured population models – and better understanding
this category of dynamical systems for later empirical validation is a fundamental step
in contemporary ecology.
One of the first population models with a delay to be extensively studied is now
known as Hutchinson’s equation [174], [175] which is a logistic differential equation
with a single delay term, or a scalar delay as opposed to distributed delays. Hutchin-
son argued that the effective reproductive rate might depend on past values of the
population density, supported by the biological features of Daphnia and whose pop-
ulations experience violent reproductive bursts followed by threatening mass deaths
that do not synchronise and equilibrate as the classical logistic model [176].
In general, delay differential or integral equations exhibit rather different be-
haviours compared to their memoryless counterparts. Also, very different mathe-
matical techniques had to be developed to tackle such problems, given their infinite
number of eigenvalues and the transcendental nature of the corresponding character-
istic equations [177], [178], [179], [180], [181].
The purpose of this section is to present a model for age-structured populations
in which the birth rate is modulated by the fraction of empty space available in the
environment. An integral logistic equation with distributed delays is constructed and
analysed from different perspectives, elucidating some qualitative aspects of the inva-
sion problem presented previously. The analysis of this dynamical system provides a
full understanding of the necessary conditions for Bernardelli demographic waves to
persist in time.
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At this point, I transform the discrete model presented in last section into a
continuous-age formalism through the limit of equation (5.1) as ∆t→ 0, which yields
a nonlinear delay integral equation. This equation incorporates delays into logistic
growth in a very natural way, still preserving the life cycle shown in Figure 5.1.
Let ρ(h, t) be the density of individuals of age h ∈ R at time t > 0, λ their uniform
mortality rate and K the carrying capacity of the environment. Consider a genotype
given by the set of times (T1, T2, T3), where T1 > 0 corresponds to the age at which
they reach division maturation, T2 > 0 corresponds to duration of the mature phase
and T3 > 0 is the duration of the elderly phase, where organisms are no longer able to
divide. The maximum age an individual may attain is, then, T1 + T2 + T3, just like in
the discrete version of last section: 0 6 h 6 T1 + T2 + T3.
Additionally, consider that all mature individuals try to divide but are limited
by the fraction of occupation of the carrying capacity due to intraspecific compe-
tition. Thus, the fraction of individuals at mature age that will actually divide is
multiplicatively modulated by the fraction of empty space. Furthermore, after mature
individuals produce one offspring they continue to grow older – while their offspring
will be born with age zero. Such ageing asymmetry was already used and discussed in
the previous section.
Therefore, one can write the following integral delayed equation describing the
population’s birth rate β(t) in time:
β(t+ dt) = ρ(0, t+ dt) =
∫ T1+T2
T1
ρ(h, t) dh ·
(
1−
∫ T1+T2+T3
0
ρ(h, t)
K
dh
)
(5.2)
Once the birth rate is given as a boundary condition, the age structure is derivable
through the use of McKendrick’s partial differential equation:
∂
∂t
ρ(h, t) +
∂
∂h
ρ(h, t) = −λρ(h, t) (5.3)
Fundamentally, equation (5.3) is a transport equation or a continuity equation
containing the connection between age and time. It imposes restrictions to the shape
of the solution surface. Solving this equation through the method of characteristics,
one can recover the age distribution at time t and extract the following invariant
property of the solution surface ρ(h, t), equation (5.4).
ρ(h, t) = ρ(0, t− h)e−λh = β(t− h)e−λh (5.4)
Equation (5.2) is relatively intuitive to look at and understand the actual proposed
mechanism. However, the subsequent analysis will be done for the birth rate β(t) as a
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function exclusively of time. This choice considerably simplifies the analysis without
changing the system’s behaviour, since all the information of the dynamics is contained
in the birth rate. Again, to retrieve the demographic distribution one must only apply
relation (5.4) to propagate the density to the future.
Combining these equations, the dynamical system we shall focus on and that
governs the birth rates of the age-structured population becomes:
β(t) =
∫ τ2
τ1
β(t− h)e−λh dh ·
(
1−
∫ τ3
0+
β(t− h)e−λh dh
)
(5.5)
Here, the delays were renamed such that τ1 = T1, τ2 = T1+T2 and τ3 = T1+T2+T3,
which necessarily implies 0 6 τ1 6 τ2 6 τ3 should be always respected. Also, the
carrying capacity was normalised to K = 1 with no loss of generality. This equation
drives the birth rates at any moment in time t if the birth rates are defined in the
previous interval [t − τ3, t[. Thus, the initial conditions correspond to a non-negative
initial function Φ(t) defined4 on the interval t ∈ [−τ3, 0[ – the state space is actually
infinite dimensional, characteristic of any delay system. To maintain the population
bounded at all times, it is required that the total initial population does not exceed
carrying capacity.
β(t) = Φ(t), t ∈ [−τ3, 0[ (5.6)
∫ τ3
0+
Φ(−h)e−λh dh 6 1 (5.7)
Later on, I will show equations that can be written in two equivalent forms, one
integral and one differential. The initial conditions Φ(t) for the differential forms, for
both forms to be really equivalent, also have to be defined at the limit point t = 0.
The solutions will be the same if and only if Φ(0) satisfies the corresponding integral
equation, which will be explicitly mentioned, case by case.
Equation (5.5) contains distributed delays in a nonlinear form that is not easy to
be analysed. Therefore, the procedure that will be followed is to linearise the system
around its fixed points, which is considerably simpler to handle. First, the fixed points
have to be found. The trivial fixed point β(t) = 0 is always present, as one would hope
for if no abiogenesis is taking place. There is another fixed point that can be easily
calculated, by simple substitution of β(t) = β∗ in equation (5.5), from which we get:
β∗ =
λ
1− e−λτ3 ·
(
1− λ
e−λτ1 − e−λτ2
)
(5.8)
4The initial conditions could be defined, equally, as the age distribution at one point in time, e.g.
ρ(h, 0). However, since everything is observed in time, the other description is more convenient.
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The resulting age distribution at this fixed point, from equation (5.4), is expo-
nential – equivalent to the fixed point in the discrete setting shown in Figure 5.2. Ad-
ditionally, one important result can be extracted from equation (5.8). Since β(t) > 0
and β∗ > 0, this implies that
λ
e−λτ1 − e−λτ2 6 1 (5.9)
The quantity in inequation (5.9) corresponds to the fraction of empty space left
when the population is at the fixed point β∗. Note that the carrying capacity is not
completely occupied in equilibrium, in contrast with both the classical logistic growth
and Hutchinson’s equation. The equality in inequation (5.9) represents a critical rela-
tion between the time constants τ1 and τ2 and the mortality rate λ at the transition
to extinction, accordingly. This provides the following stability condition for a single-
species population to survive:
τ2 > τ
c
2(τ1, λ) = τ1 −
1
λ
ln(1− λ
e−λτ1
) ≈ τ1 + eλτ1 (5.10)
5.2.1 Fixed point β(t) = 0
With the two fixed points at disposal, I will start by linearising the equation
around the fixed point β(t) = 0. Consider β(t)  1 very small, but nevertheless
always positive. Equation (5.5), disconsidering the higher order term, becomes:
β(t) =
∫ τ2
τ1
β(t− h)e−λh dh (5.11)
This equation governs the growth of the populations at very low densities. McK-
endrick’s equation (5.3) can be used for differentiating equation (5.11) – which is in
an integral form – producing its equivalent differential delay equation as follows:
β˙(t) = −λβ(t) + β(t− τ1)e−λτ1 − β(t− τ2)e−λτ2 (5.12)
Equation (5.12), as mentioned previously, requires initial conditions defined on
the closed interval t ∈ [−τ2, 0], and Φ(0) for this equation must obey the relation
(5.13) below.
Φ(0) =
∫ τ2
τ1
Φ(−h)e−λh dh (5.13)
The fact that equation (5.11) is linear produces a corresponding differential with
two scalar delays, τ1 and τ2 – which is not true for the original nonlinear system,
equation (5.5), whose equivalent differential form still contains distributed delays.
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At any point t in time, the sliding window [t− τ2, t− τ1] contains the birth rates
that are relevant for calculating β(t). Equation (5.12) expresses a mass balance with
the window as control volume, and contains two boundary terms: one positive entering
and one negative exiting the window. An additional negative term represents the rate
of loss of mass inside the window due to mortality. The exponentials propagate the
values at the boundaries to the present.
The stability of any linear dynamical system is given by the properties of its
eigenvalues, since they determine the functional form of the associated eigenvectors
that constitute a basis for the space of solutions. The eigenvalue spectrum of the
present system (equation (5.11) or (5.12)) is the set of all roots of the characteristic
equation, obtained through the Laplace transform of any of the two equivalent forms
above, which reads:
B(s) = s+ λ− e−τ1(s+λ) + e−τ2(s+λ) = 0 (5.14)
Equation (5.14) is a transcendental quasipolynomial. It has an infinite number
of roots (eigenvalues) and as long as they all lie in the left half of the complex plane
there is no exponential growth. Some examples of the distribution of eigenvalues in
the right half-plane is shown in Figure 5.11.
0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.030 0.035 0.040
<(s)
−2.0
−1.5
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
=(
s)
Figure 5.11: The distribution of all eigenvalues with positive real part for τ1 = 100
and λ = 0.0009. The eigenvalues for τ2 = 102 (red), τ2 = 108 (green) and τ2 = 200
(blue) are depicted. Note that, although different in shape, the dominant eigenvalue
is real, for all of them.
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The dominant eigenvalue (the rightmost eigenvalue or the eigenvalue with largest
real part) for this equation seems to be always purely real, although no formal proof
has been found. This is the first eigenvalue to cross to the right half-plane and cause
the exponential growth.
The fixed point β(t) = 0 changes stability exactly when the dominant eigen-
value crosses the imaginary axis and becomes positive. This represents the transition
from extinction to nonextinction, where the introduction of a very small amount of
a population will lead to its growth and the trivial fixed point no longer attracts the
trajectories. I will use the notation s = a + bi for complex numbers, so substituting
s = 0 for the crossing of the dominant eigenvalue we obtain, again, relation (5.9) that
determines the condition for extinction.
5.2.2 Fixed point β(t) = β∗
The most interesting part, however, concerns the stability of the nontrivial fixed
point. To study its stability, equation (5.5) has to be linearised around β(t) = β∗.
We can write β(t) = β∗ + γ(t), with γ(t)  1 being a very small deviation from the
equilibrium value. Substituting it in equation (5.5) the linearised form can be derived
after some algebraic manipulation.
(β∗ + γ(t)) =
∫ τ2
τ1
(β∗ + γ(t− h))e−λh dh ·
(
1−
∫ τ3
0+
(β∗ + γ(t− h))e−λh dh
)
I will rename the following parameter-dependent constants due to their impor-
tance, and the equations simplify.
k1 = 1−
∫ τ3
0
β∗e−λh dh =
λ
e−λτ1 − e−λτ2 (5.15)
k2 =
∫ τ2
τ1
β∗e−λh dh =
e−λτ1 − e−λτ2 − λ
1− e−λτ3 (5.16)
The substitution, noting that β∗ = k1 · k2 and neglecting the higher order term,
leads to:
(β∗ + γ(t)) =
(
k2 +
∫ τ2
τ1
γ(t− h)e−λh dh
)
·
(
k1 −
∫ τ3
0+
γ(t− h)e−λh dh
)
γ(t) = k1
∫ τ2
τ1
γ(t− h)e−λh dh− k2
∫ τ3
0+
γ(t− h)e−λh dh (5.17)
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Again, we can look at the differential form of this equation, which is:
γ˙(t) = −λγ(t) +k1
(
γ(t− τ1)e−λτ1−γ(t− τ2)e−λτ2
)
−k2
(
γ(t)−γ(t− τ3)e−λτ3
)
(5.18)
Equation (5.18) requires that initial conditions are defined on the closed interval
t ∈ [−τ3, 0], and Φ(0) for this equation must obey the relation (5.19) below.
Φ(0) = k1
∫ τ2
τ1
Φ(−h)e−λh dh− k2
∫ τ3
0+
Φ(−h)e−λh dh (5.19)
Taking the Laplace transform of either the integral equation (5.17) or its corre-
sponding differential equation (5.18), we can get the characteristic equation:
Γ(s) = (s+ λ)− k1
(
e−τ1(s+λ) − e−τ2(s+λ))+ k2 (1− e−τ3(s+λ)) = 0 (5.20)
This equation contains all the information about the stability of the fixed point β∗.
Simpler transcendental quasipolynomials can sometimes have their spectra expressed
as a function of the Lambert W function [182]. Equation (5.20), however, combines
three elements that make analytical approaches rather difficult, if not impossible: the
number of scalar delays being greater than two; the presence of both positive and
negative signs of the coefficients of the exponential terms; the dependence of the co-
efficients k1 and k2 on the delays. Nevertheless, computational approaches are always
available and the diagrams thus obtained will fulfil all the present needs.
Equation (5.20), again, has an infinite number of solutions, but its spectrum is
distributed differently when compared to the characteristic equation (5.14). Substi-
tuting s = a + bi in equation (5.20), a pair of equations to be satisfied is obtained,
shown in the system of equations (5.21).

a+ λ− k1
(
e−τ1(a+λ) cos(bτ1)− e−τ2(a+λ) cos(bτ2)
)
+ k2
(
1− e−τ3(a+λ) cos(bτ3)
)
= 0
b+ k1
(
e−τ1(a+λ) sin(bτ1)− e−τ2(a+λ) sin(bτ2)
)
+ k2 e
−τ3(a+λ) sin(bτ3) = 0
(5.21)
Figure 5.12 shows three examples of the eigenvalue distribution in the complex
plane. The blue (red) curves satisfy the first (second) equation of system 5.21: the locus
in the complex plane where the real (imaginary) part of the characteristic equation
vanishes.
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Figure 5.12: The distribution of some eigenvalues for T2 = 5, T3 = 20 and λ = 0.0009.
From top to bottom, T1 = 0, T1 = 32 and T1 = 64. The red curves identify regions
where the imaginary part of the characteristic equation equals zero, and similarly for
the real part in blue. The pair of complex conjugate roots with positive real part leads
to oscillatory behaviour. Additionally, ordering the spectrum by increasing frequencies,
the dominant eigenvalues correspond to the first (T1 = 0), second (T1 = 32) and third
(T1 = 64) pairs, related to the transitions discussed in the text.
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The eigenvalues, then, correspond to the collection of intersecting points between
blue and red curves. Relatively simple algorithms for root finding can be used to locate
the roots numerically in a closed region of the complex plane [183].
The fixed point β∗ will be stable for every combination of parameters τ1, τ2,
τ3 and λ that output an eigenvalue spectrum located completely to the left of the
imaginary axis. The goal, then, is to find conditions upon which the eigenvalues cross
this axis. The region of interest for looking for eigenvalues is, in principle, all the
right half plane a > 0. Note, however, that for the system of equations (5.21) to be
satisfied, both the real and imaginary parts of the positive eigenvalues will be bounded,
0 6 a 6 2k1 + k2 − λ < 2 and |b|6 2k1 + k2 6 2, simplifying the search procedure.
Whenever the population is at the fixed point β∗, the stationary age distribution
is exponential: ρ(h, t) = β∗e−λh. If at least one of the eigenvalues is located in the
right half-plane, this fixed point is unstable and any perturbation will be amplified. In
this case, the trajectories asymptotically converge to the oscillatory solutions – which
actually imply some degree of division synchrony and less generational overlap. An
example is shown in Figure 5.13.
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−0.02
−0.01
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0.01
0.02
0.03
β˙
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)
Figure 5.13: An example where the species is defined by T1 = 25, T2 = 5, T3 = 20
and λ = 0.0009. In this case, the fixed point is unstable and small perturbations are
amplified, being the trajectory attracted to a limit cycle. To the left, β(t) is shown
as a function of time; to the right, β˙(t) is shown as a function of β(t). These stable
limit cycles are produced from a Hopf bifurcation with consequent loss of stability of
the fixed point as the parameters vary.
Equation (5.21) has one real eigenvalue which is always a solution, that is s = −λ.
Otherwise, real eigenvalues are only possible if k2 = 0 ⇐⇒ k1 = 1, which implies
β∗ = 0. This happens at the transition to extinction and is not the main concern here,
where we suppose β∗ > 0. The only relevant eigenvalue crossings, therefore, concern
a = 0 and b 6= 0, that is, purely imaginary eigenvalues. Some of these crossings
will produce a supercritical Hopf bifurcation: the fixed point switches from stable to
unstable and a stable, attracting limit cycle is created. Substituting a = 0 in equation
(5.21), one obtains the pair of transcendental equations (5.22).
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{
λ− k1(e−λτ1 cos(bτ1)− e−λτ2 cos(bτ2)) + k2(1− e−λτ3 cos(bτ3)) = 0
b+ k1(e
−λτ1 sin(bτ1)− e−λτ2 sin(bτ2)) + k2 e−λτ3 sin(bτ3) = 0
(5.22)
Families of closed hypersurfaces are implicitly defined by equations (5.22) in the
four-dimensional parameter space (τ1, τ2, τ3, λ) or (T1, T2, T3, λ). Each closed hyper-
surface is associated with one specific eigenvalue and represents a relation between the
parameters that makes this eigenvalue purely imaginary. Likewise, this eigenvalue will
have positive (negative) real part for all the points located in the interior (exterior)
of the corresponding hypersurface. Therefore, varying the parameters moving from
the exterior to the interior of one hypersurface will cause the corresponding oscillatory
mode to switch from decaying to being amplified. Additionally, the intersections of
hypersurfaces represent points where two or more eigenvalues are purely imaginary.
Points in the parameter space that belong to the interior of, say, n hypersurfaces
will be equivalent to dynamical systems with n positive eigenvalues. Given that only
one positive eigenvalue suffices to render the fixed point unstable, the union of all
interior regions define open islands in which a limit cycle is the asymptotic solution –
or in which at least one eigenvalue is positive, equivalently. The collection of all the
limit points of these islands are closed hypersurfaces that correspond to the critical
values of Hopf bifurcations and often contain many kinks5.
Stability Charts
To facilitate visualisation, these four-dimensional objects are cut through specific
planes in which two parameters are fixed. These are called stability charts [184] –
with some chosen cuts shown in Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 – and
correspond in a sense to phase diagrams dictating the dynamic behaviour according to
the choice of the control parameters. Most importantly, the existence of stable limit
cycles and their natural frequencies.
In the sliced charts, the closed hypersurfaces become simple closed curves coloured
by the value of the corresponding imaginary eigenvalue and whose open interiors are
shaded patches. Shade levels indicate the number of positive eigenvalues. Hopf bi-
furcations take place at the piecewise-smooth boundaries between shaded and white
regions.
Different sections of the four-dimensional object were chosen to qualitatively in-
dicate the roles of the parameters.
5The kinks where the boundary of these islands is not differentiable represent Hopf bifurcations
with two or more eigenvalues crossing simultaneously.
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One can see, for example, that at high values of λ – but still before extinction
– oscillations are damped, attracted to the stable stationary solution. Also, upon
increasing T3 the stability is switched [185], [186], [187] several times at relatively
regular intervals, and the population undergoes various Hopf bifurcations.
When T3 ≈ nT1 for integer values of n, the oscillations do not take place as long
as λ is not too small, which is clear from Figures 5.15, 5.17 and 5.18. In Figure 5.16,
where λ = 0, the oscillations only die out around the lines T3 ≈ T1 and T3 ≈ 2T1.
Additionally, increasing T2 damps demographic waves at relatively smaller values
compared to the other parameters, unless λ is too small (Figures 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and
5.17). This result is related to ergodicity [188] and the Perron-Frobenius theorem [189].
Loosely stated, if T2 is big enough compared to T1+T2+T3, the age distribution should
converge to the fixed point, stationary distribution and Bernardelli waves are no longer
stable.
Obviously, the system’s dynamics is governed by nonlinear equations and the
whole analysis conducted so far is based on the linearised system around the two
fixed points. Positive eigenvalues in linear systems lead to exponential growth in time,
oscillating with a frequency given by their imaginary part – a catastrophic amplification
of specific frequencies. Once these oscillations reach considerable levels, the nonlinear
competition slows down the amplification and the trajectory converges to a stable
limit cycle. Although slightly distorted by the nonlinear mechanism, the frequency of
oscillation of the limit cycle is very well approximated by the imaginary part of the
dominant eigenvalue of the linearised system.
These stability charts and the eigenvalue analysis provide a consistent explanation
for the discontinuities in the frequencies of demographic oscillation previously seen in
the Fourier transform of the time-series of the discrete version of the model (Figure
5.3). When a parameter slides across a range, the eigenvalues move in the complex
plane. At the values that correspond to a discontinuity, one dominant eigenvalue is
swapped with another whose imaginary part is different, made clear in Figure 5.12.
This dominance swapping is exactly reflected in the frequency discontinuities.
Using root searching methods for finding eigenvalues, the imaginary part of the
dominant eigenvalue can be plotted using similar parameters of those in Figure 5.3
and 5.14 or 5.15, ultimately shown in Figure 5.20. Rescaled with a factor of 2pi (since
imaginary parts of eigenvalues represent angular frequencies), it matches the Fourier
transform of the discrete time-series almost perfectly (Figure 5.3). A similar plot of
the imaginary part of the dominant eigenvalue is also plotted as a function of two
parameters (T1 and T3), shown in Figure 5.21.
It is now clear that the eigenvalues responsible for producing different number of
peaks in Bernardelli waves are not the same. Increasing T1, every discontinuity corre-
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Figure 5.20: Imaginary part of the dominant eigenvalues versus T1 for T2 = 5, T3 = 20
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Figure 5.21: Imaginary part of the dominant eigenvalues versus T1 and T3 for T2 =
τ2 − τ1 = 2 and λ = 0.003
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sponds to an eigenvalue swap, and their imaginary parts lie very close to the hyperbolic
curves n
T1
, for integer values of n. However, no closed analytic form expressing exactly
the natural frequencies as a function of the parameters seems possible, which hampers
an exhaustive exploration of the competition problem to be presented next.
5.2.3 Competition
Let us turn into the interspecific competition problem, where two populations
are coupled through a similar logistic competition for space. The complete system of
equations is expressed in 5.23.

β(t) =
∫ τ2
τ1
β(t− h)e−λ1h dh ·
(
1−
∫ τ3
0
β(t− h)e−λ1h dh −
∫ σ3
0
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh
)
ξ(t) =
∫ σ2
σ1
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh ·
(
1−
∫ τ3
0
β(t− h)e−λ1h dh −
∫ σ3
0
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh
)
(5.23)
Here, β(t) and ξ(t) represent the birth rates of the two species, coupled through
the nonlinear terms. Now, consider the following invasion problem. Let population
β (the native species) be at its non-trivial fixed point β∗, considered stable. Assume
that ξ  1, which reduces equations (5.23) to the simpler problem:
ξ(t) =
∫ σ2
σ1
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh ·
(
kβ1 −
∫ σ3
0
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh
)
(5.24)
Now, the linearisation can be performed, and the linear equations in both integral
and differential forms are obtained.
ξ(t) = kβ1
∫ σ2
σ1
ξ(t− h)e−λ2h dh (5.25)
ξ˙(t) = −λ2ξ(t) + kβ1
(
ξ(t− σ1)e−λ2σ1 − ξ(t− σ2)e−λ2σ2
)
(5.26)
One must always keep in mind that the initial conditions for the differential form
of the equation must satisfy the requirement to be defined at t = 0 respecting the
integral form at this point, as expressed in relation (5.27).
Φ(0) = kβ1
∫ σ2
σ1
Φ(−h)e−λ2h dh (5.27)
From equation (5.25) or (5.26), the characteristic equation (5.28) can be extracted.
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Ξ(s) = s+ λ2 − kβ1
(
e−σ1(s+λ2) − e−σ2(s+λ2)
)
= 0 (5.28)
This is exactly like the problem of growth of a single species explored earlier in
equation (5.14), except that the total available space is no longer 1, but the empty
space left by the native population β when at its fixed point, namely kβ1 . The transition
from non-nucleation to nucleation of the invading species is, therefore, given by the
crossing of the real eigenvalue to the right half-plane, as before, in equation (5.28) with
critical value s = 0.
After some algebraic manipulation, it leads to the following result:
kβ1 =
λ1
e−λ1τ1 − e−λ1τ2 =
λ2
e−λ2σ1 − e−λ2σ2 = k
ξ
1 (5.29)
The transition happens exactly when the ability of both species to occupy space
is identical. In fact, the quantity 1 − k1 can be interpreted as an effective carrying
capacity for each species. If the native species is stationary and stable, this effective
carrying capacity determines the ecological succession: invasions will take place if
and only if space will be more efficiently occupied by the invading species – even if
the invading species is not stable at its fixed point –, which has been consistently
observed in the respective simulations. Analogously, if two species have the same
value of T2, the one with the smallest values of T1 will be favoured. It is even possible
to find winning species with smaller T2 if the parameters satisfy k
inv
1 < k
nat
1 . This
is a noteworthy result. On the absence of oscillations, the ability to use space more
efficiently defines invasion-resistant species. Selection within a niche will, then, favour
its efficient occupation.
The situation gets considerably more complicated if we assume that the fixed point
of the native species is unstable, that is, the native species has an intrinsic oscillatory
behaviour. We know that that there is a limit cycle towards which the trajectory
asymptotically converges. However, it does not seem possible to write analytically a
periodic function βnat(t) = βnat(t + T ) whose period of oscillation is a complicated
function of the parameters T = T (τnat1 , τ
nat
2 , τ
nat
3 , λ
nat) and such that it is a solution to
equation (5.5). Even if one could, plugging this function into the system of equations
(5.23) would produce a cumbersome, nonautonomous, forced delay system that would
hardly be useful.
In general, the criterion kinv1 < k
nat
1 fails for native oscillating species. I have
stated in the phenomenological description of the discrete model that invading an
oscillating type requires a slightly faster natural frequency – or higher harmonic. To
specify that, I will introduce an artificial forcing function F (t) which will represent
the fraction of empty space left by the native species.
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Consider an invading species with birthrate β(t), parameters (τ1, τ2, τ3, λ) and,
consequently, kinv1 . If the forcing function had exactly the form F (t) = k
inv
1 the
invading species would neither grow nor decay, given the neutrality of the null dominant
eigenvector. Therefore, to explore the effect of the oscillation of the native species on
invasion I add a small perturbation with a single6 forcing frequency ω, producing
F (t) = kinv1 + ε sin(ωt), where ε 1 is a very small amplitude.
If the amount of the invading species is negligible, the forced dynamical system
simplifies to equation (5.30) or (5.31).
β(t) = F (t)
∫ τ2
τ1
β(t− h)e−λh dh (5.30)
β˙(t) =
(
F˙ (t)
F (t)
− λ
)
β(t) + F (t)
(
β(t− τ1)e−λτ1 − β(t− τ2)e−λτ2
)
(5.31)
As before, the initial conditions for the differential form 5.31 must necessarily
satisfy relation (5.32) at the limit point t = 0.
Φ(0) = F (0)
∫ τ2
τ1
Φ(−h)e−λh dh (5.32)
Equations (5.30) and (5.31) dictate the birth rates of the invading species sub-
jected to a cyclical change of availability of space left by the native species. The form
of F (t) was chosen to avoid the growth of the invading species due to an average of
free space below or above the neutral value kinv1 . In practice, the free space left by
a species following the dynamics of equation (5.5) will most likely have a different
constant term and other frequencies that could influence invasion as well. After some
consideration, one can see that equation (5.30) is solved by functions of the form:
β(t) = eαt
(
a0 +
∞∑
n=1
an cos(nωt+ ϕn)
)
(5.33)
where the coefficients an have to satisfy the constraint
a0 >
∞∑
n=1
an (5.34)
such that the birth rate is non-negative β(t) > 0,∀t.
The oscillating terms are not really relevant for the invasion. On the other hand,
the value of α – which dictates how fast on average the population grows or declines
6The choice of a single forcing frequency was made to simplify the analysis. In practice, the full
spectrum of the forcing term may influence invasion.
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on the presence of the periodic forcing term F (t) – is actually a function of the forcing
frequency and amplitude α = α(ω, ε). Unlike dynamical systems without delays, the
response of this forced system is not in amplitude but in the growth/decline rate. The
plot shown in Figure 5.22 depicts this unusual frequency response.
The growth exponent α roughly operates as the real part of an eigenvalue, but
not quite. Being this equation nonlinear, the superposition principle is not valid here:
eigenvectors cannot be added together to produce other solutions. It is also remark-
able that the multiplicative nonlinearities make it impossible for a solution with a
single frequency to exist, and all multiples of the forcing frequency appear in the solu-
tion, producing a hierarchy of infinitely many transcendental equations – one for each
harmonic – upon substitution of the solution 5.33 in 5.30.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
ω
−0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.0002
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α
(ω
)
Figure 5.22: Frequency response of an invading population to periodic forcing. The
invading species has T1 = 23, T2 = 5, T3 = 20, λ = 0.0009 and k
inv
1 ≈ 0.2046. The ver-
tical dashed lines depict the first four harmonics of this species when in its stable limit
cycle. Forcing it at frequencies slightly below one of its natural frequencies induces
invasion (α > 0); otherwise, the species decays exponentially (α < 0). If the average
value of the forcing function F (t) = kinv1 +ε sin(ωt) is decreased (increased), the whole
frequency response shifts down (up), making it harder (easier) for the invasion to take
place. The value of the amplitude used was ε = 0.01, not too big to avoid additional
nonlinear effects. The amplitude ε rather affects the intensity of the amplification but
not much the frequencies that are amplified.
From the frequency response, one can see that the invasion strength is stronger
when the forcing frequency is slightly lower than one of the multiples of the fundamen-
tal frequency of the invading species, in agreement with the results of the ecological
succession diagrams shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.10. Also, changing the mean occupa-
tion of space represented by the constant term in F (t) shifts the frequency response
up or down. It reflects the fact that free space drives growth, already discussed. No
matter how the parameters of the forcing function are varied, however, the peaks in
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the response are always located around the same frequencies.
Another feature from Figure 5.22 calls the attention. For values of ω slightly above
the red dashed lines, there is still a narrow region where α > 0. Although asymmetric,
there is still growth for comparable (but higher) forcing frequencies. When both species
have stable oscillatory solutions and their fundamental frequencies are comparable
(ωinv0 ≈ ωnat0 ), it may also lead coexistence in the continuous-time realm, and it happens
exactly at this narrow band of frequencies. The system of two populations may stay in
a quasi-periodic attractor in the asymptotic behaviour that lies on a high-dimensional
torus, which is only possible due to frequency-dependent selection: both species β and
ξ grow when the other is dominant. Using the same notation for the coupled system
in equation (5.23), an asymptotic solution is shown in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Attractor showing coexistence between two oscillating species with similar
natural frequencies. The parameters of the species are τ1 = 0, τ2 = 5, τ3 = 25,
λ1 = λ2 = 0.0009, σ1 = 82.5, σ2 = 87.5 and σ3 = 107.5.
The results of this chapter confirm one central idea discussed so far. The selective
advantage of having smaller T1, as one would intuitively expect, is corroborated by
the invasion criterion based on equation (5.29). Yet, whenever oscillatory solutions
start taking place this result is no longer valid. Bernardelli waves induce, to some
extent, synchronisation of cell division that hinders invasion. This is very similar
to the counterintuitive effect reported in the previous chapters, where climbing the
landscape did not take place due to synchronisation. It could be even argued that
some species might make use of this coordination as protection against competitor
species depending on particularities of their ecologies.
In real ecologies, occupation of space has a fundamental role, where not only the
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interspecific relations determine the composition of the environment for every species,
but also their spatial distribution. In an evolutionary process, many species find
strategies involving niche construction, redefining the shape of the geological land-
scape. Spatial inhomogeneities and complex ecological relations are decisive regarding
stability and success of most species. In the next chapter, I introduce space explicitly.
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Chapter 6
Spatiality
In the domain of population dynamics, models are constructed based on the par-
ticularities of the interactions between the species under consideration. While the
logistic model [115] captures the essence of the mechanism underlying intraspecific
competition, the Lotka-Volterra equations extend the idea to include predation, para-
sitism and interspecific competition [116]. Other functional forms have been developed
to represent the Allee effect [190], mutualism, commensalism or antagonism [191] and
other ecological interactions.
These models serve as building blocks for representing complex networks of in-
teracting species. Population-dynamical models of multi-species interactions can be
conceived to include as many relations from the network of ecological interactions as
wanted and many important structural and dynamical results can be extracted from
them [192], [193], [194], [195].
The absence of spatial variables in such models expresses an assumption of an
immediate effect of the interaction between individuals, homogeneously distributed
among the whole population. Nevertheless, non-locality or well mixing are rarely
the case in nature. Heterogeneity in space breaks the symmetry of these mean-field
interactions in such a way that the dynamical outcomes may turn out to be completely
different.
The well-known plankton paradox [196], for example, largely contradicts the com-
petitive exclusion principle [166] – which is a mainly non-local result – and the system
is constantly maintained out of equilibrium. The actual distribution of individuals in
space makes all ecological interactions local, subjecting each individual to a different
condition. For this reason, one has to be aware upon interpreting results of a non-
local model that some of its dynamic properties may be an artefact induced by the
mean-field assumption.
The introduction of space in population-dynamical models can be implemented
in a few different ways, depending on how individuals and space are represented.
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Continuous populations – in terms of densities, when populations are big enough –
described in a continuous space, usually 2D Euclidean, can be modelled by partial
differential equations (PDEs). First considered by Fisher in the now famous Fisher’s
equation [119], it has now become rather standard to use such a formalism in the field
[197], [198], [199], [200].
These models fit in the category of reaction-diffusion processes, the same studied
by Turing in the context of ontogeny [10]. What they also have in common is their re-
sulting solutions, that describe complex spatio-temporal (Turing) patterns that closely
resemble those observed in real ecosystems [201].
The PDE approach can be useful for describing long-range patterns, populations
that extend across wide areas and whose properties can be described by smooth gradi-
ents. Very often, however, the environments are patchy, and a discretisation of space
may be more realistic. An intermediary approach, then, consists of discretising space
into patches while keeping a continuous description of populations at each spatial
patch.
This network of locally-unstructured ecosystems is coupled through migration
rates between patches, reducing the spatial problem to a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs), much simpler to analyse. This approach is valid whenever the
distances between the patches is much bigger compared to their sizes, being each
patch a relatively isolated ecosystem – such as islands or sparse, disconnected patches of
forest. An interesting analysis of the conditions for resilience of such patchy ecosystems
was recently done in [202].
For many ecosystems, though, an explicit representation of the spatial localisation
of each individual or group of individuals ought to be necessary, and populations should
be represented by the explicit placement of agents in space instead of densities – which
may even affect predictions in more extreme cases [203]. Hogeweg argued for the use
of automata as a modelling paradigm for ecological modelling [204], and a considerable
amount of work has already been devoted to such approach. In contrast with the use
of PDEs and ODEs described above, agent-based models provide a finer resolution of
the spatio-temporal patterns resulting from the ecological interactions [205], usually at
the expense of rendering the system analytically unsolvable. In addition, if the model
is well constructed local interactions will produce global patterns that coincide with
empirical observation [206], [207], [208].
Since the results of chapter 5 point to the occupation of space as an essential
element driving competition, it seems natural to introduce a spatial structure and
break the mean-field symmetry of the delay equations. These equations are trans-
lated as faithfully as possible into a spatial agent-based model or probabilistic cellular
automaton in order to examine the resulting spatio-temporal age distributions, to be
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compared with their mean-field counterparts. A master equation approximation for
this model is also presented for comparison, which will be shown in parallel.
The dynamics takes place on a 2D regular lattice, where each site might be either
empty or occupied by one organism of age h. Each organism’s type is also completely
defined by the tuple (T1, T2, T3). However, the mean-field density previously used to
regulate birth is now substituted by the local fraction of empty sites in the Moore
neighbourhood1 of the dividing agent. To reproduce the logistic effect, a very sim-
ple stochastic rule is used. Whenever an organism tries to divide, one of the eight
neighbours is randomly selected and division only takes place if that site is empty.
This mechanism induces a probability of cell division that depends on local density,
implementing the intended spatial effect. The algorithm is schematically summarised
in the flowchart in Figure 6.1.
Some details were omitted from the flowchart for simplicity. The initial conditions
correspond to occupying some of the sites of the lattice with organisms of a certain
species and age. Generally stated, one probability distribution that can depend on
spatial coordinates is chosen and the lattice is populated. The step process for the ages
involves (synchronously) incrementing the ages of the individuals and either removing
them if they exceed maximum age or storing them in an array to be used in the division
process, further down in the flowchart. This array containing m mature individuals
is, then, shuffled to prevent an ordering bias leading to some kind of division priority.
Then, each one is selected to try division, only succeeding if their randomly-chosen
neighbour is empty.
Also here, similar characteristic effects of delayed dynamics are present, resulting
in interesting spatio-temporal patterns. Additionally, the explicit spatial structure
provides us with a clearer intuition about the roles of the three parameters in the
growth of a colony and in competition between species.
6.1 Single Species
In this section, I will discuss some properties of the colonies of a single species
that emerge from the dynamic rules of the model. For this purpose, let us start with
the simplest possible initial conditions, namely, placing only one newborn cell with age
h = 0 on the site at the centre to seed a colony. The resulting colonies have a spatial
age distribution with very different morphologies and properties depending on their
genotypes (T1, T2, T3), discussed later in this section. Some examples of single species
growth patterns are shown in Figure 6.2.
1The Moore neighbourhood consists of the eight sites surrounding a central one including the
diagonals, as opposed to a von Neumann neighbourhood with only four neighbours per site.
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set initial
conditions
t < tmaxstop
step ages:
kill old,
store
mature
randomise
mature
array
i = 0
i < m
randomly
kill agents
with prob-
ability α
randomly
choose
neighbour
i = i + 1
occupied?
divide
t = t + 1
false
true
false
true
true
false
Figure 6.1: Flowchart of the algorithm for the spatial version of the model. At each
timestep, all m mature individuals (T1 < h 6 T1 + T2) are stored in an array that is
randomised for potential division. Division only takes place if the randomly-selected
neighbour is not already occupied by an individual, and consists of placing a newborn
in the chosen site.
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(a) Genotype: (0, 2, 300) (b) Genotype: (0, 4, 18) (c) Genotype: (0, 100, 135)
(d) Genotype: (0, 100, 0) (e) Genotype: (5, 3, 135) (f) Genotype: (8, 10, 20)
(g) Genotype: (100, 20, 80) (h) Genotype: (100, 20, 60) (i) Genotype: (100, 20, 40)
Figure 6.2: Different genotypes produce colonies with very different age distributions
in space. Colours closer to purple indicate younger individuals while green depicts
older ones. Red portrays mature organisms, omitted from Figure 6.2d given that
individuals are always mature for this genotype.
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To investigate some of the quantitative features of these colonies, I will construct
a master equation for the probabilities of the age distribution in space. For the sake of
simplicity, this equation will depend on only one of the spatial dimensions, s. This is
valid when colonies are big enough such that curvature effects are no longer present and
the margin of the colony is roughly straight, propagating as a planar wave. Similarly,
initial conditions that are translation-invariant in the y direction, such as the one
shown in Figure 6.3, produce spatio-temporal patterns that should agree with the
equation in the limit where the lattice size in the y direction tends to infinity and the
probabilities are marginalised.
Figure 6.3: When the initial conditions (left) do not depend on y, the solution propa-
gates as planar waves (right) that agree with the master equation, albeit its unidimen-
sional nature. Given their striped character, I will use the term stripe to refer to the
horizontal coordinate s of the lattice and simultaneously explicit the independence on
the y coordinate.
This is a shortcut to convert some of the properties of a two-dimensional spatial
model into a one-dimensional description. What one gets is a 1D spatial master
equation which depends on the parameters of the genotype. With such approach, it
is possible to obtain a deterministic description of the probability waves that describe
the spatio-temporal age distribution, from which important properties of the colonies
can be measured as a function of the characteristic times defining the genotype.
To write the equation, consider the quantity P (h, s, t) that represents the proba-
bility that the stripe s contains, at time t, individuals with age h. I will define, as a
convention, that newborn individuals have age h = 0 (h ∈ N), being only necessary
to be careful with summation limits. The parameters T1, T2 and T3 ∈ N represent the
number of timesteps the organisms spend being young, mature and old, respectively,
not including the timestep at which they are born. However, in practice, populations
never thrive for values of T2 < 2 (the transition to extinction). Equation (6.1) shows
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the general structure of the master equation.
P (h, s, t) = P b(s, t− h) · (1− P o(s, t− h)) · (1− α)h (6.1)
The term P o(s, t) represents the probability that stripe s is occupied at time t,
given by the equation (6.2) below.
P o(s, t) =
T1+T2+T3∑
h=1
P (h, s, t) (6.2)
The term P b(s, t) denotes the probability that the organisms occupying either
stripe s or its neighbours s + 1 and s − 1 will try to place their offspring on stripe s
at time t + 1. It is a birth potential that still has to be multiplied by the probability
of empty space to become an actual birth probability P (0, s, t). The term P b(s, t) has
to include the two-dimensional neighbourhood information about the lattice to make
the master equation valid. To write it down, one first has to sum over all mature
ages to determine the probability that the stripes contain mature individuals. Thus, I
will denote as Pm(s, t) the probability that stripe s has mature individuals at time t,
written in equation (6.3).
Pm(s, t) =
T1+T2∑
h=T1+1
P (h, s, t) (6.3)
Both equations (6.2) and (6.3) have this summation form due to mutual exclusivity
of different ages. The only missing relation is the one between P b(s, t) and Pm(s, t).
Consider a node in a 2D lattice on stripe s. From its eight neighbours, three of them
lie on the left stripe s− 1, two of them lie on the same stripe s and other three lie on
stripe s+ 1. Also, due to the assumption of the model, a mature individual has equal
probability 1
8
of placing their offspring at each of its neighbours. Given the number
of terms, however, the equation would barely fit the page. To simplify notation, the
events for the birth attempts coming from each of the eight neighbours will be named
from A to H. The equation, then, reads:
P b(s, t) = P (A ∪B ∪ C ∪D ∪ E ∪ F ∪G ∪H) (6.4)
The quantity P b(s, t) represents the probability that at least one of the eight
neighbours will try to place a newborn at that cell, which is given by the union of the
individual events. This equation, organising logically the terms from the inclusion-
exclusion principle, becomes:
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P b(s, t) =P (A) + (1− P (A)) · (P (B) + (1− P (B)) · (P (C) +
+ (1− P (C)) · (P (D) + (1− P (D)) · (P (E) +
+ (1− P (E)) · (P (F ) + (1− P (F )) · (P (G) +
+ (1− P (G)) · P (H)))))))
(6.5)
where
P (A) = P (B) = P (C) =
Pm(s− 1, t)
8
(6.6)
P (D) = P (E) =
Pm(s, t)
8
(6.7)
P (F ) = P (G) = P (H) =
Pm(s+ 1, t)
8
(6.8)
Although slightly cumbersome, the master equation one gets from combining
equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.5), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) describes the probabilities
P (h, s, t) in space, time and age of the model with appropriate initial conditions.
Computationally, it is easily implemented to measure some of the explicitly spatial
features of the colonies. The quantities P (h, s, t), P o(s, t), Pm(s, t) and P b(s, t) will
be useful in the development of this chapter. For now, consider α = 0, which means
that the only mechanism for death is exceeding maximal age T1 +T2 +T3. Let us now
examine some of the spatial properties of the artificial colonies.
6.1.1 Morphology
Speed The first feature that becomes clear with the introduction of spatiality is the
role of T1. This time-scale – related to the maturation time of a cell – actually controls
the speed at which the edge or margin of the colony moves forward. Smaller T1 implies
more rapid space colonisation and, as a consequence, a smaller age gradient ∆s〈h〉 in
space2. The measured difference in average age between neighbour stripes is given by
∆s〈h〉 = T1 + κ. The quantity κ is a factor that weakly depends on the values of T1
and T2. In most of the parameter space, κ ≈ 1.5±0.1. The only exceptional case is the
limiting case T2 = 2, where the factor depends linearly on T1 (κT2=2 ≈ 0.11 ·T1 +1.55).
Thus, the front speed is given by v = 1
∆s〈h〉 = (T1 + κ)
−1 and is plotted in Figure 6.4.
2This gradient is the difference between the expected age of neighbour stripes. It is only pre-
dictable, in general, in the outermost part of the colonies, within one ring. If T3 is infinitely large,
measuring gradients becomes relatively easy. In this situation, the same gradient can be measured
anywhere in the colony. Since the speed does not depend at all on T3, it is the most convenient
procedure.
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Figure 6.4: Front velocities of the colonies as a function of T1 + 1.5, and T2 > 3.
The black crosses indicate the measured values and the continuous line is a plot of
v = (T1 + 1.5)
−1, showing that κ = 1.5 is already a very good approximation.
Rings There is one first direct consequence of the age gradient being controlled by
T1. For a considerable range of the parameters, the colonies organise in concentric
rings or bands (Figures 6.2b, 6.2c, 6.2d and 6.2e), with an example given in Figure 6.5
for one solution of the master equation. In such cases, T1 is also the parameter that
has a nonlinear influence on the width of these occupied bands, being them thinner
for higher values of T1.
Width Using the expression for the gradient, the width of the bands is given with
good accuracy by equation (6.9). Note that T3 determines the internal end of the rings.
That is the reason why taking the limit of T3 going to infinity simplifies the task of
measuring the gradients. Within these infinitely wide rings, the gradient is constant
and measurable anywhere.
What is, therefore, observed is a spatial oscillation with wavelength roughly equal
to the width of the rings. This pattern is also accompanied by Bernardelli waves
within each stripe s, each one with a phase that is lagged by ∆s〈h〉 with respect to
its neighbour. The centre of the colonies, in such cases, are the focus of the birth and
occupation waves that propagate in space and time.
wb =
T1 + T2 + T3
T1 + κ
(6.9)
Since increasing T1 slows down the front velocity, it also compresses all spatial
waves. The rings become thinner when T1 gets bigger, and this compression effect
will ultimately lead to a series of transitions when this parameter becomes larger.
Similarly, the compression of spatial waves may be obtained by decreasing T2 or T3.
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Figure 6.5: Ring structure of the colony with genotype (0, 50, 19), with wb ≈ 46. On
top, at time t = 500, the green lines depict the occupation probability of a stripe
P o(s, t), the blue lines indicate the probability of finding a mature individual in that
stripe Pm(s, t) and the red lines represent the probability that an agent tries to put
its offspring on that stripe P b(s, t). The same colours are used in the following figures.
On the bottom, P o(s, t) is shown for the same genotype as a function of t and s,
indicated by the colour code. One can see the beginning of the formation of the ring-
shaped spatio-temporal waves defined by the master equation. The band structure is
discussed in the text in more detail.
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Empty Sites and Margins The average fraction of empty sites within each band
is mainly a function of T2. This is plotted in Figure 6.6. The empty sites produced
by this mechanism are uniformly distributed along the rings. Consequently, one can
notice that T2 determines the roughness of the margins of the colonies, together with
T1. The extreme case T2 = 2 produces margins that are extremely rough and a growth
pattern that resembles the fractal diffusion-limited aggregation patterns also observed
in morphologies of real bacteria [209], owing to the fact that the growth at the margin
is ruled by a self-avoiding, branching random walk for T2 = 2. On the other extreme,
when T2 is large the colonies tend to have smoother margins.
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Figure 6.6: Average fraction of empty sites within the rings. For T2 > 6, the fraction
of holes in the colonies are smaller than 10−2. This relation no longer holds if the ring
structure is damped.
Hollow When T3 is increased, the inner part of the rings (where the old organisms
are situated) becomes larger, effectively creating a spatial barrier between the mature
individuals and the free space generated when the old individuals die. This barrier
being sufficiently large causes the centre of the colony to be hollow (Figure 6.2c).
Note that there is always a small positive probability that there are empty sites
connecting these two regions, reason why in the master equation description these
hollow colonies are never observed, unless a probability cutoff is set. Also, in the
agent-based model there is a very small (but positive) probability that new rings are
generated on the inner edge of every ring (like in Figure 6.2e), but a very big lattice
would be needed for that to be observed for high values of T3.
Empty sites, however, can also be produced randomly with probability α. The
density of empty sites introduced by the random death mechanism will connect the
mature individuals with the empty sites inside the ring at a certain rate, recovering
the concentric ring structure above a certain threshold αc.
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6.1.2 Birth Waves
In the non-local models of chapter 5, I have described oscillations in the birth rate,
which means that there are moments in time – that reoccur periodically – where a lot of
births take place. In the spatial extension of the model, birth events also propagate in
space. Birth waves determine the spatial age distribution of the colonies that generates
again new birth waves, in a positive feedback loop analogous to the formation of sand
waves [210]. Therefore, the observed spatial structures contain information about the
birth waves that populate the colony. Regions that oscillate with different frequencies
must necessarily be organised differently regarding age distribution.
Ring waves The simplest type of sustained birth waves consists of concentric rings
propagating from one focus and whose wavelengths are roughly given by wb (equation
(6.9), Figures 6.2b, 6.2c, 6.2d, 6.2e and 6.5), and are only possible for big values of wb.
These waves, although persistent in space, do not produce a global synchronisation
of births, to be discussed shortly. When the parameters vary such that the resulting
width of the rings wb decreases, the corresponding spatio-temporal birth waves undergo
organisational transitions that are analogous to those described in Figure 5.3.
Damping The first transition consistently observed leads to damped oscillations in
the master equation solutions, similar to the non-local delay models. In the damped
cases, while the margins of the colonies grow with a few rings, the interiors get dis-
ordered, converging to the exponential (α > 0) or uniform (α = 0) stationary age
distribution within each stripe. The external thin rings represent short-wavelength
spatial waves that are not sustained and get damped towards the centre (see Figure
6.7). Similar solutions were reported in the context of continuous predator-prey spatial
interactions [200].
However, one should notice that the master equation averages all the information
about one of the two dimensions and therefore some details of the actual 2D spatial dis-
tribution of the agent-based model are lost in this approximation. The corresponding
damped solutions in the full spatial model (Figure 6.2f) do exhibit rings on the border
that are not persistent, but their interiors are not completely disordered, locally.
Further Transitions Decreasing the value of wb below those that produce damped
solutions, a series of transitions are seen, which correspond to birth waves with periods
of oscillation of, approximately, T1,
T1
2
, T1
3
and so on. Contrary to ring waves, in which
all individuals die to be replaced by newborns when a birth wavefront travels through
them, the situation is spatially more involved for waves with smaller values of wb.
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Figure 6.7: Phenotype = (9, 5, 20). With thinner rings, the oscillatory structure disap-
pears in the interior of the colonies, and the age structure converges to the stationary
fixed point. However, the rings still form at the margin, that contain oscillating age
structures that are damped towards the centre of the colony.
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Alternated waves A peculiar solution takes place for waves whose corresponding
period of oscillation is close to T1. The spatial pattern that emerges from both the
agent-based model and the master equation is shown in Figures 6.2g and 6.8, respec-
tively. One can see a clear separation in time between births taking place at odd
or even stripes. This means that there are two alternating birth waves across space
that propagate through either odd or even stripes. The births that take place at even
stripes are generated by mature organisms at odd stripes and vice versa. Every agent,
then, belongs to the same self-generating maturity-birth wave.
Therefore, each agent i has neighbours whose ages are either comparable to hi or
that differ by T1, approximately – a spatial alternation of generations. A distribution
of the age differences |∆h| between neighbours for this kind of wave is shown in the
plot on the left of Figure 6.9.
Higher frequencies When the frequency is doubled, there are two birth-maturity
waves out of phase by approximately T1
2
that have to fit together on the lattice. For
higher frequencies, there are higher numbers of out-of-phase, self-generating waves
coexisting in the lattice. This is directly reflected in the spatial age distribution. If
there are birth waves with different phases in the lattice, it should also be seen in the
probability of observing neighbour agents whose ages differ by |∆h|. This is plotted
for different values of T1 in Figure 6.9.
The requirement of fitting together in the lattice waves with different phases,
however, makes it impossible for higher harmonics to persist. Oscillations with periods
greater than T1
4
were never observed in the spatial model, and their corresponding
multi-peak distribution loses stability, being closer to uniform.
Frequency tuning As seen before, the logistic nonlinearity produces a transient
mechanism for frequency tuning. In the mean-field scenario, the frequency of the
demographic wave has to be tuned in such a way that when one generation dies there
should be enough mature individuals to generate the next peak of births. To reach
this adjusted frequency, there is a transient peak-splitting mechanism discussed in last
chapter: every time a peak splits in two, the oscillatory mode of frequency nf0 jumps
to the next harmonic of frequency (n + 1)f0. After a series of jumps, the harmonic
that best fits the age distribution will persist.
In the mean-field equations, the frequency-tuning mechanism operates through
peak splitting of the demographic waves in time, whereas in the probabilistic spatial
model these extra peaks also propagate in space. It is, thus, possible to observe
different regions of colonies oscillating with different frequencies, with the frequency
interfaces moving outwards. One solution of the master equation is shown in Figure
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Figure 6.8: Alternated waves and their characteristic probabilities for genotype
(25, 5, 20) at t = 6475. On the top, a detail of P (h, s, t) showing the newborn gen-
eration on even stripes, whose parents occupy odd ones. The stripe s = 250 is the
centre of the colony. On the bottom, at the same timestep, one can infer from the
probabilities that the waves move inwards. The green curves, showing occupation
probability, decrease when individuals die and birth potential waves take place right
after them, populating the recently emptied spaces. At the centre, the maturity-birth
waves coming from the extremities cancel each other and die out.
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Figure 6.9: Probability of finding two neighbour agents whose ages differ by |∆h|. From
left to right, T1 = 30, T1 = 60 and T1 = 90. The other parameters were fixed, T2 = 5,
T3 = 20 and α = 0. The lattice size was 500× 500 with periodic boundary conditions
and the measurement was taken after long enough time to guarantee stationarity.
These plots confirm the periods T of the birth waves for these parameters, being all
roughly T = 30.
6.10, where the age distribution across space is plotted.
Figure 6.2i depicts a similar case in which there are four higher frequency regions
inside the colony, changing the spatial age distribution as they grow to accommodate
the extra birth waves of different phase.
Synchronisation In general, birth waves propagate in space, which means that dis-
tinct regions of space are associated with different phases of these waves. In some
exceptional cases, though, there is a global tendency for births to synchronise, despite
the purely local nature of the interactions. Whenever3 this is the case, instead of mea-
suring the frequency of birth waves locally the total number of births in the population
can be used for this purpose, and even the peak-splitting transient can be seen from
this quantity, as shown in Figure 6.11.
The spatial master equation and the agent-based model of this chapter, in prac-
tical terms, couple discrete delay systems that are very similar to those described in
equation (5.1). The main difference is that birth may be originated by organisms in
neighbour stripes or sites when space is considered. In the mean-field case, when-
ever part of the population dies from ageing there is a sudden change in the globally
available space and mature individuals will divide and occupy that space immediately
due to the implicit long-range connectivity. When the spatial structure is introduced,
the empty space generated can only be occupied by mature neighbours and a specific
spatio-temporal correlation has to be preserved for patterns to persist. In other words,
recently emptied sites have to be consistently located near mature individuals, as can
be seen from the distributions in Figure 6.9.
Despite some differences pointed out due to the explicit spatial structure, some
3This global synchronisation is usually attained by genotypes whose linearised mean-field equations
have dominant eigenvalues with a large enough positive real part.
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Figure 6.10: Age distribution in space of a colony of organisms of genotype (79, 5, 20)
at t = 19000 timesteps. The axis of symmetry is the centre of the colony, where
everything starts at t = 0. The waves move up in time and newborns appear in the
bottom row and the organisms grow old. Note that in the inner part of the colony the
Bernardelli waves have one extra peak compared to the outer region, which means they
oscillate at different frequencies. The colour map shows the values of P (h, s, 19000).
Also, from the slopes one can see that the birth waves in space go in different directions:
inwards in the centre and outwards at the extremities.
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Figure 6.11: Beginning of the time-series of the number of births in the automaton
model with genotype (60, 5, 20) and lattice size 500× 500. The initial conditions were
randomly chosen from a uniform age distribution. The birth waves in the beginning
have a lower frequency, but quickly adjust by splitting peaks in the age distribution,
which indirectly reflects in the number of births in time.
parallels are still preserved between the non-local and the local versions of the model
– notably, the transitions in the birth oscillation frequencies. The motivation of this
chapter came from the prevalent physical demand on breaking the mean-field formalism
of the equations of chapter 5. As a consequence, a concrete interpretation about the
effect of the timing parameters on colonies’ organisation was obtained. The next
section briefly discusses the effects of the introduction of a spatial structure on the
competition problem.
6.2 Two Species
This last section briefly discusses the spatial competition problem for the ageing
individuals being considered so far, defined by their age h and genotype (T1, T2, T3).
In the previous section, I show how different genotypes determine the spatio-temporal
age distributions within the colonies: each colony has a particular spatial distribution
of empty sites and mature individuals as time elapses – as well as different colonisation
velocities.
Obviously, in real colonies there are also chemical factors such as nutrient depletion
or antibiotic secretion that largely affect the outcomes of the ecological interaction.
Since the aim of this work is to investigate the role of timing alone, the same agent-
based description of individuals presented in section 6.1 is used.
Qualitatively, the master equation predicts similar outcomes regarding competi-
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tion, but it fails for the actual details since it averages information about spatial age
structures. For this reason, this equation will not be used in the present section and
will be only briefly mentioned.
Given the relatively dense nature of most colonies, competition takes primarily
place at the interface between colonies when they touch – reason why the age distri-
bution is crucial. The species that consistently place more offsprings at empty sites
relative to their opponents will make the competition interface advance, colonising
more space in the long term and eventually excluding the other species.
Contrary to the models of chapter 5, the stochasticity plays an important role here,
making it harder to implement the same strategy previously used for the investigation
of the competition/invasion problem.
Back in chapter 5, a very small fraction of non-native individuals is introduced in
an already established population and their growth will necessarily indicate whether
the invasion will take place. Here, both stochastic noise and a nucleation barrier
(described in subsection 4.2.2) may lead to extinction upon the introduction of a small
amount of individuals, being difficult to separate both effects in practice.
One way to do that is to apply a small mutation rate and to observe, in the
long run, whether the small mutated cells will be able, on average, to grow inside
an established native population. This justifies the nucleation metaphor because the
potential to grow does not depend on the absolute number of invading cells but rather
on the radius or curvature of the invading nuclei. Nevertheless, spatiality comes with
non-homogeneity, and a mutated cell on the margin of a colony may have a different
growth rate than those at the interior of the colony. A full characterisation of the
nucleation problem, however, has not been done.
The strategy used, then, is to grow colonies from striped initial conditions (such
as the one in Figure 6.3 for a single species) so that the interfaces are roughly planar
when they meet. Therefore, neither stochasticity nor curvature are responsible for the
invasion in the first place and this procedure will override the nucleation barrier effect,
which is essentially curvature-driven.
For the majority of pairs of competing species, a clear bias in the position of
the interface will lead one of the species to extinction. For a few pairs of species, an
ecological neutrality renders the interface very noisy and stochastic drift will ultimately
determine the survivor. Following this procedure, an ecological succession graph can
be constructed, in which a few of the most important successions are depicted (Figure
6.12). This graph, such as its analogues in Figures 5.7 and 5.9, also depends on the
value of the death probability α. The notation A→ B indicates that species B invades
species A, in the intuitive direction of the ecological succession.
As before, the edges of this succession graph could be weighted by the strength of
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Figure 6.12: Ecological succession graph for death probability α = 0.0009, with fixed
T2 = 5 and T3 = 20. The numbers in the nodes indicate the values of T1. The
nucleation barrier’s effects on invasion are not included in this graph, thus increasing
the number of edges present. Many edges were, therefore, not drawn for clarity. All
interactions between species that differ by one unit in their T1 values are shown. Also,
some interactions between unconventional genotypes (T1 = 0, T1 = 10, T1 = 22,
T1 = 23, T1 = 46 and T1 = 47) are represented. Note that there are some reversals
in the arrows when following the values of T1 in the natural order, indicating the
typical non-monotonicity of the role of this parameter on survival. The absence of
an edge between adjacent numbers – 15 and 16, for example – indicates neutrality or
coexistence up to stochastic effects.
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the invasion – that can be measured by the interface’s average4 receding velocity. A full
quantitative characterisation is not the main concern here, but it is interesting to note
that around the frequency discontinuities of the birth waves (e.g. between T1 = 45
and T1 = 48) the invasions get much weaker between genotypes whose T1 differ by
one, also seen in Figure 5.7. This agrees with the continuous formalism, where the
two dominant eigenvalues are closer to zero around such transitions, and the discrete
invasion graphs in which some edges are also missing next to similar values.
Comparing the succession graph of Figure 6.12 with its mean-field counterpart
of Figure 5.7 one can notice that the value of T1 = 22 or T1 = 23 are among the
fittest types for α = 0.0009, in both cases. One important difference, however, is that
the invasion 22 → 46, observed in the non-local model does not take place with the
introduction of spatiality. More generally, higher frequency types – such as (46, 5, 20),
that oscillates with doubled frequency – are less invasive when space matters, and no
invasion of this type was ever observed in the spatial model.
The evident result that bigger values of T2 usually benefit the organisms is still
valid, spatially. Another comparable result regards the effect of death probability on
competition. Increasing α, as before, leads to changes in the succession structure –
usually in the sense of favouring smaller values of T1. Therefore, for big enough values
of α some of the edges will be affected, such as 0 → 23 switching to 23 → 0 at more
hostile environments.
Small maturation periods produce ring or spiral waves that, although quite fast
at spreading and occupying the lattice initially, tend to be susceptible to invasions of
much slower types such as T1 = 22 or T1 = 23. Although slower, these genotypes
build colonies whose empty spaces are much sparser and that reach the interface at a
frequency that is incompatible with other types, being more difficult to penetrate. On
the other hand, faster front velocities tend to be advantageous in harsh environments
but can be invaded by genotypes with the right frequency for small α. Two snapshots
of the competition between (0, 5, 20) and (23, 5, 20) in different mortality scenarios are
shown in Figure 6.13.
The use of the master equation formalism for the prediction of the outcome of
the two-species competition has also been investigated. However, the master equation
fails at accurately predicting the succession structure, indicating that the actual 2D
details are important for the interface dynamics. Nevertheless, it still captures some
of the qualitative features, such as the non-monotonicity of T1 (and the corresponding
edge reversals on the backbone of the succession spiral), the weakening of the invasions
around the frequency jumps, the dependence on mortality of the competition outcomes
4The interface velocity should be averaged due to stochastic noise but also the oscillatory behaviour
sometimes observed.
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Figure 6.13: Two populations compete: (0, 5, 20), depicted in purple-green and
(23, 5, 20) in orange-magenta. On the left panel, the death probability is set to
α = 0.0009 and on the right, α = 0.009. The initial conditions were randomly placed
cells, with relatively low spatial density. The winning species depends on α: for low
values of mortality, the observed invasion is 0 → 23, whereas the opposite 23 → 0 is
seen for higher values of mortality. Both snapshots were taken at the same timestep
t = 650.
and oscillations of the interface for a few genotype pairs.
Many of the results obtained from the explicit introduction of a spatial struc-
ture represent a natural extension of the mean-field models’ properties, unfolding to
accommodate the spatial variables. This corresponds to morphological features or
distribution of ages in space that mimic the corresponding spatially unstructured dy-
namics.
The agent-based model used here, inherently, is a “memoryless” Markov chain,
but whose configurations – composed of spatial age distributions – explicitly represent
birth events that can be traced up to T1 + T2 + T3 timesteps back in time, functioning
as a memory in practical terms. These memories import to the spatial model most of
the properties of the corresponding delay systems studied in chapter 5.
Spatial properties of the demographic oscillations are remarkably similar to those
of the mean field equations, but locality constraints also account for the most important
difference observed – namely, the upper bound for higher harmonics of the birth waves
on the lattice. As a direct consequence, the higher-frequency genotypes become more
fragile in space and the frequency of birth waves does not necessarily increase during
invasions.
When space is globally available, long-range connections will favour higher fre-
quencies – which may be the case for cultures of unicellular organisms in well-mixed
tanks with steady nutrient flow. If a two-dimensional neighbourhood is imposed, closer
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to typical bacterial colonies, there seems to be an optimal maturation time, neither too
small nor too big, that creates the most robust spatial age distribution under invasions.
In any case, age correlations between neighbours are always maintained and mor-
phologies can be classified according to basic organisational features [208]. Further
work would still be needed to have a thorough description of the morphological transi-
tions, the nucleation barrier and the competition between species in space as a function
of the timing parameters.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
In the course of this thesis, I have explored dynamical scenarios that oppose
to the expectation that an evolutionary process should drive populations uphill in a
landscape. This could be either a mere consequence of the ecological nonlinearities
hindering invasions or a deeper difficulty in defining what uphill actually means in
the first place. More specifically, I have investigated how success and survival depend
on the time-scales of the life cycle of individuals and, possibly, their synchronised cell
division.
According to Darwin [211], three fundamental ingredients constitute the basis of
evolutionary processes: reproduction, mutation and selection. Back in the nineteenth
century, his description was detailed enough to explain the origin of biological diversity
and avalanche the whole field of evolutionary biology. The Modern Synthesis further
incorporated Mendelian inheritance mechanisms to repair some of the inconsistencies
of the theory, simultaneously providing a more solid mathematical foundation [100],
[118], [212] – from which the concept of landscape derives [72].
Selection, however, remains a rather ill-defined concept that still triggers contro-
versies among scientists [213], [214], sometimes being substituted by that of fitness
– which is not necessarily much better [215], [216]. Nevertheless, recent advances in
the understanding of the biology of organisms increasingly enable us to define them in
terms of objective biochemical processes or mechanisms [217], allowing one to survey
evolutionary processes without depending on the two problematic concepts.
There is, therefore, a gap to be bridged between systemic, dynamical models
that depict organisms as functioning systems and evolutionary models that condense
their complex, dynamical architectures in static scalar fitness values [2]. Dynamics
and self-organisation should be associated with the nodes of these landscapes [218],
reflecting features from different levels of biological organisation – especially metabolic
and ecological.
This was the starting idea of this work: embedding dynamical models of organisms
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in an evolutionary frame that is driven by ecological interactions. Their genetic-
metabolic representation opened questions regarding the characteristic times of cell
division, which led to the simplified representation of asexually reproducing individuals
as oscillators.
The resulting landscapes have remarkably different properties with respect to
Wright-Fisher landscapes. In the course of this thesis, I have unravelled some of the
consequences of these definitions by exploring variations on this theme.
Metabolism Regulation In chapter 2, a coupled genetic-metabolic model was con-
structed, purposely defined such that the phenotypes depend on an interplay between
genotype and environment [219]. This choice resulted in an evolutionary process that
searches through a computation space, in which the nodes (genotypes) encode a dy-
namic interaction with the environment.
The nodes are remarkably well arranged in these environment-dependent land-
scapes (Figure 2.16): at the extremities, the dynamics is frozen – either expressing
the gene at all times, energetically expensive, or never expressing the gene, free from
any energy spending. The useful computation takes place in between, where there is a
balance in the use of energy and a relevant structure for the appropriate computation
[220], [2], [221].
Often, the right computational solution is found after a series of innovative topo-
logical improvements and the metabolism of the population is optimally controlled
given the pattern of availability of vital nutrients. Well-known properties of dynamics
on classical landscapes are equally present, such as the error threshold and its corre-
sponding delocalisation transition [14] or the survival of the flattest [132]. Moreover,
when the duration of the productive season was increased, it was no longer an ad-
vantage to preserve the computing ability and the population unlearns the optimal
solution, another interplay between the orderly computation and the entropic muta-
tion. These localisation transitions emphasize the roles of genotypes as evolutionary
memories.
In contrast, two out of the three nonlinear competition mechanisms surveyed
sometimes hinder landscape climbing, that is, the population moving to nodes whose
corresponding biomass production and division rates would be higher. This effect – the
nucleation barrier – is only observed in crowded populations for low mutation and/or
mortality rates. Nonlinear competition effects are negligible if population size is much
smaller than the carrying capacity and a linear approach always predicts the optimal
types to dominate.
Ecological interactions that are intrinsically nonlinear have, therefore, a great
impact on the evolutionary history. The synchronisation of cell division, consequence of
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the coordinated metabolisms, in conjunction with the competition’s nonlinearity were
responsible for the counterintuitive out-of-equilibrium trajectories of the populations
through the landscape and the associated attractor structure.
If the attractor structure depends on the ecological relations, further work is
necessary to include other interactions besides competition. Parasitism, mutualism,
predation and other interactions will definitely affect the stability of an ecosystem;
novelties introduced by mutation within ecosystems will induce out-of-equilibrium dy-
namics that steer the evolutionary history differently.
Further work is needed to increase the size of both the gene-regulatory network
and the metabolic network, consequently extending the neutral networks [77] on the
landscape and the diversity of topological-computational solutions to more complex
metabolic tasks and environments. Being a history-dependent process, evolution is
a highly nonlinear and nonergodic process and unraveling its mechanisms requires a
finer understanding of such out-of-equilibrium stochastic processes [29].
Timing - Cells as Oscillators The prominent phenotypic trait derived from the
coupled networks scenario was, in fact, the time it takes for a newborn to reach ma-
turity and divide, although an explicit mechanism for the cell cycle [8], [93] was not
included in the boolean networks there. The following chapters were, then, devoted
to the study of the effects of synchronisation and the timing of cell division on the
non-linear competition problem.
Initially, organisms were considered as simple oscillators that rhythmically at-
tempt division. The first important timing parameter investigated was the time it
takes between birth and division, which was considered as the period of the oscilla-
tors. This scenario was chosen in order to artificially impose synchronisation and to
highlight the divergence relative to Wright-Fisher processes [124], [125] – in which repli-
cation events might account for higher number of offsprings per individual, regarded
as fitness.
In the oscillator scenario (chapter 4), each individual can produce at most one
offspring and fitness should correspond to division rates rather than offspring sizes.
However, as before, higher cell division frequency does not necessarily result in invasion
of the faster type in the population, and relative population growth rates (fitness)
often depend on the proportion of genotypes in the population (frequency-dependent
selection).
The nucleation barrier was characterised in dynamical terms and faithfully repro-
duces the effect previously reported in the context of the full metabolic model. Unless
the frequency ratios between a slow native type and a fast invader is big enough, the
invasion never takes place and the two-type system remains in a metastable state in
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which the slower type dominates.
There are, in these cases, two stable equilibria separated by a nucleation barrier
– a joint effect of the nonlinear competition and reproductive synchronisation. There-
fore, evolutionary trajectories on frequency landscapes diverge from those on classical
landscapes; synchronisation could eventually be used as a collective strategy against
invasion.
Ageing The rest of the thesis was dedicated to a more elaborate description of the
oscillators, in which three timing parameters (T1, T2 and T3, Figure 5.1) determine the
duration of reproduction and survival for each individual – that allow the oscillators
to slow down their division rates based on the availability of space. This translates
into a delay logistic model that describes the dynamics of the demographic structure
of the populations, analysed in discrete and continuous mean-field versions and later
extended to introduce a two-dimensional spatial structure.
Both non-spatial models analysed in chapter 5 produce asymptotic solutions for
a single species that are either stationary (exponential age distribution) or periodic
(Bernardelli waves), depending on the parameters. When put to compete with other
species, stable stationary populations will be invaded based on the monotonic criterion
of more efficient occupation of space kinv1 < k
nat
1 . On the other hand, oscillatory solu-
tions – whose births are, to some extent, synchronised – may have an advantage against
invasion and break this monotonicity, further supporting previous results. Once more,
the bistable invasion transition is observed for oscillating populations.
To display the non-monotonic invasions of oscillating types, I have condensed pair-
wise interactions in ecological succession graphs (Figures 5.7, 5.9 and 6.12) that reveal
the extent to which the maturation timing T1 is non-trivial. Cell division synchronisa-
tion and maturation timing have an important role in evolution, affecting population
growth and potentially hindering faster-dividing types to invade.
In a controlled setting, well-mixed populations may be quite realistic. In con-
trast, spatially-structured populations are ubiquitous in nature, very often organised
in (roughly two-dimensional) colonies. Accordingly, the spatial extension of chapter 6
was conceived to survey the relations between the timing parameters and morpholog-
ical features as well as their effects on ecological successions and evolution.
The morphological patterns emerge as spatio-temporal age correlations between
neighbours, very characteristic for each set of timing parameters. Some important
differences were pointed out upon the introduction of space, mainly favouring invasions
that were previously impossible and eliminating the nucleation barrier effect, only
observed in the mean-field setting.
The succession structure, however, remains considerably non-monotonic and some
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parallels were discussed between the spatial and non-spatial versions of the model,
including the tendency to oscillate and the frequency discontinuities.
Fitness Considering the complexity of the evolutionary process, one objective (and
useful) definition of fitness is the relative growth rate of a population of phenotypically
identical individuals in an environment. Organisms are subjected to different selective
pressures according to the context, reason why the ecosystem with the full set of
(nonlinear) relations should be used to survey the out-of-equilibrium contractions or
expansions of population size underlying evolution [222], [29].
Eigen’s linear quasispecies model [137], [223] is a good starting point from which
important results have been extracted. The concept of quasispecies itself, derived from
the linear theory, has found its niche in RNA virus evolution modelling [224], [225] but
still lacks the fundamental ecological interconnections that might change the picture in
more complex scenarios. On the other hand, the replicator equation from evolutionary
game theory [125], [226] does take frequency-dependent selection into account through
a payoff matrix formalism, producing a much richer range of dynamical behaviours,
including bistability.
Still, both approaches artificially impose fitness or payoff values a priori, with
no reference to an explicit biological mechanism. Organisms are equipped with dy-
namic gene-regulatory networks whose performances highly depend on the environ-
ment. Quorum sensing, for example, can be used by populations to synchronise cell
division or coordinate metabolic activities [62], which can also affect survival and fit-
ness according to the context. With the ongoing advances in biological and computer
sciences, further scientific efforts will presumably concentrate on descriptions whose
population’s growth rates are an implicit consequence of ecologically-mediated replica-
tion mechanisms instead of neglecting them. To refine our understanding of evolution,
a more robust, dynamic integration of the different levels of organisation would be
fruitful [29].
The Extended Evolutionary Synthesis and Biological Codes The reduction-
ist, gene-centred view of evolution reinforced by the Modern Synthesis has become too
na¨ıve at this point. Other aspects of biological organisation – development, ecology
and self-organisation, to name a few – have been acknowledged as central actors in the
interwoven tissue of evolution, inaugurating the post-modern evolutionary paradigm
known as the Extended Evolutionary Synthesis [222].
What is indeed relevant for any organism’s well functioning is the coordination of
molecules that, together, compose operating modules for symbolic information process-
ing through the conventional use of arbitrarily-constructed codes, sensing and respond-
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ing to increasingly challenging environments. The model developed in chapters 2 and
3 together with suitable population dynamical mechanisms incorporate this dynamic
semiosis of biological systems as they evolve, but was still far too small to give any in-
sights regarding the evolution of biological codes and the dynamic resource allocation
within the cells. The rest of the thesis was dedicated to the elucidation of the role
of population-dynamical nonlinearities in order to justify the correct interpretation of
such model, emphasising the importance of ecological interactions.
An important extension of this model to be considered would be to return the
metabolic wastes of the cells to the environment, changing the chemical compounds
available to other organisms. A thorough investigation of this class of models might
not only be illuminating for understanding evolution, but could also help rethinking
the current policies for recycling and resource management at a global scale.
List of Symbols
α Discrete death probability
β(t) Birth rate at time t
β∗ Fixed point for the birth rate
µt Chemical concentrations at time t
pit Vector of natural numbers counting the occurrences of all genotypes in
the population at time t
ρ Population density vector for continuous approximation
p˜it Vector indicating number of potential newborns of all genotypes in the
population at time t, before death takes place
 Point mutation probability
ηgr Acting matrix indicating whether gene g controls reaction r
pˆ Stochastic operator for random deaths of organisms.
λ Mortality rate (continuous)
r Reaction rates
ν Metabolic noise: probability that a reaction does not take place.
−→ρ Relative population densities
Φ(t) Initial function for the delay equation.
φsi Estimated fitness of genotype i at season s
ρ(h, t) Density of individuals of age h at time t
σti The state of gene i at time t
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τ1 T1
τ2 T1 + T2
τ3 T1 + T2 + T3
Θ The Heaviside function
θdi threshold of gene i of individual d
ζms Sensing matrix indicating whether molecule m is sensed by sensor node s
aij Weights of the boolean network
B(s) Characteristic equation of the linearised delay system around the fixed
point
Ds Differential matrix operator for season s
DABC(t) Time-dependent mutation matrix, changing relative densities of the pop-
ulation by one timestep upon multiplication.
DT The division threshold or amount of target molecule that has to be accu-
mulated for an organism to divide
Es Stochastic mutation matrix for season s
esij Mutation probability from genotype j to i at season s
f Fraction of empty space left by the population
Fs Fitness matrix for season s
G The set of genes
h Age of an individual
H(d, q) Hamming graph,the Cartesian product of d complete graphs Kq
I Identity matrix
K Carrying capacity of population
k Fraction of a newborn’s biomass that is consumed during the three non-
productive seasons
k1 Fraction of empty space left by population at equilibrium at the fixed
point
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k2 Mass of population at maturity at equilibrium at the fixed point
L Length of the environmental season
LDt Nonlinear operator of death mechanism D at time t
M The set of chemical species in the metabolism
N Carrying capacity for discrete populations
R The set of reactions in the metabolism
s = a+ bi Complex number notation
S The set of sensor nodes
T1 Time for an organism to reach maturity
T2 Duration of an organism’s mature period
T3 Duration of an organism’s senescent period
tdiv Estimated time of cell division of a given phenotype
W Penalty rate of biomass consumption per gene kept active
w Stoichiometric weights
xc Fraction in the population of the slowest (lowest frequency) type in cycle
c
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Glossary
Bernardelli waves A self-sustained oscillatory behaviour observed in the demographic
structure of a population. Birth events concentrated in time propagate to the
future due to aging, generating further peaks in the births of the population that
under specific conditions never damp out. 72, 74, 75, 80, 99, 105, 115, 123
biomass In the context of chapters 2 and 3, the amount of a target molecule that has
been accumulated of produced. The division of the organisms is conditioned on
the biomass exceeding the division threshold . 14, 15, 17–20, 25–29, 35, 36, 49,
51, 131, 137
boolean network A dynamic network whose nodes’ dynamic states are described
by boolean state variables. The update mechanisms of the state variables are
boolean functions of the values of the nodes – a threshold function, in this thesis.
8, 10–12, 14, 19, 20, 28, 29, 40, 50, 132
carrying capacity The maximum sustainable or allowed size of a population in a
certain environment. 29, 35–38, 51, 74, 84–86, 102, 131
catalysis The increase in the rate of a chemical reaction due to the presence of a
catalyst, commonly an enzyme. 4, 10, 16
death mechanism Also called competition mechanism, the procedure applied to
crowded dividing populations that induces deaths in individuals depending on
their age, representing the ecological interaction between them. Three meth-
ods were used: the replacement method, the logistic method and the overlap
method, all described in subsections 3.1.1 (finite, stochastic) and 4.2.3 (infinite,
deterministic). 35, 36, 39, 40, 55, 56, 59, 66, 68, 117
division threshold The amount of the target molecule that must be accumulated
for an organism to reach readiness of division. 19, 25, 27, 40, 49
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educts Also known as substrates or reactants, the necessary chemical species for
a chemical reaction to take place, chemical precursors of the products of that
reaction. 10, 13, 14, 17, 18
enzyme The products of gene expression necessary for promoting or accelerating
(catalysing) chemical reactions. 4, 10, 13, 14, 19–21, 27, 35, 41
fitness Reproductive success or expected number of offspring attributed to a geno-
type, indicating how fit it is. Given the complexity of the genotype-phenotype
map, the ecological interactions, ontogeny, epigenetics and other factors, fitness
should synthesise everything and describe the growth of a population in any
context. 7–9, 25–29, 31, 32, 34, 35, 45, 48–50, 53–57, 69, 81, 130, 132, 134
frequency-dependent selection A non-linear effect that modulates the fitness of a
phenotype depending on its frequency and the distribution of other phenotypes
in the population. 29, 46, 48, 57, 77, 81, 105, 132, 134
gene regulatory network A network of interacting genes that controls most of the
biochemical processes in a living organism. Genes interact whenever the products
of their expression directly affect the expression of other genes. 1, 5, 10, 35
genotype The genetic material of an individual, inherited directly from the parent(s),
often a DNA or RNA sequence. 8, 10, 13, 17, 20, 21, 25–32, 35, 36, 38–40, 42,
44–51, 54–59, 61, 64, 69, 74–78, 80, 81, 84, 109, 111, 112, 116, 121–124, 126–128,
131, 132, 136
genotype space An abstract geometric construction, a space of possible genotypes
– in fact, a sequence space. The topology of the space is given by reachability,
that is, if an organism of a certain genotype may produce an offspring of an-
other genotype due to e.g. mutation the nodes that represent these genotypes
will be connected. If back mutations are always possible, genotypes spaces are
simple graphs; otherwise, directed graphs may be needed. These spaces are the
backbones of the fitness and frequency landscapes. 27–29, 35
invasion In population genetics, an invasion takes place when a certain gene grows
more common in the genetic pool of the population, eventually becoming ubiq-
uitous. A genotype, accordingly, might invade a population becoming the most
common genotype. 42, 44, 48, 51, 57, 58, 65, 78, 80, 81, 83, 101–105, 125–130,
132, 133, 142
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invasion transition Closely connected to the nucleation barrier, the invasion tran-
sition reported in several places in this thesis happens when a faster-dividing
genotype exhibits different abilities to invade the population across different val-
ues of a control parameter (mutation or mortality rates). Below critical values of
these parameters, the invasion does not take place unless the nucleus size exceeds
the nucleation barrier; above the critical values, the nucleation barrier drops to
zero and the invasion always takes place. 57, 58, 61, 64, 65, 67–69, 77, 133
landscape A combination of a genotype space and a function attributing a fitness
to each of the genotypes or nodes of that space. Also used in this thesis is the
concept of a frequency landscape, in which a function attributes a frequency of
cell division to each of the nodes instead of a fitness. 7–10, 19, 27–32, 34, 35,
39–48, 50, 54–59, 61, 66, 67, 69, 71, 77, 105, 106, 130–133
metabolic network A network of chemical reactions within an organism that deter-
mines all possible material flows in that context. Given that most reactions are
controlled by gene-expression products, metabolism is mostly controlled by gene
regulatory networks. 10, 13, 14, 16, 132
neutral network A subgraph of the genotype space whose corresponding phenotypes
are identical. 7, 19, 28, 32, 42, 44, 45, 61, 71, 132
nucleation The nucleation is the first step necessary for the formation of a new phase,
in physics; in this thesis, an analogy with evolution and population genetics is
carried out. Nucleation refers to the appearance of small amounts of a genotype
in the population due to mutations, also called nuclei. 57–59, 64, 102, 125
nucleation barrier Continuing the analogy with the growth of nuclei in thermody-
namics, the barrier is observed in the context of population dynamics when nuclei
of certain genotypes are present in the population but are not able to grow, al-
though the genotypes associated with these nuclei divide faster than the others
present in the population. These nuclei have to exceed a critical size to actually
start growing and ultimately invade. 64, 65, 68, 77, 78, 125, 126, 129, 131–133
penalty A weight representing an energetic cost per unit time for keeping a gene
active. This weight is subtracted from the biomass at every time-step for each
active gene, forcing the organisms to express their genes only when needed. It
represents, in a way, a selective pressure to minimise gene-expression – which in
practice consumes material and energetic resources of a cell. 17–19, 32, 49
146 GLOSSARY
Petri net A mathematical description of distributed processes, very useful for bio-
chemical and industrial processes. It consists of a directed bipartite graph in
which nodes are either places or transitions and arcs or directed edges define
relations between them. Usually, the state of the network is given by a distri-
bution of tokens at different places, that dynamically flow through the network
depending on the transitions’ rules. 8, 13, 15
phenotype The set of an organism’s observable characteristics, a result of the inter-
action between genotype and the environment. 10, 19, 20, 25, 27–29, 31–34, 36,
40–42, 44–47, 50–52, 55, 66, 67, 74, 81, 131
products The chemical species formed after a chemical reaction takes place. 13, 14,
18
season Given that an environment is described by a periodic chemical time-series,
a season is each one of the periods in which the chemical composition of the
environment is constant. The environment used most of the time is divided into
four seasons, one productive and three non-productive seasons. The productive
season correspond to the only season where the biomass might increase and the
organisms might divide. 17–19, 25, 26, 29, 32, 35, 48–50, 52, 131
seed genotype The genotype of the first organisms introduced in the population,
subject to evolution. Technically, the common ancestors of every organism ob-
served in the lineages that will later possibly invade the population. 40, 41, 43,
45, 47, 52
succession An ecological succession [227] in an ecosystem consists of changes in its
species structure, which could be due to an invasion or extinction. Similarly,
within a single-species population, phenotypic novelties introduced by mutation
may invade – which can be considered as an internal ecological succession among
different subtypes of the same species, a necessary step in the evolutionary pro-
cess. 6, 40, 78–83, 102, 104, 125–127, 133
target molecule In the context of model explored in chapters 2 and 3, a target
molecule should be produced and accumulated for an organism to divide. 15–20,
25, 32, 40
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